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I, Robert Stephen Ford, hereby declare pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 as follows: 

I. Introduction 

1. I am the former Ambassador of the United States to the Syrian Arab Republic 

(“Syria”) and currently a Kissinger Fellow at Yale University’s Jackson Institute for Global 

Affairs.  I have been asked by Plaintiffs in this litigation to provide an expert opinion on a 

number of topics concerning the regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad (the “Assad 

Regime” or “Regime”) and its governance in Syria following the March 2011 anti-government 

uprising.  I understand that my opinion will serve as context for the conditions that existed in 

Syria at the time of Marie Colvin’s death on February 22, 2012.  I reserve the right to amend 

and/or supplement the analysis and conclusions contained in this report.  My qualifications, 

instructions, summary of opinions, and basis for expertise are set forth in greater detail below.   

a. Qualifications 

2. This Report is informed by my academic background, my three-decade-long 

career as a Foreign Service Officer, and the time I spent living in the Middle East and North 

Africa, including as the U.S. Ambassador to Syria.  Collectively, and as detailed further below, 

these experiences qualify me to opine on the political, social, and cultural landscape within Syria 

and the surrounding region. 

3. I received my Bachelor of Arts in International Relations from Johns Hopkins 

University in 1980.  In 1983, I obtained a Master of Arts in International Studies from the Johns 

Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.  I then moved to Cairo, Egypt, where I 

studied Arabic at the American University of Cairo and subsequently served as a member of the 

U.S. Peace Corps in Morocco.  I joined the U.S. Foreign Service in 1986 as an Economic and 

Consular Officer in Turkey.  I then spent the next 20 years in various diplomatic roles at U.S. 

Embassies in Bahrain, Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, and Cameroon.  I served as the U.S. Ambassador to 
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Algeria from 2006 to 2008 before serving as the Deputy U.S. Ambassador to Iraq from 2008 to 

2010.  

4. In 2011, I was appointed U.S. Ambassador to Syria and remained in this role until 

I left the Foreign Service in 2014.  As Ambassador, I was based in Damascus for an extended 

period from shortly after my recess appointment in December 2010 until the U.S. government 

closed the Embassy in February 2012.  From 2012 to 2014, I remained the U.S. Ambassador to 

Syria, but was based in Washington D.C., where I maintained an office in the State Department’s 

Front Office.  I ultimately left the State Department in April 2014.  Since July 2014, I have been 

a Senior Fellow at the Middle East Institute, a Washington, D.C.-based think-tank.  In 2015, I 

became a Kissinger Fellow at Yale University. 

5. Attached as Appendix A is my curriculum vitae, which contains additional details 

about my background, including a list of my publications from the last ten years.  I have never 

previously testified as an expert witness. 

b. Instructions 

6. Plaintiffs have requested that I opine on the following three topics:  

i. The origins of the Assad Regime’s power and the means by which it 

maintains its authority and control;  

ii. The nature and context of the Assad Regime’s response to the March 2011 

anti-government uprising in Syria; and   

iii. The Assad Regime’s efforts to control the narrative of the conflict that 

unfolded in Syria after the outbreak of protests in March 2011.   

7. I am not being compensated for my work as an expert witness in this case, but 

will be reimbursed for reasonable travel and out-of-pocket expenses incurred while fulfilling my 

role as an expert.   
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c. Summary of Opinions 

8. My conclusions on the three topics I was asked to address are as follows:  

i. The Assad Regime’s Origins and Means of Maintaining Authority and 
Control:  Since assuming power, the Assad Regime has ruled Syria through 

an extensive and highly centralized military, security, and intelligence system 

backed by informal networks of supporters.  In Section II of this Report, I 

provide a brief historical account of the Assad family’s assent to power.  I also 

describe how the Assad Regime under President Bashar al-Assad has 

employed the intelligence agencies, military, and paramilitary forces to exert 

control over the country and destroy threats to its rule.  Finally, I explain how 

the Assad Regime maintains its authority and control through the use of 

domestic and foreign alliances and kinship networks.   

ii. The Assad Regime’s Response to the March 2011 Anti-Government 
Uprising in Syria:  President Assad responded to the outbreak of protests in 

March 2011 by instituting a violent crackdown against the civil opposition 

through mobilization of military, intelligence, and security forces.  The Assad 

Regime’s modus operandi included the disappearing, torture, and killing of 

civilians in an effort to stop the country-wide opposition.  In Section III, I 

provide an overview of the protest movement—commonly referred to as the 

“Arab Spring”—that spread across the Middle East and served as the 

precursor to the civil unrest in Syria.  I also explain the evolution of the 

opposition movement in Syria from one of sporadic protests to one of 

organized opposition.  Finally, I offer my conclusions regarding the measures 

undertaken by the Assad Regime to quell political opposition, namely its use 

of force against civilians.  

iii. The Assad Regime’s Efforts to Control the Narrative:  In conjunction with 

its attempts to subdue the protests, the Assad Regime sought to control the 

nature and scope of information disseminated about the conflict and the 

Regime’s response to the civil unrest.  In Section IV, I assess the various 

means employed by the Assad Regime to promote a false narrative and to 

restrict the free flow of information, which included the repression of 

journalists, like Marie Colvin.  I further address the widespread international 

condemnation of the Assad Regime’s actions. 

d. Basis for Expertise 

9. In preparing this Report, I have relied on my extensive educational and 

professional background, my firsthand experiences and observations while serving as U.S. 

Ambassador to Syria, and my review of the sources cited herein. 
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10. As U.S. Ambassador, I received extensive briefings and information on the 

situation throughout the country and was well placed to make my own observations prior to the 

closure of the U.S. Embassy in Damascus in February 2012.  I interacted with countless Syrians, 

including writers, activists, businesspeople, lawyers, parliamentarians, and former ministers, as 

well as foreign ambassadors working in Damascus and Beirut.  Indeed, many of these individuals 

became sources of information for the Embassy, and I remained in contact with many of them 

after leaving Syria.  Also, until President Barack Obama called for President Assad to step aside 

in August 2011, I regularly met with Regime officials, including President Assad himself on two 

occasions, and more frequently with his close advisors, including the Syrian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, Walid al-Muallem, and General Nasif Kheirbek.  At these meetings, we discussed issues 

that were important to the United States, including the growing protest movement and the Assad 

Regime’s treatment of protestors.  Finally, before leaving the Foreign Service, I had access to 

classified and unclassified intelligence, including information regarding the Assad Regime.
1
  The 

consultation of such sources is an accepted and widely used method of research and analysis in 

the Foreign Service and in the academic study of political and international relations.  An index 

of all the materials cited in this Report is appended hereto as Appendix B; I exhibit all of the 

cited materials that are not publicly available.  

II. The Assad Regime’s Origins and Means of Maintaining Authority and Control 

11. Since its origins in the 1970s, the Assad Regime has formed Syria into a 

centralized police state.  This section addresses the Assad family’s rise to power and how, under 

President Bashar al-Assad, the Regime has cultivated and employed intelligence agencies, 

                                                
1
 None of the information provided in this Report is classified. 
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military and paramilitary forces, and domestic and foreign alliances to exert control over the 

country and destroy threats to its rule.   

a. Historical Background 

12. On November 13, 1970, Hafez al-Assad, Bashar’s father, led a successful coup 

against the government of Syria, taking control of the governing Socialist Arab Baath (“Baath”) 

party and ushering in close to half a century of dictatorship that continues today.
2
  Hafez, whose 

family hails from Qardaha, a rural Alawite village in the mountain region overlooking the coastal 

city of Latakia, was an officer in the Syrian Air Force.  As part of the inner circle of plotters 

behind the 1970 coup against the government, Hafez was able to consolidate his influence 

among the nation’s most powerful military officers and secure his seat, in 1971, as Syria’s new 

president.
3
  Once in power, he ruled through a new, monolithic, one-party state, rewarding 

loyalty and crushing dissent.  This one-party state was formalized in 1973, when the Syrian 

Constitution was amended to designate the Baath party as the “leading party in the society and 

the state[.]”
4
 

13. In the late 1970s, opposition to Hafez al-Assad’s rule grew.  Wary of the 

possibility of unrest, Hafez Al-Assad’s brother and top military commander, Rifaat, delivered a 

masked threat to potential dissenters at the Baath party’s seventh regional Congress: 

                                                
2
 Robert M. Danin, Remembering Hafez al-Assad, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Nov. 11, 

2011), http://blogs.cfr.org/danin/2011/11/11/remembering-hafez-al-assad/; A Wasted Decade: 

Human Rights in Syria during Bashar al-Asad’s First Ten Years in Power, HUMAN RIGHTS 

WATCH (July 16, 2010), https://www.hrw.org/report/2010/07/16/wasted-decade/human-rights-

syria-during-bashar-al-asads-first-ten-years-power. 

3
 Danin, supra note 2; Neil MacFarquhar, Hafez al-Assad, Who Turned Syria into a Power in the 

Middle East, Dies at 69, N.Y. TIMES (June 11, 2000), https://nyti.ms/2kdStww. 

4
 The Syrian Constitution - 1973-2012, CARNEGIE MIDDLE EAST CENTER (Dec. 5, 2012), 

http://carnegie-mec.org/diwan/50255?lang=en; Fares Qais, The Syrian Constitution: Assad’s 

Magic Wand, CARNEGIE MIDDLE EAST CENTER (May 8, 2014), http://carnegie-

mec.org/diwan/55541?lang=en. 
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The leader decides, the party approves, and the people applaud.  This is how socialism in 

the Soviet Union works.  Anyone who does not applaud is sent to Siberia.
5
 

14. Hafez al-Assad’s regime made good on its warning three years later, when, in 

1982, Hafez ordered his brother Rifaat to respond to growing opposition in the Syrian city of 

Hama.  In what would become known as the “Hama massacre,” Syrian security forces stormed 

the city in February 1982, killing over 10,000 civilians.
6
 

15. The 1980s witnessed the instrumentalization of state terror by Hafez al-Assad’s 

regime against the general population.  The security state systematically used torture and other 

methods of coercion to quash all forms of opposition.
7
  During the late 1970s and 1980s, the 

government also aligned itself with Iran and provided arms to anti-Israeli groups, becoming an 

ardent sponsor of international terrorism and providing material support to various foreign 

                                                
5
 MICHEL SEURAT, SYRIE, L’ETAT DE BARBARIE [SYRIA, THE BARBARIC STATE] 59, (Presses 

Universitaires de France, 1989), Ex. 2 (“Rif’at al-Assad attacha une importance toute particulière 

au déroulement des élections des délégués au congrès, au niveau des différentes « divisions » 

(shu’ba).  À la shu’ba de la place des Abbassides, à Damas, il devait, à l’occasion, définir ainsi 

devant les militants ses conceptions politiques, en référence à son modèle théorique : « Le Chef 

désigne, le Parti approuve et le peuple applaudit.  Ainsi fonctionne le socialisme en Union 

soviétique.  Celui qui n’applaudit pas va en Sibérie. »”)  [(“Rif’at al-Assad attached a very 

particular importance to the conduct of the elections of the congressional delegates at the level of 

the different ‘divisions’ (shu’ba).  At the shu’ba in Abbassid Square in Damascus, he is said, on 

occasion, to have defined before the militants his political conceptions by reference to his 

theoretical model thus: ‘The leader decides, the party approves, and the people applaud.  This is 

how socialism in the Soviet Union works.  Anyone who does not applaud is sent to Siberia.’”)].  

Michel Seurat, a French journalist and scholar who had been covering Syria since 1978 for the 

French newspaper Le Monde Diplomatique, was abducted in 1985 by a terrorist group affiliated 

with Hizballah and Hafez al-Assad’s regime.  In 1986, he was murdered while being held as a 

hostage.  His body was discovered in 2012, buried in Beirut’s southern suburbs, a Hizballah 

stronghold. 

6
 Bill Rugh, Syria: The Hama Massacre, MIDDLE EAST POLICY COUNCIL (Feb. 26, 2015), 

http://www.mepc.org/articles-commentary/commentary/syria-hama-massacre; 30 Years Later, 

Photos Emerge from Killings in Syria, NPR (Feb. 2, 2012), http://www.npr.org/2012/02/01/

146235292/30-years-later-photos-emerge-from-killings-in-syria. 

7
 30 Years Later, Photos Emerge from Killings in Syria, supra note 6.  
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terrorist organizations, most notably Hizballah.
8
  In response, the United States formally 

designated Syria a state sponsor of terrorism on December 29, 1979 and has maintained that 

designation ever since, pursuing a policy of sanctions.
9
 

16. Following the death of Bashar al-Assad’s older brother in 1994, it became clear 

that Bashar, an ophthalmologist who had been practicing in London, would succeed his father as 

President of Syria.
10

  After Hafez’s death in 2000, Bashar assumed control.
11

   

b. Power Through Control 

17. The Assad Regime exercises its power through control of an elaborate web of 

intelligence agencies (the mukhabarat), its military forces, and an informal paramilitary 

organization (the shabiha), as well as through political means.  I describe each of these means of 

control below. 

                                                
8
 Holly Fletcher, State Sponsor: Syria, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Feb. 1, 2008), 

http://www.cfr.org/syria/state-sponsor-syria/p9368. 

9
 U.S. Dep’t of State, State Sponsors of Terrorism, https://www.state.gov/j/ct/list/c14151.htm.  

See also 45 Fed. Reg. 33,956 (May 21, 1980).  Additionally, on May 11, 2004, the President 

issued Executive Order 13338, declaring a national emergency to address the threat to the 

national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States posed by the Syrian 

government’s support of terrorism.  The United States has since then promulgated a 

comprehensive sanctions program to address the Assad regime’s sponsorship of terrorism and, 

since April 29, 2011, its commission of human rights abuses against the people of Syria.  See 

Dep’t of the Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets Control, Syria Sanctions Program, Updated 

August 2, 2013, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/

syria.pdf. 

10
 Roula Khalaf, Bashar al-Assad: Behind the Mask, THE FINANCIAL TIMES (June 15, 2012), 

https://www.ft.com/content/669da3aa-b5b5-11e1-ab92-00144feabdc0; Neil Quilliam, Hands of 

Power: The Rise of Syria’s Assad Family, CHATHAM HOUSE (Nov. 4, 2015), 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/hands-power-rise-syrias-assad-family; How 

Syria’s ‘Geeky’ President Assad Went From Doctor to Dictator, NBC NEWS (Oct. 30, 2015), 

http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/syria-peace-talks/how-syrias-geeky-president-assad-went-

doctor-dictator-n453871. 

11
 Quilliam, supra note 10; How Syria’s ‘Geeky’ President Assad Went From Doctor to Dictator, 

supra note 10.  
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i. The Mukhabarat 

18. The formal Syrian security apparatus is composed of four main intelligence 

agencies, all of which report directly to President Assad:  the Air Force Intelligence Directorate, 

the General Intelligence Directorate, the Political Security Department, and the Military 

Intelligence Department.  These agencies are collectively referred to as the mukhabarat 

(“intelligence” in Arabic), a term not lightly invoked by Syrians in ordinary conversation due to 

the fear associated with these agencies.
12

  Together, they form the backbone of the police state.  

Historically trained by the East German stasi, the mukhabarat maintain networks of informants 

that infiltrate every domain of Syrian life.
13

  They also maintain advanced surveillance systems 

allowing for nation-wide monitoring of substantially all internet, telephone, mobile, and satellite 

communications.
14

  Through intimidation, imprisonment, forced disappearances, and the killing 

of opponents, the mukhabarat seeks to eliminate all threats to the Assad Regime.
15

 

                                                
12

 Syrians Talk of a Country Held Back by Fear, CNN (Mar. 30, 2011), http://www.cnn.com/

2011/OPINION/03/30/bohn.syria.al.assad/index.html.  

13
 Who’s Who in the Battle for Syria, NPR (June 11, 2012), http://www.npr.org/2012/06/11/

154773995/whos-who-in-the-battle-for-syria (interview with Andrew Tabler, Washington 

Institute for Near East Policy). 

14
 Open Season: Building Syria’s Surveillance State, PRIVACY INTERNATIONAL (Dec. 2016), 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161225153952/https://privacyinternational.org/sites/default/files/

OpenSeason_0.pdf; see also John W. Parker, Understanding Putin Through a Middle Eastern 

Looking Glass, INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES, 16 (July 2015), 

http://inss.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/stratperspective/inss/Strategic-Perspectives-19.pdf 

(discussing the Regime’s use of an electronic surveillance system “to pinpoint the coordinates of 

satellite phones”).   

15
 Joseph Holliday, The Assad Regime: From Counterinsurgency to Civil War, THE INSTITUTE 

FOR THE STUDY OF WAR (Mar. 2013), http://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/

TheAssadRegime-web.pdf. 
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ii. Syrian Armed Forces 

19. The Syrian military was historically oriented towards protecting Syria from 

external threats, most notably potential invasion by Israel.
16

  However, it has not engaged in 

armed hostilities with the State of Israel since the war of 1973, with the exception of some minor 

border incidents.
17

  Instead, the Regime has primarily utilized the Syrian Army to bolster its 

domestic security apparatus.  In particular, the Army’s Fourth Armored Division—under the de 

facto command of Bashar’s brother, Maher al-Assad—operates as the Regime’s top military 

protection unit against all threats—external and, more importantly, internal.
18

  Additionally, the 

Assad family has relied on the mukhabarat to function as Soviet-style commissars ensuring 

obedience and loyalty within military ranks. 

20. Control of the military is centralized directly and indirectly in the President.  

Under Syria’s Constitution, the President is the head of the military
19

 and has the power to 

appoint and remove all senior commanders.
20

  Further, presidential war and emergency powers 

are unchecked, and the President’s power over the military is virtually unlimited.
21

  In addition to 

                                                
16

 Id. 

17
 Syria Profile - Timeline, BBC (May 11, 2017), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-

14703995. 

18
 Joseph Holliday, The Syrian Army: Doctrinal Order of Battle, INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF 

WAR, 5 (Feb. 15, 2013), http://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/SyrianArmy-

DocOOB.pdf. 

19
 CONSTITUTION OF THE SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC, Feb. 27 2012, 

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---ilo_aids/documents/

legaldocument/wcms_125885.pdf. 

20
 Id. at art. 106; see also id. at art. 114 (“If a grave danger and a situation threatening national 

unity, the safety and integrity of the territories of the homeland occurs, or prevents state 

institutions from shouldering their constitutional responsibilities… [the President may] take the 

quick measures necessitated by these circumstances to face that danger.”).  

21
 Qais, supra note 4. 
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being commander in chief of the armed forces,
22

 the President wields the power to declare and 

end states of emergency at his discretion.
23

  These powers are not constrained by any other 

branch of government, either in theory or practice. 

iii. The Shabiha 

21. The Assad Regime also exercises its control through an informal network of 

supporters commonly referred to as the shabiha (“ghosts” in Arabic).  Originally associated with 

the al-Murtada, a Latakia-based religious organization of the Alawite sect (the religious sect to 

which the Assad family belongs), the shabiha arose in the late 1970s as a loosely connected 

group of smugglers who cooperated with the security services.
24

  By the time the revolution 

broke out in 2011, the shabiha had taken on a new paramilitary function that became 

instrumental in the Regime’s crackdown on opponents.
25

   

22. Members of the Assad family have reportedly played a leading role in directing 

these activities.
26

  According to one former ally of the Assad Regime, Maher al-Assad and Rami 

Makhlouf, Assad’s cousin, ordered the group to kill opposition activists and provided arms, 

funding, and personnel (including criminals released from Syria’s “death row”) for this very 

                                                
22

 CONSTITUTION OF THE SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC, at art. 105. 

23
 Id. at art. 103. 

24
 Andrew Chapman, Defining and Dangerous? An Examination of the Assad Regime’s Use of 

the Shabiha Militia in the Syrian Conflict, 1 CISD YEARBOOK OF GLOBAL STUDIES 1, 101 (June 

2014), https://www.soas.ac.uk/cisd/research/cisd-yearbook-of-global-studies/file114701.pdf. 

25
 Holliday, supra note 15. 

26
 Salwa Amor and Ruth Sherlock, How Bashar al-Assad Created the Feared Shabiha Militia: 

An Insider Speaks, THE TELEGRAPH (Mar. 23, 2014), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/

worldnews/middleeast/syria/10716289/How-Bashar-al-Assad-created-the-feared-shabiha-militia-

an-insider-speaks.html. 
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purpose.
27

  Through such tactics, the shabiha quickly became an effective and swift tool of state 

repression.
28

 

23. I experienced these tactics firsthand in July 2011.  Following a trip that I took to 

the Syrian city of Hama, members of the shabiha, along with other pro-government 

demonstrators whom we understood were organized by the Assad Regime, stormed the U.S. 

Embassy, severely damaging its security windows and doors.
29

  Despite frantic phone calls to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Interior, the Assad Regime was slow to send 

assistance.  When they did arrive, the police watched idly as the demonstrators tore down and 

burned the American flag and raised the Syrian flag in its place.  

iv. The Assad Regime’s Political Control 

24. Finally, the Assad Regime maintains authority through various political alliances.  

Through the Baath political party, the Assad Regime wields considerable influence over local 

community, tribal, and religious networks.  As a secular party, the Baath party provides 

protection to minority groups—particularly the Druze, Isma’ilis, and Christians, not to mention 

Assad’s own Alawite minority.
30

  In return, these communities have helped solidify Regime rule 

                                                
27

 Id. 

28
 U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Syria Unrest: December 19 Update 

[3 RG], 2 (Dec. 19, 2011), Ex. 14 (discussing the shabiha’s role in repression of peaceful 

protests).  “Between December 16 and 18 at least 78 civilians were killed by SARG forces, 

including 8 children.  In the Damascus neighborhood of Midan, activists said that one young girl 

was shot and killed and one injured by shabiha (government thugs) during a peaceful protest on 

December 18.”  Id. 

29
 Nada Bakri, Crowds in Syria Attack U.S. and French Embassies, N.Y. TIMES (July 11, 2011), 

https://nyti.ms/2DeOZE1. 

30
 Shmuel Bar, Bashar’s Syria: The Regime and its Strategic Worldview, INSTITUTE FOR POLICY 

AND STRATEGY, 8 (2006), http://www.herzliyaconference.org/_uploads/2590bashars.pdf. 
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over the years, providing the Assad family with powerful Syrian allies hailing from a diverse 

base. 

25. Syria has also relied heavily on its Shi’a allies in the region, such as Iran and 

Hizballah, for support.  These two allies have played crucial roles in keeping the Regime afloat 

since 2011.
31  

From an ideological standpoint, Assad has exploited the threat of Sunni jihadists to 

galvanize support for his Regime.
32

  This narrative has allowed Assad to frame the current 

conflict as one between secular people (represented by his Regime), and radical Sunni Islamists 

(represented by the opposition). 

26. Finally, Assad relies on a close network of his own family members to promote 

and consolidate his power.  For example, as the de facto commander of Syria’s Fourth Armored 

Division, Maher al-Assad is suspected of issuing orders to attack and kill protestors against the 

Regime.
33

  Rami Makhlouf—Assad’s cousin and Syria’s most powerful businessman—has been 

described as the Assad family’s banker.
34

  Talal Makhlouf—another of Assad’s cousins—is a 

general in the Syrian Republican Guard, which is a target of U.S. sanctions due to its human 

rights abuses.  Further, Assef Shawkat, Assad’s brother-in-law, was formerly the Head of 
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32
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33
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Military Intelligence before being promoted to Deputy Chief of Staff of the Syrian military and 

Deputy Minister of Defense.
35

  

c. Conclusion 

27. Since assuming power, the Assad Regime has ruled Syria as a repressive, one-

party police state, demanding loyalty and attacking dissent.  As addressed in this section, the 

Regime’s authority rests on powerful, centralized institutions, including an extensive 

surveillance system administered by the mukhabarat, a powerful and loyal military, and a 

developed paramilitary network that operates under the Regime’s patronage.  The Regime finds 

its political base in the minority Alawite community and further bolsters its rule over the 

majority Sunni population through reliance on kinship networks and domestic alliances with 

other minority groups and a regional alliance with Shi’ite powers. 

III. The Assad Regime’s Response to the March 2011 Anti-Government Uprising in 
Syria 

28. When the Arab Spring reached Syria in March 2011, the Assad Regime 

responded brutally.  This section traces the Arab Spring from its Tunisian origins to its arrival in 

Syria, where it spurred the development of a political, and later an armed, opposition movement.  

The section then describes the Assad Regime’s ferocious campaign to eradicate that opposition 

through a violent and unsparing crackdown. 

a. Outbreak of the Arab Spring 

29. On December 17, 2010, Mohamed Bouazizi, a young Tunisian street vendor, set 

himself on fire when security forces confiscated his merchandise following repeated instances of 

                                                
35

 Syria Crisis: Profiles of Security and Defence Chiefs Killed in Damascus Blast, BBC NEWS 

(July 20, 2012), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-18889030. 
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harassment over the course of several months.
36

  His self-immolation sparked civil protests 

across Tunisia,
37

 which were subsequently met by a brutal security crackdown.
38

  This marked 

the start of Tunisia’s uprising, often referred to as the “Jasmine Revolution,” and the outbreak of 

the Arab Spring within the region.
39

  On January 14, 2011, protestors successfully forced 

Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, who had held power for 23 years, to step down and 

ultimately flee the country.
40

  Inspired by the Tunisian uprising, similarly organized 

demonstrations quickly spread across other countries in the Middle East and North Africa, most 

notably Egypt, where large protests in January 2011 received heavy news coverage throughout 

the region.
41

 

b. The Arab Spring Arrives in Syria 

30. Following a spontaneous demonstration in Damascus on February 17, 2011 that 

was quickly dispersed, Syrian protests erupted in the southern city of Dera’a on March 18, 2011.  

On that day, several thousand protestors marched in Dera’a after the arrest and alleged torture of 

15 young boys (aged 10 to 15),
42

 who had spray-painted anti-Assad messages on city walls that 

                                                
36
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37
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38
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39
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40
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41
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copied slogans from the Tunisian and Egyptian protests.
43

  The mukhabarat, under the command 

of Brigadier General Atif Najib (the head of Dera’a’s Political Security Intelligence branch and a 

figure whom the U.S. Embassy understood to be closely linked to his cousin, Maher al-Assad
44

), 

fired on the crowd, killing at least four demonstrators.
45

  Several days later, the Regime decided 

to release the children from custody in an effort to defuse the growing tensions within the 

country.  However, the children were released bruised and bloodied, which only heightened 

popular anger against the Regime.
46

 

31. In the aftermath of the Dera’a incident, protests spread across Syria after a 

country-wide call for a “Day of Dignity,”
47

 reaching Damascus
48

 and Aleppo,
49

 as well as other 

major cities including Latakia,
50

 Baniyas,
51

 Hama,
52

 and Homs.
53

  (These cities can be located on 

                                                
43
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the detailed Syrian map enclosed as Exhibit 1.  The protesters came from various ethnic and 

religious minority communities, including Christians and Alawites,
54

 and while initial protests 

were attended by a few hundred people, they quickly grew in size and scale as the brutality of the 

government’s crackdown on the protests intensified, including through the use of lethal force 

against demonstrators.
55

  Already by late March 2011, the size of the demonstrations had reached 

tens of thousands, as people marched at funerals held for those killed by security forces and the 

                                                                                                                                                       

Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 111th Cong. 581 (2010) [hereinafter “Ford Confirmation 
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53
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Ex. 5 (discussing how Embassy officials bore witness to the Regime’s violent response to 
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shabiha.
56

  By the middle of 2011, the numbers grew to unprecedented levels: one protest on 

July 8, 2011 in Hama reportedly attracted more than half a million people.
57

  

32. Along with other U.S. Embassy personnel, I observed demonstrations to assess 

the size and nature of the protests, and determine whether they were peaceful.  I would send my 

diplomatic staff every Friday to observe the protests, but instructed them to watch from a safe 

distance, not to engage in the protests, and to report any violence.  We also coordinated with 

other embassies to share observations and concerns.  Overall, we observed that very little 

violence was initiated by the protestors, and I publicly supported the rights of the Syrian people 

to protest peacefully and advocated for the Assad Regime to protect fundamental civil rights.
58

 

c. The Rise of an Organized Opposition 

33. In the very first weeks of the Syrian uprising, the opposition movement was 

largely dispersed and sporadic.  Soon thereafter, however, Syrians began organizing into Local 

Coordinating Committees (LCCs), which became, in effect, the foundation for the civilian 

grassroots political opposition.
59

  The LCCs operated without a hierarchical leadership, which 

enabled the protests to continue despite the arrest of LCC leaders by the mukhabarat.  In addition 

to the organization of demonstrations, media activism was a central component of activities 
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undertaken by the LCCs.  Local activists became amateur journalists and reported on the daily 

events of the revolution, largely through social media.
60

  In many cities, including Homs, Raqqa, 

and Damascus, activists eventually formed “Revolutionary Councils” to organize and oversee the 

LCCs for the purpose of facilitating communication among the LCC groups and coordinating 

activities nationally.
61

  In addition to mobilizing demonstrations and coordinating media 

outreach, the Revolutionary Councils and LCCs also distributed humanitarian aid and facilitated 

access for medical teams to conflict areas.
62

   

34. The LCC in Homs was one of the first committees to begin reporting the daily 

events of the uprising.
63

  Homs subsequently saw the creation of its Revolutionary Council in 

September 2011.  By early 2012, the Homs Revolutionary Council was virtually a state-within-a-

state.
64

  The Council had an elected leadership and committees dealing with security and armed 

operations, media, demonstrations, and medical, humanitarian, and legal needs.  Indeed, as of 

January 2012, it was feeding approximately 16,000 families throughout the province.
65

 

35. The LCCs also created various media centers and online social network hubs to 

facilitate communication among protest organizers and to disseminate information about events 
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as they unfolded on the ground to Syrians and the world at large.
66

  These groups proved to be a 

valuable source of information, and my staff remained in frequent contact with them.  As 

Ambassador, I received reports that the Assad Regime viewed the LCCs and media centers as a 

threat to its authority and specifically targeted people suspected of participating in them for 

arrest. 

d. The Armed Opposition 

36. The opposition to the Assad Regime was generally unarmed until the summer of 

2011, when some residents and defectors in besieged towns began taking up arms to defend 

themselves from attacks by Assad’s security forces.
67

  Soldiers and lower-level officers who 

defected from the Syrian Army formed small fighting groups that called themselves the Free 

Syrian Army (FSA).  As of early 2012, they in no way constituted a unified entity with a 

centralized command structure at a national level.  Instead, they were a loose network of rebel 

groups that identified with the FSA name.
68

  The FSA and other unaffiliated armed rebels were 

separate and independent from the civilian opposition movement in Syria, although certain 

members of the civilian and armed groups were in regular contact.
69

 

e. The Assad Regime’s Crackdown 

37. The Assad Regime’s brutality was constant.  From the outset, the Regime refused 

to allow peaceful marches, used security forces to shoot and arrest marchers, instituted 
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widespread arrest campaigns against activists, and committed brutal acts of torture against 

detainees and opponents.
70

  President Assad’s violent response to the protests led to international 

condemnation,
71

 and numerous countries, including the U.S., urged the Assad Regime and 

opposition to open a serious dialogue to find political solutions to the growing crisis.
72

  While 

Assad and his aides occasionally spoke of accepting dialogue, in reality the security state 

rejected any negotiation and escalated repression.  By July 2011, the U.S. government publicly 

questioned President Assad’s political legitimacy and in mid-August 2011, President Obama 

called for Assad “to step aside” following months of the Regime’s brutal crackdown.
73

   

38. The Assad Regime’s repression in the face of the burgeoning uprising was 

ruthless.  The Regime deployed the mukhabarat, the military, and the shabiha in an effort to halt 

a protest movement that had become unmanageable by autumn of 2011.  When the Assad 

Regime’s own resources proved to be insufficient to quash the uprising, the Regime began to 

rely on Hizballah, Iran, and—when those failed—Russia, to assist in its repression.
74

  Assad 

systematically used tanks, armored vehicles, and snipers against civilians in Syrian cities and 
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towns.  By mid-autumn of 2011, the Regime resorted to artillery and tank fire against civilian 

districts to intimidate opposition in Homs and other cities.
75

  By early 2012, the violence had 

escalated further.  I remember watching footage of the attacks in Homs in February 2012 with a 

sense of horror and revulsion, as the Assad Regime used artillery designed for full-scale warfare 

against residential neighborhoods.
76

   

39. Casualties were high.  While accurate numbers are difficult to ascertain, reliable 

organizations reported horrific statistics.  For example: 

 In 2011, more than 5,000 civilians were killed,
77

 including at least 300 children.
78

  

Between December 2 and 4 in Homs alone, at least 35 civilians were killed.
79
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 By the end of 2012, the number of civilians killed by Regime forces had risen to 

over 60,000.
80

   

 In addition, more than 20,000 people were arbitrarily detained in 2011, many of 

whom were tortured.
81

  Indeed, at least 105 people died while in custody in the 

same year,
82

 and by the end of 2012, 1,215 people had died while in custody.
83

   

40. The Assad Regime also reportedly targeted vulnerable populations in Syria in an 

effort to break the will of the opposition.  For example, the State Department reported that the 

Assad Regime deliberately targeted and tortured Syrian children due to relations or assumed 

relations with members of the FSA and other armed and civilian activist groups,
84

 kidnapped 

over 6,000 women, and subjected at least 4,000 women and girls to rape and mutilation in 2012 

alone.
85

 

41. Civilian casualties increased significantly throughout the country as the protests 

continued.  Over time, however, the Regime’s repression became more and more focused on 

certain towns and cities that had come to represent the revolution’s symbolic hubs.  By the end of 

2011, Homs, which straddles the main highway linking the political capital Damascus to the 
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commercial hub of Aleppo, had effectively become the opposition’s greatest stronghold and the 

Regime’s main target. 

42. This focus continued into 2012.  Shortly before her death in February 2012, Marie 

Colvin reported on the situation in the Baba Amr neighborhood of Homs, relaying the dire 

situation in the area: 

Snipers on the rooftops of al-Ba’ath University and other high buildings 

surrounding Baba Amr shoot any civilian who comes into their sights.  Residents 

were felled in droves in the first days of the siege but have now learnt where the 

snipers are and run across junctions where they know they can be seen.  Few cars 

are left on the streets.   

Almost every building is pock-marked after tank rounds punched through 

concrete walls or rockets blasted gaping holes in upper floors.  The building I was 

staying in lost its upper floor to a rocket last Wednesday.  On some streets whole 

buildings have collapsed — all there is to see are shredded clothes, broken pots 

and the shattered furniture of families destroyed.
86

 

f. Conclusion 

43. The protests that broke out in Syria in March 2011 were largely non-violent in 

nature.  The Assad Regime responded brutally, spurring the formation of an organized 

opposition movement.  Through its ensuing efforts to eradicate dissent, the Assad Regime was 

responsible for many tens of thousands of deaths and disappearances, as well as for perpetrating 

countless acts of torture against the civilian population. 
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Flamand Beirut, ‘Bombs Fell Like Rain.  You Could only Pray’, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 5, 

2012), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/bombs-fell-like-rain-you-could-only-pray-

rmj598bvnzk; Marie Colvin, A Vet is Only Hope for Syrian Wounded, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 

19, 2012), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/a-vet-is-only-hope-for-syrian-wounded-

rcmsqmzwbbb. 
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IV. The Assad Regime’s Efforts to Control the Narrative  

44. The Assad Regime sought to justify its brutal response to the civil uprising by 

promulgating a false narrative of regional sectarian conflict and suppressing reporting of its 

abuses.  This section addresses the content of the Assad Regime’s false narrative and the means 

by which it promoted its propaganda and silenced counter-narratives, including through limiting 

the free flow of information and persecuting journalists. 

a. The Regime’s False Narrative 

45. From the outset of the uprisings in early 2011, the Regime promoted a false 

narrative
87

 of a regional sectarian conflict led by terrorist groups
88

 comprised of hardline Salafi 

Muslims
89

 and supported by Western governments,
90

 which had as its goal regime change in 
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 Unrest in Syria: March 24 U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 33, at 3-4 (Discussing how “in an 
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and that “the SARG is lashing out at foreign satellite networks for their ‘biased’ coverage – yet 

another demonstration of how sensitive the Syrians are to negative foreign media coverage.”  

The cable also recounts how Buthaina Shaaban “told the BBC correspondents that Syrian 

television should be the only one considered authoritative on events in Syria.”). 
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Syria.
91

  On March 30, 2011, President Bashar al-Assad delivered a speech to the People’s 

Assembly, alleging the existence of a foreign conspiracy.  In Assad’s words: 

I am sure you all know that Syria is facing a great conspiracy whose tentacles extend to 

some nearby countries and far-away countries, with some inside the country….  They 

will say that we believe in the conspiracy theory.  In fact there is no conspiracy theory.  

There is a conspiracy.
92

 

46. In his speech, President Assad attempted to disclaim responsibility for the 

hardline response to peaceful protests and claimed that the Regime issued clear instructions not 

to harm any Syrian citizens.
93

  But a few months later, in another speech presented before an 

audience at Damascus University, President Assad reasserted the view that the protests in Syria 

were the result of a foreign-backed conspiracy, likening the opposition movement to a virus that 

had to be exterminated: 

Conspiracies are like germs, after all, multiplying every moment everywhere.  They 

cannot be eliminated, but we can strengthen the immunity of our bodies in order to 

protect ourselves against them.  It doesn’t require much analysis, based on what we heard 

from others and witnessed in the media, to prove that there is indeed a conspiracy.  We 

should not waste time discussing it or being frightened by it.  Rather, we would [sic] to 

identify the internal weaknesses through which this conspiracy can infiltrate the 

country…  The solution, at the end of the day, is for us to solve our own problems and to 

avoid ramifications that could weaken our national immunity.  Germs exist everywhere, 

on the skin and within the guts.
94
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47. Furthermore, the Regime repeatedly blamed violence in cities and towns across 

Syria on “terrorist groups,” “armed gangs,” and “foreign elements.”
95

  When I asked the Minister 

of Social Affairs, Diala al-Haj Aref, about the Regime’s crackdown in Dera’a during a meeting 

in March 2011, she responded by questioning the peaceful nature of the demonstrations and 

insisting that foreigners were instigating the unrest.
96

  Similarly, President Assad’s Intelligence 

Advisor, General Nasif Kheirbek, told me that the protestors were causing anarchy and chaos 

and that the Assad Regime was justified in using force and gunfire to suppress them. 

48. The Regime promoted this narrative in Homs in particular, going to great lengths 

to counter accounts of Regime repression in Homs—the visibility and magnitude of which was 

difficult to ignore—and attempting instead to pin the blame on rebel groups.  The state-owned 

media, the Syrian Arab News Agency (“SANA”), consistently attributed violence in Homs to 

“armed terrorist groups” in the opposition.  For example, SANA reported on one occasion that 

“armed terrorist groups” detonated “booby-trapped houses” in Baba Amr “with the aim of 

terrifying citizens and to give the impression that the Army is shelling the neighborhood.”
97

 

More generally, SANA reported that unrest in Homs was just an “armed mutiny” led by Salafi 
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97
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Muslims.
98

  By contrast, SANA dismissed any suggestion that the Regime was responsible for 

the violence as “distortion [and] falsification.”
99

 

49. This disinformation campaign was specifically noted in numerous analyses 

prepared by my staff at the Embassy: 

 “We [] sense that the Syrian government is going into a heavy defense and spin 

mode.  The [Assad Regime] is lashing out at foreign satellite networks for their 

‘biased’ coverage – yet another demonstration of how sensitive the Syrians are to 

negative foreign media coverage.”
100

 

 “The Syrian media – both state-owned and private – has ramped up its attacks on 

Arab satellite networks for their coverage of the Dara’a demonstrations, accusing 

it of supporting foreign instigators, especially the West.  In an editorial, 

Muhammad Kanaysi, editor of al-Baath, calls on the youth in Syria to beware of 

the Western attempts to convince them that criminal acts can be a means to 

achieve reform.  ‘Such acts slow down reform, as the government is busy 

confronting chaos instead of responding to the youth needs,’ he says.  The 

governor of Homs made the same argument to the Ambassador in a March 21 

meeting…suggesting it is an official [Assad Regime] talking point.”
101

 

 “Though people continue to take to the streets in Dara’a, the state-controlled 

Syrian press has reported calm in the city, and it attributed the violence of the 

night of March 22 to armed troublemakers who attacked a medical team of the 

security services.  The state news agency Sana has published numerous reports of 

an ‘armed gang’ stashing weapons and using kidnapped children as human 

shields.”
102

 

 “While high-level officials have thus far remained quiet, Syrian state television 

blamed the protests on ‘infiltrators’ for ‘causing chaos and riots.’  The 

                                                
98
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government is reportedly organizing large pro-regime demonstrations across the 

country, with a large march planned for April 1.”
103

   

 “Syrian state-controlled media reported the burials of 20 army and security force 

‘martyrs’ on December 3 and 4 after they were killed by ‘terrorists’ in Homs, 

Damascus, and the Damascus suburbs.  The media also claims that [] ‘terrorists’ 

also killed a number of civilians, including five in Homs on December 4.  The 

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) said that on December 4 ‘terrorists’ in Homs 

assassinated two professors from al-Baath University in separate attacks.  The 

local media indicated that [Assad Regime] authorities have launched operations 

against ‘terrorists’ in Idlib and Homs which led to the deaths and arrests of a large 

number of ‘wanted men.’  [Assad Regime] authorities reportedly also disarmed a 

number of explosive devices in two cities.  On December 34 Syrian state-

controlled television broadcast the confession of an alleged terrorist who operated 

in the Damascus suburbs.  During the confession the ‘terrorist’ said that he fed al-

Jazeera false information.  [Syrian] state media indicates that attacks on [Regime] 

forces have increased but also maintains that [Regime] authorities are in control 

of the situation.”
104

 

 Syria’s then-Presidential and Media Advisor, Bouthaina Shabaan, “even told the 

BBC correspondents that Syrian television should be the only one considered 

authoritative on events in Syria.”
105

 

b. Methods of Controlling the Narrative 

50. As the ruler of a centralized police state, the Assad Regime enjoys extensive 

powers to advance its narrative and silence all others.  This section describes the primary means 

that Syria used to achieve these ends.   

i. Promoting the False Narrative 

51. The Assad Regime went to great lengths to promote its narrative of a terrorist 

insurrection, disseminating propaganda and misinformation through the state press and even 

facilitating the rise of Islamist radicals within the ranks of the opposition. 
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1. Disseminating Propaganda and Misinformation 

52. The Assad Regime utilized the state media to disseminate propaganda promoting 

its narrative of the conflict.  SANA articles and television reports repeatedly attributed the 

Regime’s military actions to “armed gangs” or “terrorists,” with one such account blaming 

violence in Dera’a during the night of March 22, 2011 on “armed troublemakers who attacked a 

medical team of the security services.”
106

  In the same vein, SANA-published reports attributed 

unrest in the south to an “armed gang” alleged to have been “stashing weapons and using 

kidnapped children as human shields.”
107

  Such reports were also made about Homs in the winter 

of 2011, when pro-Regime media “reported the burials of 20 army and security force ‘martyrs’” 

and blamed their deaths on Homs “terrorists.”
108

  Another report quoted a former Regime official 

describing scenes of “loyalist women” being “brought in” to Homs “and disguised as locals for 

government television interviews” to “say that the massacres…were perpetrated by armed 

gangs.”
109

   

53. The Assad Regime also directly presented distorted facts to foreign diplomats and 

international observers.  For example, it was obvious that the approved trips that I and other 
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Western diplomats took outside of Damascus were being staged by the Regime.
110

  Similarly, 

when Arab League Observers visited Homs and other provinces in later 2011 and early 2012, 

Regime security forces actively concealed information from them.  Dissidents were discouraged 

from speaking to the Arab League Observers,
111

 and the Syrian Army appeared to withdraw 

some tanks from the city hours before the Observers arrived, only to resume attacks against the 

city once the Observers left.
112

  Further, interviews with Regime loyalists aired at discrediting 

defectors were frequently televised on pro-Assad channels.
113

 

54. The Assad Regime routinely rejected reports by the international media.  

Authorities criticized media coverage as being unfair and advanced a rhetoric that claimed that 

Syria was involved in a “media war.”  For example, the Regime accused satellite television 

channels, such as Al Jazeera, and print news sources of distorting facts and siding with the 

opposition.
114

  Such accusations echoed the Regime’s broader narrative of a nation facing a 

global conspiracy involving foreign media backed by the U.S., Israel, and Arab Gulf States.   

2. Sectarianizing the Conflict 

55. Since the late 1970s, the Regime has sought legitimacy as the protector of the 

nation’s myriad religious minorities—specifically, Alawites, Christians, and Druze—from Sunni 
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majoritarian tyranny.  The fall of the Regime, it claimed, would lead to the inevitable takeover of 

the country by radical Islamist Sunnis.
115

   

56. When the uprising began in March 2011, the Regime sought to entrench itself as 

the only viable alternative to radical Sunni rule by taking active steps to sectarianize the conflict.  

Notably, the Assad Regime strategically arrested many non-religious protesters while releasing 

radical Islamists from prison at the outset of the protests, in order to create the enemy Assad 

publicly claimed existed.
116

  Later in the conflict, the Regime also focused military efforts 

against the moderate armed opposition groups, while generally avoiding any military 

entanglements with terrorist groups.  Largely free of attacks from Regime forces, a terrorist 

faction linked to al-Qaida progressively moved against the same moderate armed groups the 

Regime was targeting.  Facing a war on two fronts, the moderate opposition increasingly lost 

ground, and armed Islamist groups grew in size and seized more territory. 

ii. Silencing Contrary Narratives 

57. In addition to promoting a false narrative, the Assad Regime also silenced 

contrary narratives by restricting the flow of information in order to suppress dissent and bolster 

its authority.
117

  The Regime adopted a holistic approach to suppressing information, which 

became increasingly violent as protests grew.  The Regime’s suppression was so successful that 
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it was often impossible to get an up-to-date read of the situation on the ground.  Instead, 

information would leak out after the fact.   

1. Formal Limits on Reporting 

58. From the very beginning of the conflict, the Assad Regime placed legal 

restrictions on reporting in Syria.  Early on, authorities withdrew the accreditations of foreign 

correspondents who refused to self-censor, claiming that their reports were “unprofessional and 

false.”
118

  It also expelled journalists and refused new visas to journalists seeking to enter the 

country.
119

   

59. In August 2011, the Syrian President adopted Decree No. 108/2011 (the 

“Decree”).  Passed as part of a series of ostensible reforms, the Decree gave the appearance of 

protecting basic press freedoms, but in fact provided legal grounds for silencing dissent.
120

  As a 

result, after passing the Decree, the Assad Regime continued to detain and arrest journalists for 
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printing material in opposition to the Regime and only allowed for the establishment of pro-

Regime parties.
121

 

2. Limits on Access to Information 

60. On February 8, 2012, authorities passed a further decree restricting freedom of 

expression on the internet.
122

  Additionally, the Regime cut phone and internet services during 

demonstrations to prevent activists from uploading videos to YouTube, Facebook, and other 

social media platforms.
123

  During the siege of Dera’a, the Assad Regime shut down all means of 

communication, including cell phone networks, and confiscated cell phones during searches of 

houses and at checkpoints.
124

  As described in a cable from the U.S. Embassy in Damascus, the 

south of the country was experiencing “a strong security presence, checkpoints, and interruption 

to Internet and phone service.”
125

  Similarly, the Regime jammed cellular, landline, and satellite 

phones during the attack on Baniyas,
126

 and there were also reports of nation-wide mobile 

disruptions, sometimes lasting for days at a time.
127

  The Regime’s efforts were so effective that, 

during one outage, an internet monitoring firm detected that two-thirds of all Syrian networks 
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were unreachable from the global internet; notably, among those networks that remained 

reachable were those that belonged to the Assad Regime.
128

 

61. The Assad Regime also routinely extracted passwords of social media sites from 

journalists through torture and beatings,
129

 and the online pro-Regime Syrian Electronic Army 

frequently hacked websites to post pro-Regime material.
130

  During the early days of the 

uprising, however, the Assad Regime had limited technical capacity to monitor and track cell and 

internet-based communications in Syria.  The Regime gradually developed these abilities with 

assistance from Iran (which had acquired significant expertise during its own crackdown on anti-

government protests in 2009), and it eventually became capable of monitoring people’s 

conversations, tracking their locations, and hacking laptop cameras to identify suspected 

opposition members.
131

  The U.S. Embassy warned opposition members that the Assad Regime 

was able to monitor their conversations and that prior methods used to evade surveillance, such 

as virtual private networks, were no longer safe. 

3. Persecution and Repression of the Independent Media 

62. As the conflict developed, I and other U.S. Embassy personnel became 

increasingly aware of the Assad Regime’s restrictions on media within Syria.  This approach was 

reflected in widespread persecution and attempts to detain and expel reporters and other 

journalists considered to be reporting in favor of the opposition.
132
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63. Such repression was present following the initial outbreak of protests in Dera’a in 

March 2011, which provoked the Assad Regime to ban international media from the city and to 

force journalists already present in the city back to Damascus under armed escort.
133

  My staff in 

the U.S. Embassy in Damascus reported the following incidents to keep Washington aware of the 

escalating situation on the ground: 

 The Assad Regime’s “heightened efforts” to “control the flow of information” “began 

on March 16, [2011,] when the security services harassed and arrested witnesses 

filming the crackdown by police on a protest in front of the Interior Ministry in 

Damascus.”
134

 

 “Days after the March 18 demonstrations, the security services began jailing those 

working with and speaking to the western media.”
135

  This included journalist Khaled 

Ekhteyar, as well as human rights activist Mazen Darwish, who was arrested after 

speaking with various media outlets.
136

  Both were released after a few days, but with 

a “noticeable change in behavior.”
137

  Ekhtayer was also believed to have been forced 

to reveal his e-mail passwords during his detention, since, following his release, “his 

Facebook account was spamming pro-government propaganda.”
138

   

 On March 26, 2011, Reuters journalist Khaled Oweis, who had been “consistently 

breaking news of protests and crackdowns ahead of other journalists, especially in the 

southern city of Dara’a,” was expelled from Syria for filing “unprofessional and 
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false” reports.
139

  Other Reuters journalists were arrested and detained in late 

March.
140

  

 The mukhabarat “systematically threatened” correspondents reporting in Syria for 

Orient TV, “a Dubai-based station…frequently cited…as a source for independent 

news.”
141

  These threats caused many of Orient TV’s journalists to quit, “making it 

difficult for the station to report on events” on the ground.
142

   

 BBC correspondent Lina Sinjab was arrested on March 26 and subjected to an 

eight-hour interrogation by the mukhabarat.
143

 

64. As the revolution progressed, the Regime continued to detain, arrest, and threaten 

journalists affiliated with media organizations deemed critical of the State.
144

  Syria became 

notorious for its high journalist death toll.
145

 

                                                
139

 Id. at 2. 

140
 Id.  Reuters journalist Suleiman al-Khalidi subsequently reported on the torture he witnessed 

while in detention.  Suleiman al-Khalidi, Witness: Shattered Humanity Inside Syria's Security 

Apparatus, REUTERS (May 26, 2011), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-witness-syria-torture-

idUSTRE74P2VD20110526; see also Jordanians call for release of Reuters journalist, REUTERS 

(Mar. 31, 2011), http://www.reuters.com/article/jordan-syria-reuters-

idUSLDE72U19S20110331. 

141
 Unrest in Syria: March 23 U.S. Embassy Update II, supra note 125, at 2; Unrest in Syria: 

March 24 U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 33, at 3; SARG Scrambling to Choke Information 

on Protests U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 119, at 2. 

142
 SARG Scrambling to Choke Information on Protests U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 119, 

at 2. 

143
 Id. 

144
 U.S. Dep’t of State 2012 Human Rights Report: Syria, supra note 83, at 20-21; see also Syria 

Unrest: December 5 U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 79, at 2 (discussing the arrest and 

detention of Razan Ghazzawi, an American-Syrian blogger and member of the Syrian Center for 

Media and Freedom of Expression.  She was arrested on December 4, 2011, “when attempting to 

enter Jordan to attend a workshop for advocates of press freedoms in the Arab world.”).  On 

December 12, Ghazzawi was charged “by Syrian authorities with trying to incite sectarian strife, 

spreading false information and weakening national sentiment,” charges which she denied.  Syria 

Unrest: December 14 U.S. Embassy Update, supra note 108, at 2.  See also Central Intelligence 

Agency, Middle East-North Africa: Situation Update (Apr. 2, 2012), Ex. 3 (“On Saturday, 

activists said that Ali Mahmoud Othman-a Syrian journalist who worked alongside the Western 

journalists who were killed in Bab Amr in February-was detained in Aleppo last weekend is 

being subjected to torture, according to Western press reporting.”). 
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4. Restrictions on Diplomatic Staff’s Access to Information 

65. The Assad Regime also sought to silence contrary narratives by limiting the 

information available to international diplomatic personnel.  As Ambassador to Syria, I 

experienced firsthand the effectiveness of these measures, which affected the Embassy’s ability 

to confirm even routine details necessary to plan visits around the country.  For example, when I 

visited Hama on July 8, 2011,
146

 I was unaware that a general strike was ongoing, which is 

information that I would have expected to learn under ordinary circumstances.   

66. After my trip to Hama, I and all other personnel in the U.S. Embassy were 

officially restricted by the Assad Regime to moving exclusively within a 15-kilometer (nine-

mile) radius of the Embassy, ostensibly for the protection of me and my staff.  Even in 

Damascus, my staff and I were regularly blocked from meeting with Syrian citizens.  We learned 

that the mukhabarat warned Syrian citizens in advance not to meet with me or my staff, and such 

meetings were frequently cancelled at the last minute.  On one occasion, a mob appeared, 

blocking me and my staff from entering a building to meet with members of the opposition.  On 

another occasion, a member of my diplomatic staff was arrested by the mukhabarat and detained, 

hooded and handcuffed for hours while other detainees were loudly beaten nearby.  I understood 

such measures as efforts to intimidate and restrict my diplomatic staff from gathering 

information related to the uprising and Assad Regime’s crackdown. 

                                                                                                                                                       
145

 U.S. Dep’t of State 2012 Human Rights Report: Syria, supra note 83, at 2.  

146
 Jason Ukman, U.S. Ambassador to Syria, Robert Ford, Greeted in Hama with Flowers and 

Olive Branches, WASH. Post (July 8, 2011), https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/checkpoint-

washington/post/us-ambassador-to-syria-robert-ford-greeted-in-hama-with-flowers-and-olive-

branches/2011/07/08/gIQA1Faz3H_blog.html. 
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c. International Condemnation 

67. Syria received widespread international condemnation for its media policies and 

treatment of journalists.
147

  From March 2012, U.N. Human Rights Council resolutions included 

language “strongly condemn[ing] the continued widespread and systematic violations of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms by the Syrian authorities,” and in particular “the killing and 

persecution of protestors, human rights defenders and journalists.”
148

  Likewise, the U.N. Human 

Rights Council urged the Regime to allow free access to the Internet and telecommunications 

networks and to lift censorship on reporting, including by allowing appropriate access by foreign 

journalists.
149

  Consistent with these positions, Kofi Annan’s Six-Point Proposal of April 2012 

highlighted that the Assad Regime should “ensure freedom of movement throughout the country 

for journalists and [implement] a non-discriminatory visa policy for them.”
150

 

68. Countries in the region joined in the international condemnation after Syria failed 

to cease its repressive crackdown.  In August 2011, Turkish officials, concerned with the 

growing magnitude of repression by the Assad Regime, requested from Syrian authorities that 

they withdraw security personnel from several cities in what was then known as the “Turkish 

Initiative.”  While the U.S. was not involved in the “Turkish Initiative” I was debriefed by 

Turkey’s Ambassador.  The Assad Regime agreed to withdraw its forces from Hama and Deir 

                                                
147

 G.A. Res. 66/L.36 (Feb. 14, 2012); G.A. Res. 66/253 (Feb. 16, 2012); Human Rights Council 

Res. 20/22, Situation of Human Rights in the Syrian Arab Republic, U.N. DOC. 

A/HRC/RES/20/22 (July 16, 2012). 

148
 G.A. Res. 66/L.36 (Feb. 14, 2012); G.A. Res. 66/253 (Feb. 16, 2012). 

149
 Human Rights Council Res. S16/1, U.N. DOC. A/HRC/RES/S-16/1 (May 4, 2011). 

150
 S.C. Res. 2042 (Apr. 14, 2012), http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/documents/

six_point_proposal.pdf; U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message From Ambassador Ford, 

FACEBOOK (Apr. 6, 2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/

a%ADmessage%ADfrom%ADambassador%ADford/10150655544736938, Ex. 15-G. 
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Ezzor over the course of two weeks and to release prisoners.  However, site visits conducted by 

Turkish Embassy officials revealed that the Regime failed to comply with the terms of the 

agreement.  Turkish diplomatic personnel on site confirmed that the Syrians had not withdrawn 

any of their forces and that no prisoners had been released.  After the agreement broke down at 

the end of August, Turkey joined Western countries in demanding that Assad step down.
151

   

d. Conclusion 

69. A central component of the Assad Regime’s response to the protests that broke 

out in 2011 was the propagation of a false narrative concerning the circumstances and nature of 

the protest movement.  In addition to spreading its own propaganda, the Regime created facts on 

the ground supporting its narrative by actively working to sectarianize the conflict.  It further 

silenced contrary portrayals of the conflict by imposing formal and informal restrictions on 

lawful reporting and by persecuting and repressing foreign and domestic journalists. 

  

                                                
151

 Nada Bakri, Turkish Minister and Other Envoys Press Syrian Leader, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 9, 

2011), https://nyti.ms/2nFehVS; Steven L. Myers, U.S. and Allies Say Syria Leader Must Step 

Down, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 19, 2011), https://nyti.ms/2vx1nu7. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is a true statement of my independent 

professional opinion. 

Robert Stephen Ford 

40 
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APPENDIX A: 
CURRICULUM VITAE OF AMBASSADOR ROBERT STEPHEN FORD 

 

Ambassador (ret) Robert S. Ford 
Yale Jackson Institute for Global Affairs,     

PO Box 208359       

New Haven, CT 06520-8359    rford@mei.edu & robert.ford@yale.edu 

                      

Dynamic former diplomat, university teacher, team leader and Middle East/North Africa analyst 

with demonstrated record supporting peaceful political reform; accustomed to working with top 

officials, legislators and civil society activists; wide range of contacts in Middle East and North 

Africa; public outreach and teaching skills, fluent in Arabic and French.   
 

Kissinger Fellow, Yale University Jackson Institute for Global Affairs, 2016 – present 

Teach undergraduates and graduate courses in international affairs and Middle East politics 

 

Senior Fellow, Middle East Institute, Washington, DC, 2014 – present 

Write and speak around the country on developments in Syria, Iraq and North Africa; participate 

in regular unofficial discussions with Iranian and Russian officials and experts to develop ideas 

about resolving the Syria conflict.  Appeared in New York Times, CNN, PBS, NPR, Fox and 

other English and Arabic media. 

 

Diplomatic Career: 
 

Deputy Assistant Secretary, U.S. Department of State, 2012 – 2014 

State Department lead on Syria, proposing and implementing policy. Received in 2014 the 

Secretary of State’s Distinguished Service Award, the Department’s highest award. 

 Developed common goals and strategies with European and Middle Eastern allies to 

contain and resolve the Syria crisis; regular ministerial-level meetings agreed to 

implement many suggestions I put forward in preliminary coordination meetings. 

 Assembled State Department team to prepare reporting and devise strategy for non-lethal 

assistance to Syrian activists and opposition, drawing on U.S. government agencies and 

outside experts for advice. 

 Led interagency effort to establish a U.S. diplomatic team in Turkey to implement $70 

million in aid projects in Syria that has kept infrastructure and municipalities functioning 

in selected communities and impeded extremist encroachment.   

 Regularly spoke to Congress, American media and think-tank forums 2012-2013, 

generating support for U.S. policy. Spoke often to Arabic media in Arabic.  

 

Ambassador, U.S. Embassy Damascus, Syria, 2011-2012 

Directed an Embassy of 60 Americans and 200 Syrians. Received in 2013 Presidential Honor 

Award for leadership of the Embassy. 

 Guided Embassy reporting as the revolution expanded.  Devised with section chiefs 

methods of developing new information sources, and prepared policy recommendations 

for Washington, most of which were accepted, such as on opposition engagement. 
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 Undertook major public outreach to Syrian and foreign audiences.  Engaged vigorously 

with Arab and western media. Revived moribund U.S. Embassy Damascus Facebook site 

with regular postings that garnered hundreds of new readers. 

 

Deputy Ambassador, U.S. Embassy Baghdad, Iraq, 2008 – 2010 

Responsible for internal management of the largest diplomatic mission in the world at the time 

with a $2 billion annual budget, 900 direct-hire and 13,000 contract staff. 

 Assembled interagency team to plan the transition from U.S. military lead in Iraq to State 

Department lead.  Launched working groups on security and logistical support; the new 

Obama administration used the plans to stand up our diplomatic posts now in Iraq. 

 Developed with mission team benchmarks for provincial project implementation.  For the 

first time the mission matched personnel to specific projects; saved tens of millions of 

dollars by rejecting dozens of ill-advised projects and personnel requests. 

 

Ambassador, U.S. Embassy Algiers, Algeria, 2006-2008 

Policy lead on Algeria and oversight of an embassy of 53 American and 300 Algerian staff. 

 Greatly expanded bilateral cooperation.  Motivated team to create new collaborative 

programs in rule of law, media and education drawing on American government and 

NGO expertise.  Added new FBI office and other staff to implement these new projects. 

 Recalled early from Algeria at the explicit instruction of Secretary of State Rice to help 

reverse the growing Iraq debacle. 

 
Previous Positions 
Political Section Chief, U.S. Embassy Iraq 2004-2006 

Deputy Chief of Mission, U.S. Embassy Bahrain 2001-2004 

Political/Economic Section Chief, U.S. Embassy Cameroon 1999-2001 

Economic Officer, Egypt/North Africa Office, U.S. Department of State, Washington, 1997-

1999 

Political/Economic Officer, U.S. Embassy Algeria 1994-1997 

Lebanon/Syria Analyst, Intelligence Bureau, Department of State, Washington 1992-1994 

Sinai Peacekeeping Force Observer, Sinai Peninsula 1991-1992 

Economic Officer, U.S. Embassy Egypt 1988-1991 

Economic and Consular Officer, U.S. Consulate, Izmir, Turkey 1986-1988 

English Teacher, U.S. Peace Corps Morocco 1981-1983 

 

Languages 
Fluent in Arabic and French; some capacity in German and Turkish 

 

Other Awards Including: 

2012 John F. Kennedy Library Profile in Courage Award 

2012 Project on Middle East Democracy Annual Human Rights Defender Award 

2012 U.S. State Department Award for best ambassador work in field of human rights 
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Education 
M.A. in International Studies, Johns Hopkins SAIS 1983 

B.A. in International Studies, Johns Hopkins University 1980 

Intensive advanced Arabic program, American University of Cairo 1983-1984 

 

PUBLICATIONS 
 
No One Will Intervene to Save Ghouta, ASHARQ AL-AWSAT (Feb. 27, 2018), 

https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1188701/robert-ford/exclusive-no-one-will-intervene-

save-ghouta. 

Defeating ISIS in Syria is Just the Beginning, THE ATLANTIC (Feb. 27, 2018), 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/02/what-does-america-really-want-in-

syria/554369/. 

Assad’s Syria Plays Dirty with US Humanitarian Aid, THE HILL (Feb. 12, 2018), (co-author), 

http://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/373449-assads-syria-plays-dirty-with-us-

humanitarian-aid. 

A Plea to President Trump: Don’t Send Syrians Back to Assad, THE WASHINGTON POST (Jan. 26, 

2018), (co-author), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/a-plea-to-

president-trump-dont-send-syrians-back-to-assad/2018/01/26/fa527a8e-020e-11e8-8acf-

ad2991367d9d_story.html?utm_term=.efc0521d1420. 

Dear Putin: the Security State Violates Any Constitution, ASHARQ AL-AWSAT (Dec. 23, 2017), 

https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1121656/robert-ford/exclusive-dear-putin-

%E2%80%98security-state%E2%80%99-violates-any-constitution. 

America Never Understood Iraq, THE ATLANTIC (Oct. 30, 2017), 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/10/iraq-kurds-isis-referendum-

abadi/544313/. 

Keeping Out of Syria: The Least Bad Option, FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Oct. 16, 2017), 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/syria/2017-10-16/keeping-out-syria. 

 Kurdish Referendum: Thinking, Not Threats, ASHARQ AL-AWSAT (Sept. 23, 2017), https://eng-

archive.aawsat.com/robert-ford/opinion/kurdish-referendum-thinking-not-threats. 

Trump’s Syria Ceasefire is Doomed, THE ATLANTIC (July 13, 2017), 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/07/syria-russia-ceasefire-iran-trump-

putin/533388/. 

The Fatal Flaw in Trump’s ISIS Plan, THE ATLANTIC (May 11, 2017), 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/05/trump-turkey-erdogan-kurds-isis-

syria-raqqa/525963/. 
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How to Salvage US Interests in Syria, FAIR OBSERVER (Jan. 17, 2017), 

https://www.fairobserver.com/region/middle_east_north_africa/syria-us-russia-middle-east-

news-analysis-74325/. 

On Syrian Talks and Ceasefires: An Open Letter to Secretary Kerry, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE 

(Dec. 9, 2016), http://www.mei.edu/content/at/syrian-talks-and-ceasefires-open-letter-secretary-

kerry. 

Gauging the German Reaction to America’s New Direction, WAR ON THE ROCKS (Nov. 22, 

2016), https://warontherocks.com/2016/11/gauging-the-german-reaction-to-americas-new-

direction/. 

The Next Challenge: Governing Liberated Cities After ISIS, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (June 28, 

2016), http://www.mei.edu/content/article/next-challenge-governing-liberated-cities-after-isis. 

U.S. Diplomats Are Right on Syria, THE DAILY BEAST (June 20, 2016), 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-diplomats-are-right-on-syria. 

War in Syria: Next Steps to Mitigate the Crisis, Written Testimony Before the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee, May 17, 2016 (available at http://www.mei.edu/content/at/war-syria-next-

steps-mitigate-crisis. 

The Next President’s Big Iraq Problem, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (May 12, 2016), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/at/next-presidents-big-iraq-problem. 

U.S. Strategy for Iraq and Syria and the Evolution Islamic Extremism, Testimony Before the 

House Foreign Relations Committee, Jan. 12, 2016 (text and video available at 

http://www.mei.edu/content/outside-views-us-strategy-iraq-and-syria-and-evolution-islamic-

extremism). 

Challenges Ahead for Algeria, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (Jan. 5, 2016), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/article/challenges-ahead-algeria-2016. 

 Syria in Vienna: Governance Before Elections, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (Nov. 10, 2015), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/at/syria-vienna-governance-elections. 

A Message to Vienna: Build a Framework, But Leave the Details to Syrians, MIDDLE EAST 

INSTITUTE (Oct. 29, 2015), http://www.mei.edu/content/at/message-vienna-build-framework-

leave-details-syrians. 

More Russian Aid to Assad: Chasing the Impossible Dream, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (Sept. 15, 

2015), http://www.mei.edu/content/at/more-russian-aid-assad-chasing-impossible-dream. 

The Kurdish PYD and the Challenge of Rebuilding a Syrian State, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE 

(Aug. 25, 2015), http://www.mei.edu/content/at/kurdish-pyd-and-challenge-rebuilding-syrian-

state. 
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Call the Action: The Iraq Strategy America Really Needs, NATIONAL INTEREST (July 26, 2015), 

(co-author), http://nationalinterest.org/feature/call-action-the-iraq-strategy-america-really-needs-

13421. 

Yes, Talk With Syria’s Ahrar al-Sham, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (July 15, 2015), (co-author), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/at/yes-talk-syria%E2%80%99s-ahrar-al-sham. 

Wringing Our Hands and Endless Bombing Won’t Help Us in Syria, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE 

(June 19, 2015), http://www.mei.edu/content/at/wringing-our-hands-and-endless-bombing-

won%E2%80%99t-help-us-syria. 

The Assad Regime: The Beginning of the End?, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (Apr. 24, 2015), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/at/assad-regime-beginning-end. 

Algeria:  Quiet but not Calm, MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE (Apr. 17, 2015), 

http://www.mei.edu/content/article/algeria-quiet-not-calm. 

America is Losing the War in Syria, FOREIGN POLICY (Mar. 9, 2015), 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/03/09/america-is-losing-in-the-war-against-the-islamic-state-and-

assad-heres-a-grand-plan/. 

A Good ‘Freeze’ in Aleppo Is Not Good Enough, FOREIGN POLICY (Dec. 5, 2014), 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2014/12/05/a-good-freeze-in-aleppo-is-not-enough-ceasefires-assad-

isis/. 

How the U.S. Can Help Syria Drive Out ISIS, CNN (Aug. 26, 2014), 

http://www.cnn.com/2014/08/26/opinion/ford-isis-syria/index.html. 

The Rebels Are Gaining Ground in Syria, FOREIGN POLICY (Aug. 13, 2014), 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2014/08/13/the-rebels-are-gaining-ground-in-syria/. 

The Fractured Caliphate, FOREIGN POLICY (July 7, 2014), 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2014/07/07/the-fractured-caliphate/. 

Arm Syria’s Opposition, THE NEW YORK TIMES (June 10, 2014), 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/11/opinion/ford-arm-syrias-opposition.html. 
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APPENDIX B: 

INDEX OF MATERIALS CITED IN EXPERT REPORT 

OF AMBASSADOR ROBERT STEPHEN FORD 

I. MATERIALS EXHIBITED WITH EXPERT REPORT OF AMBASSADOR ROBERT STEPHEN 

FORD*: 

Exhibit No. Description 

1 Map of Syria and Lebanon, Cartographia (Jan. 1, 2011).  

2 
MICHEL SEURAT, SYRIE, L’ETAT DE BARBARIE [SYRIA, THE BARBARIC STATE], 

(Presses Universitaires de France, 1989) 

3 
Central Intelligence Agency, Middle East-North Africa: Situation Update (Apr. 2, 

2012) 

4 
JOHN DAVIS ET AL., THE ARAB SPRING AND ARAB THAW: UNFINISHED REVOLUTIONS 

AND THE QUEST FOR DEMOCRACY (John Davis ed., 2013) 

5 

U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, SARG Responds with 

Violence to Second Damascus Demonstration in Two Days [2 MD Doc 12] (Mar. 

16, 2011) 

6 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Bloody Friday Shatters 

Syria’s Claim [2 MD Doc 10] (Mar. 20, 2011) 

7 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Unrest in Syria: March 23 

Update [2 MD Doc 9] (Mar. 23, 2011) 

8 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Unrest in Syria: March 23 

Update II [2 MD Doc 11] (Mar. 23, 2011) 

9 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Unrest in Syria: March 24 

Unclassified Update [2 MD Doc 1] (Mar. 24, 2011) 

10 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Unrest in Syria: March 24 

Classified Update [2 MD Doc 7] (Mar. 24, 2011) 

11 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, SARG Scrambling to 

Choke Information on Protests [2 MD Doc 8], 2 (Apr. 6, 2011) 

12 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Syria Unrest: December 14 

Update [4 RG] (Dec. 14, 2011) 

13 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Syria Unrest: December 5 

Update [2 RG] (Dec. 19, 2011) 

14 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Update from Embassy in Damascus, Syria Unrest: December 19 

Update [3 RG] (Dec. 19, 2011) 

15-A 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note from Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook (July 10, 

2011), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/

a%ADnote%ADfrom%ADambassador%ADrobert%ADford/10150237831306938 

15-B 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook (Sept. 

6, 2011), https://www.facebook.com/notes/usembassydamascus/

anotefromambassadorrobertford/10150286333121938 
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Exhibit No. Description 

15-C 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Ford on Recent Events in Syria, 

Facebook (Feb. 9, 2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/

us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADnote%ADfrom%ADambassador%ADford%

ADon%ADrecent%ADevents%ADin%ADsyria/10150545674871938 

15-D 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Ford, Facebook (Feb. 10, 

2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/

a%ADnote%ADfrom%ADambassador%ADford/10150547572706938 

15-E 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message From Ambassador Ford on the Arrests of 

Human Rights Activists, Facebook (Feb. 17, 2012), https://www.facebook.com/

notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADmessage%ADfrom%ADambassador%

ADford%ADon%ADthe%ADarrests%ADof%ADhuman%ADrights%ADactivists/1

0150563608741938 

15-F 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message from Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook 

(Mar. 5, 2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us-embassy-damascus/a-message-

from-ambassador-robert-ford/10150595589281938 

15-G 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message From Ambassador Ford, Facebook (Apr. 6, 

2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/

a%ADmessage%ADfrom%ADambassador%ADford/10150655544736938 

 

* For the convenience of the Court, this index has been linked to the cover page of each exhibit 

listed.  All exhibits appear at the end of this document. 
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II. PUBLICLY AVAILABLE MATERIALS CITED IN EXPERT REPORT OF AMBASSADOR 
ROBERT STEPHEN FORD: 

A. Constitution of the Syrian Arab Republic 

No. Description 

1 
CONSTITUTION OF THE SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC, Feb. 27 2012, 

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---

ilo_aids/documents/legaldocument/wcms_125885.pdf 
 

 

B. United Nations Resolutions, Reports, and Communications 

No. Description 

2 G.A. Res. 66/L.36 (Feb. 14, 2012), http://undocs.org/A/66/L.36 

3 G.A. Res. 66/253 (Feb. 16, 2012), 

http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/66/253 

4 
Human Rights Council Res. 20/22, Situation of Human Rights in the Syrian Arab 

Republic, U.N. DOC. A/HRC/RES/20/22 (July 16, 2012), https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/G12/153/46/PDF/G1215346.pdf?OpenElement 

5 Final Communiqué, Action Group for Syria (June 30, 2012), http://www.un.org/News/

dh/infocus/Syria/FinalCommuniqueActionGroupforSyria.pdf 

6 As Syrian death toll tops 5,000, UN human rights chief warns about key city, UN NEWS 

CENTRE (Dec. 12, 2011), http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=40708 

7 
Data suggest Syria death toll could be more than 60,000, says UN human rights office, 

UN NEWS CENTRE (Jan. 2, 2013), http://www.un.org/apps/news/

story.asp?NewsID=43866 

8 
Statement, UNICEF, Statement on children caught in the bloodshed in Syria (Feb. 15, 

2012), http://www.unicef.ca/en/blog/unicef-statement-on-children-caught-in-the-

bloodshed-in-syria 

9 
Human Rights Council, Rep. of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on 

the Syrian Arab Republic, U.N. DOC. A/HRC/19/69 (Feb. 22, 2012), 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/IICISyria/Pages/Documentation.aspx 

10 Human Rights Council Res. S16/1, U.N. DOC. A/HRC/RES/S-16/1 (May 4, 2011), 

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/SY/HRC-RES-S-16-1.pdf 

11 S.C. Res. 2042 (Apr. 14, 2012), http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/documents/

six_point_proposal.pdf 
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C. Non-Governmental Organization Reports 

No. Description 

12 
A Wasted Decade: Human Rights in Syria during Bashar al-Asad’s First Ten Years in 

Power, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (July 16, 2010), https://www.hrw.org/report/2010/

07/16/wasted-decade/human-rights-syria-during-bashar-al-asads-first-ten-years-power 

13 
By All Means Necessary!: Individual and Command Responsibility for Crimes against 

Humanity in Syria, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (Dec. 2011), https://www.hrw.org/sites/

default/files/reports/syria1211webwcover_0.pdf 

14 The ‘Arab Spring’: Five Years On, AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (Jan. 2016), 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/campaigns/2016/01/arab-spring-five-years-on/ 

15 

Tom Porteous et al., “We’ve Never Seen Such Horror”: Crimes against Humanity by 

Syrian Security Forces, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, 14 (June 1, 2011), https://www.hrw.org/

report/2011/06/01/weve-never-seen-such-horror/crimes-against-humanity-syrian-

security-forces 

16 Syria: Shootings, Arrests Follow Hama Protests, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (July 6, 2011), 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2011/07/06/syria-shootings-arrests-follow-hama-protest 

17 World Report 2012: Syria - Events of 2011, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (2012), 

https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2012/country-chapters/syria 

18 
Upheaval in the Arab World: Media as Key Witnesses and Political Pawns, REPORTERS 

WITHOUT BORDERS, 12 (Nov. 2011), https://web.archive.org/web/20160102234721/

https://rsf.org/rapport/RSF_BILAN_MOYEN_ORIENT_2011_GB.pdf 

19 
Dahlia El Zein, The ‘New’ Syrian Media Law is Nothing New, COMMITTEE TO PROTECT 

JOURNALISTS (Sept. 7, 2011), https://cpj.org/blog/2011/09/the-new-syrian-media-law-is-

nothing-new.php 

 
D. U.S. Department of State Reports 

No. Description 

20 U.S. Dep’t of State, State Sponsors of Terrorism (last visited Mar. 3, 2018), 

https://www.state.gov/j/ct/list/c14151.htm 

21 
U.S. Dep’t of State, Bureau of Democracy, H.R. and Lab., Country Report on Human 

Rights Practices for 2012: Syria (2012), https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/

204595.pdf 

E. U.S. Department of the Treasury Reports 

No. Description 

22 
Dep’t of the Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets Control, Syria Sanctions Program, (last 

updated Aug. 2, 2013), https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/

Documents/syria.pdf 
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F. United States Statutes and Regulations 

No. Description 

23 45 Fed. Reg. 33,956 (May 21, 1980) 

G. United States Senate Hearings 

No. Description 

24 
Nomination of Robert Stephen Ford to be Ambassador to the Syrian Arab Republic: 

Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 111th Cong. 581 (2010), 

https://www.congress.gov/112/chrg/shrg74273/CHRG-112shrg74273.pdf 

25 
Syria: The Crisis and Its Implications: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 

112th Cong. 14 (2012), https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-112shrg75019/pdf/

CHRG-112shrg75019.pdf 

H. News Articles 

No. Description 

26 Robert M. Danin, Remembering Hafez al-Assad, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Nov. 

11, 2011), http://blogs.cfr.org/danin/2011/11/11/remembering-hafez-al-assad/ 

27 Neil MacFarquhar, Hafez al-Assad, Who Turned Syria into a Power in the Middle East, 

Dies at 69, N.Y. TIMES (June 11, 2000), https://nyti.ms/2kdStww 

28 
30 Years Later, Photos Emerge from Killings in Syria, NPR (Feb. 2, 2012), 

http://www.npr.org/2012/02/01/146235292/30-years-later-photos-emerge-from-killings-

in-syria 

29 Holly Fletcher, State Sponsor: Syria, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Feb. 1, 2008), 

http://www.cfr.org/syria/state-sponsor-syria/p9368 

30 Roula Khalaf, Bashar al-Assad: Behind the Mask, THE FINANCIAL TIMES (June 15, 2012), 

https://www.ft.com/content/669da3aa-b5b5-11e1-ab92-00144feabdc0 

31 
How Syria’s ‘Geeky’ President Assad Went From Doctor to Dictator, NBC NEWS (Oct. 

30, 2015), http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/syria-peace-talks/how-syrias-geeky-

president-assad-went-doctor-dictator-n453871 

32 Syrians Talk of a Country Held Back by Fear, CNN (Mar. 30, 2011), 

http://www.cnn.com/2011/OPINION/03/30/bohn.syria.al.assad/index.html 

33 Who’s Who in the Battle for Syria, NPR (June 11, 2012),  

http://www.npr.org/2012/06/11/154773995/whos-who-in-the-battle-for-syria 

34 Syria Profile - Timeline, BBC (May 11, 2017), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-

east-14703995 
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35 

Salwa Amor and Ruth Sherlock, How Bashar al-Assad Created the Feared Shabiha 

Militia: An Insider Speaks, THE TELEGRAPH (Mar. 23, 2014), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/

news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/10716289/How-Bashar-al-Assad-created-the-feared-

shabiha-militia-an-insider-speaks.html 

36 Nada Bakri, Crowds in Syria Attack U.S. and French Embassies, N.Y. TIMES (July 11, 

2011), https://nyti.ms/2DeOZE1 

37 
Kathy Gil Sinan, How Syria’s Uprising Spawned a Jihad, THE ATLANTIC (Mar. 16, 

2016), https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/03/syria-civil-war-five-

years/474006/ 

38 Anthony Shadid, Syrian Businessman Becomes Magnet for Anger and Dissent, N.Y. 

TIMES (Apr. 30, 2011), https://nyti.ms/2BAicL5 

39 Syria crisis: Profiles of Security and Defence Chiefs Killed in Damascus Blast, BBC 

NEWS (July 20, 2012), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-18889030 

40 Robert F. Worth, How a Single Match Can Ignite a Revolution, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 21, 

2011), https://nyti.ms/2jZZYaf 

41 In Syria, Crackdown After Protests, N. Y. TIMES (Mar. 18, 2011), 

https://nyti.ms/2jKKoBW 

42 Syria Braces for “Day of Dignity” Rallies, AL JAZEERA (Mar. 25, 2011), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2011/03/20113255460868563.html 

43 
Adrian Blomfield, Syrian Protests Spread Throughout Country, THE TELEGRAPH (Mar. 

25, 2011), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/8407402/

Syrian-protests-spread-throughout-country.html 

44 Syria Unrest: Twelve Killed in Latakia p=Protest, BBC (Mar. 27, 2011), 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-12873053 

45 Syrian Tanks Enter ‘Protest Hub’ Baniyas, AL JAZEERA (May 7, 2011), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2011/05/20115765059910917.html 

46 Liam Stack & Katherine Zoepf, Security Forces Fire on Protesters in Restive Syrian City, 

N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 18, 2011), https://nyti.ms/2lkG0uf 

47 Samar Yazbek, A Testimony From Syria, THE GUARDIAN (Aug. 3, 2011), 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2011/aug/03/author-author-samar-yazbek-syria 

48 
Aida Edemariam, Syrian Writer Samar Yazbek: ‘A Woman Like Me Makes Life Difficult’, 

THE GUARDIAN (Oct. 12, 2012), https://www.theguardian.com/books/2012/oct/13/

interview-samar-yazbek-syria-revolution 

49 
Katherine Marsh, Syria: Four Killed in Deraa as Protests Spread Across South, THE 

GUARDIAN (Mar. 22, 2011), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/mar/22/syrian-

protests-troops-kill-deraa 

50 Khaled Yacoub Oweis, Protests Spread Against Assad Rule in Syria, REUTERS (Mar. 24, 

2011), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-idUSTRE72N2MC20110325 

51 ‘Half a Million’ Protest on Streets of Hama, AL JAZEERA (July 8, 2011), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2011/07/2011780473138345.html 

52 Nir Rosen, The Battle For Homs, AL JAZEERA (Feb. 11, 2012), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2012/02/20122101097421319.html 

53 Q&A:  Nir Rosen on Syria’s Armed Opposition, AL JAZEERA (Feb. 13, 2012), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/02/201221315020166516.html 
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54 News Wrap: White House Urges Political Solution in Syria, PBS (Jan. 30, 2012), 

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/world-jan-june12-othernews_01-30/ 

55 
Scott Wilson & Joby Warrick, Assad Must Go, Obama Says, WASH. POST (Aug. 18, 

2011), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/assad-must-go-obama-

says/2011/08/18/gIQAelheOJ_story.html 

56 

Raja Abdulrahim, Syrian Regime, Backed by Russia, Iran and Hezbollah, Expands 

Ground Offensive to Aleppo, WALL STREET JOURNAL (Oct. 18, 2015), 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/syrian-regime-backed-by-russia-iran-and-hezbollah-

expands-ground-offensive-to-aleppo-1445206886 

57 ‘Scores Dead’ as Syrian Tanks Storm Hama City, AL JAZEERA (July 31, 2011), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2011/07/201173143432348733.html 

58 
Julian Borger & Mona Mahmood, Syrian Troops Bombard Sealed-off Suburb of Homs, 

THE GUARDIAN (Feb. 9, 2012), http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/09/syrian-

troops-suburb-homs 

59 
Homs ‘Massacre’ Leaves 260 Dead, THE TELEGRAPH (Feb. 4, 2012), 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/9061181/Homs-massacre-

leaves-260-dead.html 

60 
Marie Colvin, Final Dispatch from Homs, the Battered City, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 

19, 2012), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/final-dispatch-from-homs-the-battered-city-

0ntg7xk3397 

61 Marie Colvin, Syria Kills 200, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 5, 2012), 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/syria-kills-200-czg73kncqlm 

62 
Marie Colvin, Peter Kellier, & Flamand Beirut, ‘Bombs Fell Like Rain.  You Could Only 

Pray,’ THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 5, 2012), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/bombs-fell-

like-rain-you-could-only-pray-rmj598bvnzk 

63 
Marie Colvin, A Vet is Only Hope for Syrian Wounded, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Feb. 19, 

2012), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/a-vet-is-only-hope-for-syrian-wounded-

rcmsqmzwbbb 

64 Anthony Shadid, Syria Broadens Deadly Crackdown on Protesters, N.Y. TIMES (May 8, 

2011), https://nyti.ms/2D5hylL 

65 
Kyle Orton, From Kessab to Cannibals: Syria’s Media War, THE SYRIAN INTIFADA (Jan. 

5, 2015), https://kyleorton1991.wordpress.com/2015/01/05/from-kessab-to-cannibals-

syrias-media-war/ 

66 
Bassam Barabandi & Tyler J. Thompson, Inside Assad’s Playbook: Time and Terror, 

THE ATLANTIC COUNCIL (July 23, 2014), http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/

menasource/inside-assad-s-playbook-time-and-terror 

67 Syria: Thousands Protest in Restive City of Hama, BBC NEWS (July 8, 2011), 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-14083087 

68 
Michelle Nichols & Louis Charbonneau, Syria Accuses U.S., France, Others of Arming, 

Funding “Terrorism”, REUTERS (Oct. 1, 2012), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-un-

assembly-syria-idUSBRE89018220121001 

69 
President Assad Delivers Speech at People’s Assembly, SYRIAN ARAB NEWS AGENCY 

(Mar. 30, 2011), https://web.archive.org/web/20110406012411/http:/www.sana.sy/

print.html?sid=339334&newlang=eng 
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70 Speech by President Bashar al-Assad at Damascus University, AL-BAB (June 20, 2011), 

http://al-bab.com/documents-section/syria-speech-bashar-al-assad-1 

71 

Matthew Weaver, Haroon Siddique & Ben Quinn, Syria: Bombs Hit Aleppo as Tanks 

Pound Homs - Friday 10 February, THE GUARDIAN: MIDDLEEASTLIVE (Feb. 10, 2012), 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/middle-east-live/2012/feb/10/syria-aleppo-bombs-

homs-tanks-live#block-33 

72 “Hundreds of Casualties” in Syria’s Homs, AL JAZEERA (Feb. 4, 2012), 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2012/02/201223231333768854.html 

73 
Ivan Watson, Raja Razek & Saad Abedine, Defecting Syrian Propagandist Says His Job 

Was ‘to Fabricate’, CNN (Oct. 9, 2012), http://www.cnn.com/2012/10/09/world/
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74 Violence and Doubts Mar Syria Monitor Mission, AL JAZEERA (Dec. 30 2011), 
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http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-12870679 

80 Simon S. Cordall, How Syria’s Assad Helped Forge ISIS, NEWSWEEK (June 21, 2014), 
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81 Reuters Journalists Missing in Syria, THE GUARDIAN (Mar. 28, 2011), 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/greenslade/2011/mar/28/reuters-syria 

82 Jim Cowie, Syrian Internet Shutdown, ORACLE DYN: BLOG (June 3, 2011), dyn.com/blog/

Syrian-internet-shutdown/ 

83 
Chelsea J. Carter, Deadly Attack on Protesters Raises Questions about Syria's Stability, 

CNN (Apr. 26, 2011), http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/meast/04/25/

syria.security.forces/ 

84 
Suleiman al-Khalidi, Witness: Shattered Humanity Inside Syria's Security Apparatus, 

REUTERS (May 26, 2011), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-witness-syria-torture-
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85 Jordanians Call for Release of Reuters Journalist, REUTERS (Mar. 31, 2011), 

http://www.reuters.com/article/jordan-syria-reuters-idUSLDE72U19S20110331 

86 

Jason Ukman, U.S. Ambassador to Syria, Robert Ford, Greeted in Hama with Flowers 
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9, 2011), https://nyti.ms/2nFehVS 
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19, 2011), https://nyti.ms/2vx1nu7 

 

I. Academic and Professional Publications 
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89 Fares Qais, The Syrian Constitution: Assad’s Magic Wand, CARNEGIE MIDDLE EAST 

CENTER (May 8, 2014), http://carnegie-mec.org/diwan/55541?lang=en 
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l.t· lawllid: !lie u d au.s Ia \ilk, :.!7 1 

PunucATtoNs m: MJcHJ~L SJWRAT, 2H5 

Pnf/ace 

En cc printemps IHH!i, Midtd S ' UJ';'tl :~va il pass{· ( Jll ·lqu\·~ _ jvtll~ 
;\ Paris, dormant sur le canape d e Jll :l hihlio11l '>que. I. ·· :! I 111ai, 
vcillt~ de son voyag-t' clc· rt~lour a B ·yrmllh , o t t il sn a il t• rllt·v{o 
au sortir cle l';u:roport (~II c·ompagn k du joiii'Halislt· J c all-l'aul 
1\aufr mann, nous avions dim~ ;I h1 nwisun aw e d es am is. clc•vis:ml 
d e ht s ri . l ' l <In Proclu·· r ic •IJI, Cl cle l'auiluclc a adopter I~\C(' illlX 

cunflit'l tlli d i-<" hil ~ lic · nl Ia n~g-iun. II s'c~1ai1 1:1i1 l'c~c:ho des grids 
cl ' i111. llt't' l\l(•ls pmgn ·ssisl ~s aralws qui 1111' n·prn haic·n1 1111e pos
ture Lrop disLandct:. Lui· lliCill · sc per t•vail c·outnJ c· 1111 cli e rchl'lll' 
•ng<tgt' - 1 l'l tl.-e tn· Ia cl.illc r<"mT ci';igt· (il ~ wit nHtll ainc:. de huil 

a nn •es) - ·mpr ·in I de · id t'aux d'ut l Mui li8 Vl!nt i• viug~ et 1111 

a us. fl v(' nait de · pnhlier d~ms Ia rt·vm· /·~1prit de-s articles- sans ks 
signer d <' sn11 11 1111 - q ui a nnlysa ic•JH Ia naiJtn• du I'Cg'inw syrit'll, 
. n n Illud e ci C' d o tnin;uic n bruta l, apn."s l'(·nasc·nH'lll au prix r\e 
dizaincs ck milliers cit• morts, du soulc'·wnwnt cle llama c·n I ~~8~. 
;i I instig;Jti~lll des Fri~rf's musulmans. L'uhinH: anid<', cpt ' il ~•vail 
intit u lc "I'Ewt de Harhark ,, ct <1uc· I HiltS HVOIIS n·pri:; av ·r Olivirr 
Mongin, n ' d n Lt•ur ·11 ciJd ' cl' £ ,fn'il, l' ll tilrc cl · Ia pn·mi ··n• nun
pilalion posllllllll(~ Ck SOil fl'IIV r<•, part!<' I ' ll 19HX. •it'rail S(IJl ll'SIH
lliCill illl.dlc• uwl l~l aussi, de· uw n ii'-rt· ~IIJ'!>c ·c·tll l'JII pn'·monitoirc, 
Ia des ·ril tion rlu cl •st in qui l'allt' ndail. <llag'c· :~ss;tss iJI (• pat :o.r.:s 
raviss ·urs clu gro 11 p w; ·ulc a nn t.'· ··hiitc· .. Or~-t<IIJil,alioll dn Jihad 
£slamiqut· "- 1 r c tc'-JIOIH clu llaballa h liiJan:th, llti-m (·nw instru· 
In ' Ill d'S rcgillleS S)•riC' Il c•t ira nien . 

Son ac:uitc dl' snciologll(' p .,. ai 1, "" ·c It- n·gard du r il l' '" 
cheur de terrain, les ceillere:-s itl <;ologiqucs d ·s ~nm Is systt'- nws 
qui rcduisaielll les cvenenwnts du l.t"vanl ;1 <it-s (~ , iph to iiiiiiJ i· ncs 
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50 De Ia tyrarmie aujottrd1mi 

• · 11 1. h vi· ci"ik k dwl (rr/-
t\11-clt·ssll~ cks < Olllillp;l'n~·t'!o 111alt'l'l' t·~ l ' 1t1:. 1 lt•trt•l rilt; 

· · 1 I' (I ' l11l' t'l I~' 111 r l't'lll't: ll ' o · 
"' I) 'II>P'It'\11'111 'I ~ I S.t' ll t • 111 " .I • • . • l I IJflll. "• • ' ' . • • I' t · · · llt'•n•u; 

' > '.I 'I • . . · I ' ll ' illl'olill: k~c•f('ll\l'lll { llll lUi 1 t • "' 

par I.,_, _I OJ_~pt;: ;·. ', .H."~.I:. I ~ ~ St ' ll{'t l'SSOiil '1\H'lll lll:li11 tl' (\t-Ill illllllr~·lltl', 
l Ill' ~~ )!;""" t l)!;llll It .. ' • Ol!<'llc- ,. ,., clollt' l't'llt~ .. 1\t.' lll' \IIIlO· 

ruillt' 111ait1lt' d1oS.t' stu· snlltl~t 1111 ~ 1 
: · '• 11.111

., ~- , 11ruT lH' lrioiHJ1hi11111'? 
I 

. · . . · I., 1 )I 1'11'11 t•C ' I ,(M' • •• ... • 
n·lllt' .. qllt' ,. p1 t sir t 1 1 • 1 I 111i•·rs n· . • ' • . . . • . . I Tslo' 1 1::\1'<-1. ai-Ass;t I'OII•·t•< ,. vo o .. 
l.il ., lllwtll ' " ~ ( .t II< s, 1 I 11 1 . , I 1J • 1117K ·\ l'or <'a. IIIII 

' , 1 I' ·s JU'tl pl'ollOIKl' 'n 11\oii'S • '' 
poi111: aut:ll, d;n•s 1' 1 1'-' '0111 ·• 1• I . 11 ' I .• -11 ,1·1r·1 • d . IH' JliHI Vtli l ' k\'<'1 

I 
. . .. I I' "Sif 1'11111' c 1 sc l s ckS'ISl't'lllllt'llfVI'~llltlll: ~~ . ' ' t I' ' ' II\IH1' l'dll · • · . 1 1 . . cl ' I'"'" ; tiTIV .,. all I"' 

1'1;',1;n c1'11q!;l"IHT c·n Vl)!;tll'llt' 1 ail e~ 1 P·1 
· • · · . 1. 1· ltlllt ' u a 1iow11t- . 

1'\aas k K unlrs 1\Hi:l, ell ar~llillll clt:s ('O~I ~I·IIIII t:~ c' ·'. 1':~ ' ' '1 t' 1 Ia 

tvlais. pa<·:ckhl Ia_ 1i1:•·1 :H~ . . k ~):~ ~:·1·.;~:~-ri\','\:1 :~::,\':~:: ; ~~~~::\'.I\~::\ l'nppt:r . · .,, 
1•1

utstrw \lOll nallon.th:. \) ,uls ~-• · , 11 • •. it llll' \1hll (,l cpw 
• II ; ~ -~ " \'U IH ' l ' pli (ll l tk l'hmllllll' c ttlliiiU' a nllllol IC.'" ·'\ . \ 

pn ll ·• , • , .. . . w • ' \Ill r. llll 1111 " idc~;t\ I •pi(Jlll'lllt'lll lll !•' .. . 
COlli Jill' dOIIC" d 1 oil till ' II \ , . \J •; ,,1; l'l , II ' 1-t<\1 \)ftli 1'\:: 1:11 ? 

' ' \ ' d' · • 1 Oil'' " lCHl '' M ' 
II Ill' p · n~all pa. st ')11'11 '". , I . hl' llll clc li\,i· ri·ntt' lll d. tTJ.f<lrtkr 
(}II Ill' pnlll'l~ lil I ;~<hi\ llrt' '1" t' ll IUI.N s ' • • • c• ·m !l tlire c\11 
Ill rb•lll l- f, Ia lonpe tit.: l' ;ull_hropolll j.\1\' / . ""l~'l_t:·: po;::i(',:,t.\,;.;, \w c· l \ . 

l
tl1Hon• c•l I'll li r:ml till 11'<111 :oour Iolii~ ,I !H \ll'r.:r.: pn I' .. -1 ' " , , , , ·\I · klllliS (II liS l Ul1 Slt'l 

1
' · 

projt'l d 'F,I\11 IHmkl'lll' qn t•llt• pol It C II t t c . 

Chapitre III 

La societe syrienne contre son Etat"' 

' ix nJois d':• ·dp11 iul. ' llll' 1 otH dcmnl- 0111 nlltiiVt'llH'III dl's Fri'· rl'~ 
11\IISIIIIII:tliS IIIII' ditm•11s ion lli ~ l Jl'iCJlll ' ltll'j \ Ill' Wlllll\t- pHS, f<' !WIIdalll, 
l'll m •s:tu'l' cl' assll\11 ·r :'1 lui " '"I. Plus qu'1111 rl-c.l daii ){C' I , , ., . 111<111\'c' IIH'III 

- qui n'a :tllc·um· ~~ ·luli i Jil politiqtw ;, propost-r clanl- !'inu11i·diat - <~ppa
•· lt plu litt 'tlllllllt' 1111 d{-Jj l:tJH 't; all rcgi mt· d11 pn~!oidt•JII 1\ '!\:tel qni, 
ju~<rll':l prf~c·nt. a r.tit mo111l 'l' de son intapati l : ;, t' ll vt· llil' :·1 '"'"' · tnal
!{I'C l'alllllt:llr I· · nm)r•·n~ r{·pr ·s.~ils mil> t'll n'l l\' 1' •• llau.~ Ia louli'l' de c·1· 
1 ~ nnri . lilt', l't•p()(ISitioll ditc· ~ clt:llloCI':IIiqn · ,, t•ss: li · ;wti \'t' lll!'lll cit· s' or· 
).l':lllisc•t' t ' l. , uuhlianl lt~s l( ll 'llltlkl> c ult! t·~ cln MollVt ' lll('lll uallonal a nth·. 
cl · II'Oll\' ~ r 1111 lt'rt<till tl ':wtlo11 :tu ni,· ·au d • Ia stH·ii•t{· civilc·, tpl 't•llt· VtH I

dmil I'I' .'Sl lsl'iw• • 1111'1 ' l'li.1a1. l'uur l'airl' l ~1c ·t· ;'1 l:t sitnatinll. n •l11i ·d a 

d\1honlj 1111~ I'PIIVl' I'IIIH', c·11 prop JS:Illlllll i·la q.\isst·tllt'lll !111 Fn111111a1h>· 
nal pro •• ·lisi.st<' ,J (' III ·II ' ll\1'111 all pouvnir. I ln•ant Ia lin d • nnll-11'1' '\Ill it' 
dt·S pl'illt ' ip:Jit:~ {')1-n:,; t 'OIKt'I'IIP<'. pnr cTIIt'JII'UJtmilitlll. il ' ('111hk qu'il 
1 il ~~ prt~!;t·nl lt!ri d ~ ;i impos<· r Ia .. t.:unlinuiu'• " • 1'111 111111 ' il n·~su 11 du 

VII" ·ougr '-s n :gional clu parti 1\:m.,, qlli s' t•s tl< ' llll du \,!l? di.~CC' IIIhl t' I U17H I 
au Cija11vil'r I HIHOI i'i I};IIJta .• t' l nmlgrt~ lt• l'isqw· i-vidt•IJI qu • s':HTI' IIIIW 

l' b;olc•m<:t 11 I' 11i tiqnt· 1'1 nu tl't•ssiou u c-1 (Jn n··~inw. 
l)l'pllis l'np1:1":Hiun1ttC.'Jii'l' ('olltn' I' E n lt • cl'arlilkrk d'i\lt-p It• 111,1 uln 

I1H7Hl dc rni('t 1·1 pli . nn s' ·n souvie111. ;-!Vail fnil H:ltut'· d:tn:\ I ·~ l'lii i}..>'S 

dt'll C::lt~Vl'!'i nff1 it.• rs - lOllS cllnisis danl- l:1 t•lltlllllllliHIIII: ah11 11 1il • - , It-s 

Hllt' JWII S 'IC o111 1nuh iplic~ d;~ u .~ lcs ~randt ·<; ' •ilks d11 pa rs, au pninl el l' 

" 1'11'11111' 1'<' puhlot.ll ittu d 1110' f., · ,\/,.,,/ tliJolr~ mfl li•t"', ·" 1 il I !IHU. :\ l.o clo·uo;onrlc- cl<-

l'allt('llr, 1<'1 nrt lt lc• 1'111 puhll<' ""'" 1111 ~~ ~('llrl"" "'"'' (N.Il .F). 
I . l'uuc l':tu;oh~ ch· Ia ,jwuliuu '"'"' ' it•om•, n>ir .. I 'a~:u;uion < """'" il >lllll'llc· I'll 

~\Tic· .. , / .; M11111I d;J,fumn/llfll . ttr tohn· 1!171 • (Vuit. ol,o ll' , .,. ornll'il. :utu I•· n" I jN.Il.l•:j.) 
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52 De ltt ryrannie mtjourd'hui 

dcvcnir Ia marque d'unc nouvelle quotidiennetc syricnnc. II serait done 
tout a I ail illusoir<~ de vouloir en dresser une lisle exhauslive, .ct I' on ~c 
contcnte.rH de ntppelcr les !~\its les plus saillants de ces dermers mms. 
A Akp. Ia mc~1ro1 oll' du urtl ')II i c·sl clc·vc·IJIII' l'i·J~icl'~llll' d_u_ ll~CJII\'t'· 
men I. Ia gnc·n-.- \'"l d '•J;Oilll:li. ouv<'rlt' c·n1n• l'organ1sal1o1t nuhw•r~· _dc• 
Ia C(ii tl rt·ric· 1'1 k~ " llri!-(.tdc•s cit· d(•ftolt~c· .. dt• M. Ril'al ai-Ass;ul- lrnc· 
dtt pn;sident - lesqnl'lles, 111alw·{o ks :·, 000 llommcs. 'll !f.lgt

1 d~1ns Ia 
halailk. nc parvic·nnc·nl pa.'< ,~, t'r11p1'·dwr qm• ks cl 'Ill' IIC'I' . dl' Ia vrlh- Ill" 

~oit'lll de h\il souslraits a I' lliiCII'ih\ l t' ~J;ale . Tot II a Ollll UWIIC<: - Uti r<:l'CJill

mencc- en novcmbrc, quelques jours m•:u1t Ia g r·.tnrlt· le t · IIIIISIII111all<' 
dl' 1'/\dlla, qllancltllll' t·scnllaclt· ,; allaqtu"· 1111 hurt'all ell- Ia Stii'CII~. 111<111.1 
1•1 agt·nls rll's f'orl'l'S ell- s(·rlllilt; inli'ric·1n·r· c·t dt's Mu~haharal (n:I:M'I
gnc·mcnls). Lc· lt-ndc·111ain, k pouvoir ~·<:l! l 'I'll asst'/, Iori P".'ll arrr-11'1' 
II' dll·ikh Zc·illi'rlrlin Khairallah. l'illi:CIII ck Ia c:r:uuh· Mo!iq llt·t•, """' 11-
gc·nrlrl' n'esL auu·e que 1-lusni ';\h(l. k n·s1u•m;~h\~ mil!ta i•:e dc:s l'ri·n·~ 
lllll~lllmans pour Ia region cl' lcp (rt'l'~'~l\111l'lll ('X. 'llld; 1.-:n !'l'Jliii\SI' a 
cetlc mesurc, plusieurs milliers de man1lest:ants sc sont d~v~rscs dans les 
!'Ill'S dt' Ia villl', ;, Ia ~ortir· dt• Ia mos l"'' t' Rawda . lin e luslll;rd t:' 11 :llors 
,:datr··. qui a l'ait IIIII' ditailw clr- 1111•ns r-t plnskurs di·wim:s rlt· )llt·,s{·s. 
ll:JIIs 11·-.; rlr·IJl' jo11rs rpri on I s11i\'i Ia li• tt· - par ;r,illt-tll'S hn rn II '·r· S il l' u rrll't' 
dl' I;~ rnnl'l 1;rir· -. I~ pt'I'SOIIIII'S onlr:u; assassint·'l'~. lo~llc·s d:u~s Ia .!'~llll~lll~
nautc alaouite. Debut cleccmbrc, lmit hommes annes ont reuss1 a pene~ 
trer dcii'IS UIIC ecole de Ia ville, ot'l se Lrol\vaienl I'CIIllis des cadres du _part\ 
na:r. pn~par;llll le l'tlllll' ('( JJIKI' ~"' n\g'ional, t'l l)llt CI(I\'( ' J'I It· le tl.. Bll:rn : 
Ull l' l)tr:tranlainc· <h· nJol'l s. A tlfllt'l it t' p.rop11s qu_c·: d:t!rs Ia hr,,nc·lw :· 
d' Aiup , lc·s di·li-l'licliiS t'll tlla:lsc· onl n rh111. cc p:trl.l a ll·.l at. dt: srpwh-llt. 
prti~qu' iltH' nunpll' pill~ 1111r' f!Otlruilllants, pour l\111' pnpulaUtrll dc· pn·~ 
d'un million d'habitants. 

A Hama, le lief de l'inlegrisme musulman, deux grancks m<ul~l'c~-
Lali ,11s avai~·111 soult·vr:. l:t populilli1111. l.a f>I'L"IIlierc, ''" noVt'lllhre, t'l all 
Ull< ' repullSI' till 11\1'111'11'1' r\ '1.1 11 flmulfr•IIJ' rk poicb lourd lllliSII\Ill;lll d ' 
Ia illc p:1r 1111 :daoui11· rln vi ll:lgl' voisin dc· . l{;~hi'a, Ellt- ~ n'·u11i plusic'lll .' 
diz.aine~ de milliers de manifestants, annes pour certams. La seconde, 
en dcccmbre, cntendait protester de Ia memc manicr~ con_tre le meu•" 
tre d'un ecolier de \6 ans par les Mukhabaral. Dermer fatt marquant 
concernant cellc ville: Ia tentative d'assassinat du mohr4fz. (gouverneur), 
au cours rk laqucllc deux dc· s<·s gardes du corps ont etc tucs, ainsi qu~ 
deux des agresseurs. A Lallaqllie, 11pr ''~> lr:l> vinkn l:. all'H•IIl<'IIII'II 1S .t l11 1 

onl emhrase Ia ville au debut de seplt'lllhl'l·. ·1 s111 II". rpr ·Is on Ill' n·v1c.:11 · 
dra pas, lcs Frcrcs musulmall s on1 impost• 1111 t'nu~• rr-~l'l'u dt· ~; tit "Jl.f'l'~ 
19 hc'tllCS. II l~mt signaler <"·galcmt•llt q11 · n· il<' :tJ.{ll ltllnn ad •lro1 lc· I 
cadre urbain pour gagner Ia campagll<' :t\oisi n<lltl.c du11 · k N~trd du 
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pa~. autour d 'ldlih L'l d 'Al 1. c:n p!ll'l intlil'r. u i1 It-s l'l ' lllrt·~ ch· Ia slu·r·H: 
01_1L <: h ·· all arp~ c::~ I""' rlcs (11Clllt' IIIS :tl'lll to~. l\i 11~i duns k viii:JJ;,''t' d 't\1!1!;1, 

l~ l .l IJ .".".I~~t' ~~~~ ~~ . l.<.'l'S .01~1 t~ lt• II.I~S . \)an~ '.''.S : lllll'c; , Vi]it•s rltr J>:C)'Ii. t'l I'll rmr• 
Ill llilt I ,, n.riii.IJ;, nu I al pared n·pn·ss lf 111:111 l'lll'lll'\' ~~· lirlt ' lll\'111 1.1 1'111' 

I ·. rv(olll'llll'l~l-- IIIII IIIC'Iills spt'l 'l;ll'lllairc. : assa-.sin:w. dv J'l'l"tlllllalill'~ 
prnd1t•. d.u r 'J{Illlt' ( ll :. t.'i.~ an 1'·11·k.,ra, uu~dt• ·in . 'l\dlla ll c:lmn e111, pro('·s
s_~'1~~'dc g-t·olu!{l ·.dans Still h11rn11 1 d · l'unlvc; l'~i• •: ... ). :llll'lllats 1 riiiii'L'Ics 
lorr~cs <ll· br sure1c. 

Encor ' tlltl' l'ois. cc· Ill' so 11 1 I;) tpw rll-s <'Xf' lllplc·s li111ilf;:o: d'lllll" a •tion 
l~c-all<'olll~ pl11s l;rrg-t.: CJIIi, qunlidil'nnl'llll'lll, .~LTIIlll ' tlll t' , II< ', llll <]l!lll '• 

I~<T, -~~~~ vtll~tg·c~ da11 ~ le pays. Alor.~. hi e 11 -"' irr. St' posr· Ia ((lll'slio 11 dt· In 
llllalttc· dt.~ t·e ue <ll'lion d11 poill1, cit" VIII' rltt 11'11111\'l' lll 'Il l j 11 j. 111 i·nll'. l'out 
d ·s misnns ,:viri•JIIt'S r.pli tit~ lllll ' lll < Ia ll:lltlr{' d:lllllt ·s rlllt' de ('l'l lli·r'i il 
es1 diiTil'ilc d ':t pporl c:l' tiiiC ' n'·poll'it' pre~ isc· :'1 r't' lh · <Jllntlioll. ' \nut ;, 11 

1111.1 .~ P ' lll.flll st· r:IC!n ·r a11x orga1H~.s de Ia r·onlrr\rk ''" SVI'il'. ·nuiiHt' 

Jll. rulhitllll Al-/ffl'id, ,.~ lllllrc.s lt~ lt' l~ qui rirnllr·nt ~11 11 .~ lc· IIIHIIt ·;111 r!a 11s 
111111 lc• p:t •s. Tou.~ prud;II IH'III <!II suhs lallc·c• qm· lt·s Frr':n·., '""~ 11 1 111 : 111 ~ 
l~t· _:~lltll pas cn~urt: It·:; ;llaollitel>, nrai s nll'ure I(• d1·spntisn 11 • d ' tllll' 111 j 110• 

l'lfl', I"""' I<" r<:lal>li~<;t:IIH'I\1 de Ia Sotl\'l'l11ilu'tt.: dl' Ia .. tllajorilt~ ... II l'SI 
: l 'l'll- ;~r ·rpw1.' ((II · lr.. 1-evc•ndit'aliwrs fo rnlllk'c·s, ll·llcs ljlll ' Ia lilu~r:ui1111 
l'lc. pnsnlllllt:l . pnliliqul'S, lc• respt•c: t dc•s nr11ViC"Iio11s de: c:h11 1111, I' I C. , 

m· t'OJII'I'I'IIClll pn~o Ia sc·IJic ·· ( :tJilllllllllalltt·· clc·s Cl'll)'ollll' ,. (llmma ), 111ais 
"~:c 1· <:Ill·. t'l. c·splidtt'lll!!lll, lolls lt•s l'iltl)'C'IIs viniuws ric- l'oppn·ssitJII. 
<.est llllt' • pc·r ·Jw .. lenrlllt' ,-, l'oppn~ilion .. fh''llltll'l':tli<lllt' .. ,., ·, llllltc·~ 
I •s lor(' ·s cit• dt ~lllg'l'l111'111. 

SOUR DE I .UTI'E DANS LES ORGANISATIONS PROFFSSIONNEI.I.I~S 

En parfaite conformite avec les clivllges poliLiques syricns tradition
nels, celle opposition esttres largemenl dominee par Lrois cour;mt ·: les 
COilllllllni ~ l ·s du «bureau politiquc" de Riyad Turk., ne cl'unc l'cission 
du 1';11'1 i 'lllltnnm isLe de M. Khnlcrl Bagel ash en 1971 ; lcs 1msscricHs, 
11 VC~ lc: dol' lt.'llr.J;unal Atassi. l)lli a a11:-si son 1 'IHI:nH nu scin clu Fronl 
ll<r1Hl~l:tl :u1 pottvoir· t•n l:1 )'(' J'~ollllc ck M. Pt tWI.i ai-Jo\;tyy<tli : c·ufi 11 . II' .~ 
ha:tsststcs dn .. t\•luuvt'lllt'll l du ~:1 1l'·vril'r "• alllrt'llll'rtl dill'allc• .. 11111·(· .. 
du parti qui Cut au pouvoir emre les deux coups d'Etat (23 Ievtier 
19?6-16 noven~brc 1970) , ct dont les chefs" hiswriques » sont suit en 
CXII (M. Jbrnhun Makhos), soil regroupc;s chillS Ia pr·ison de Mezze a 
Damas {MM. Salah.Jedid, Noureddin A1.<1ssi, YoussefZu'ayyen) . 
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A Homs, seulun baassiste medccin a etc elu, aucun dans lcs autres pro
fessions. A Alep eta l-lama, lcsjeux claient encore plus simples pnisqu'il 
n 'y avaiL meme pas de candidat de ce pani. Les a vocals, pour leur part, 
ont deja derriere eux une longue experience d'opposition au regime' : 
leur union ainsi que des groupcmenls commc l'cc Association des droils 
de l'homme ,, donl ils onl eul'initiative, exercent une action concrete 
dans Je domaine de Ia defense des libertcs. En dccembre dernier, ce sont 
les magistrats qui onl faiL porter ]'attention sur t~ux en dcclenchant \IIW 

greve cle vingt-quatre heures. A I'universite, Ia situation n'est guere plus 
enviable pour le pouvoir. Ses rcpresentants patcntcs hcsitent a s'y afficher, 
par peur des attentat~ terroris1es. Dans ccllc position stratcgique, I'Etal 
se devait de reagir plus vigoureusement, par des n~siliations de conlmt et 
des mutations qui ont touche plus d'unc ccntaine de membrcs du corps 
professoral. A Ia faculte de genic de Damas, !'arrestation des profi.~sscurs 
Rif'at Sioufi et 'Asef Shahine, alaouite collllll pour son opposition au 
regime, a suscite quelques remous dans les milieux universitaircs. 

Dans lc lliOIIde ouvrier, en(in, les elections generales dans les syndi
cats, au mois d 'octobre 1978, avaien t d~ja so nne com me till avertisse
ment. Plus recemmcnt, au mois de novembre dernier, les 5 000 ouvriers 
qui travaillent sur lcs champs pelroliferes d(~ Rmeilan, dans l'(~xtrcmite 
nord-est du pays, se sont mis en greve durant quaLre jours en reven
diquant de meilleures conditions de travail et des augmentations, de 
salaire. Apres quelques tentatives d'intimiclation des Mukhabarat:, 11Etat 
a fini par ceder sur tous les points, sans doute pour eviler d'avoir <l se 
battre sur tOllS Jcs fronts. De meme, dans deux mines a Homs et dans Ia 
sucrerie d 'Adra, pres de Damas, otl lcs ouvriers on Leu encore moins de 
difficultes a obtenir ce qu'ils demandaient. 

Ainsi, des avocats aux ouvriers, une nouvelle carte de I' opposition se 
dessine peu a peu en Syrie. C'est ace large monvement populaire, mobi
lisant toutes les forces de Ia societe, que )'opposition plus proprement 
politique cherche a s'associer, sm le terrain des luttcs ponctuclles. Le 
fait que ces forces soient de "droite, 011 de" gauche,, passe dcsorrnais 
au second plan, Ia priorite declaree etant de dresser un front uni contre 
I'Etat. Le " progressisme ,, arabe a fait long feu, et une ccrtaine nostal
gic des annees 1950 et de Ia "democratic bourgeoise, ne craint plus 
de s'exprimer dans Jes rangs de !'opposition, fllt-elle communisle. Lcs 
contacts avec lcs Frcres musulmans eux-memcs ne sont pas par principe 
exclus, et il est du reste vraisemblable que, sur ce point encore, Ia prati
que ait Iargement depasse Ia theorie. 

I. Cr. I.e Mund,., 27 dt~cembre Hl7H. 
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La societe syriemu comre son Etr~t 57 

Du fleau de Ia corruption et des intermediaircs a l'irresponsabilite qui 
enlrave le foncLionnement des appareils burcaucratiqucs, Ia crisc du 
logement et du pain, en passant par l'inexisLence des libertes fondamen
tales et d'une vic politiquc democratiquc, Ia mauvaisc application de Ia 
justice, rien n'erail oublie qui aurail Jill elre repris dans Ia plate-forme 
politique d'un parti d'opposilion. 

En consequence, lc communi9uc rcclamait unc stricte application 
de Ia loi au sein des organis111cs d'Etat; le chfttimenl de tons les contrcve
nanL~ et, surtout, un renforcemenL du pouvoir du Conseil des ministres, 
de l'Assemblec du pcuple (Parlement) et des partis dirigeants pour faire 
face ii Ia crisc. Ceue dernierc revendication, visant ii redonncr qudque 
poids aux inslilulions, pomrait bien hre Ia signa lure d 'une politique 
menee par ce que nous avons designc comme Ia premiere l~tction du 
parli Baas pour arracher l'Etat a !'em prise exclusive cl'une clique aux atta
ches communautaires tn!s marquees. II est Lout de mt:me u·es l'rappant 
que, depuis le depart de M. Al-Ayyoubi lors de l'inrervention syricnne au 
Liban, le Conseil des ministres soil nne institution de plus en plus negli
gee en Syrie- ces derniers mois, il ne prenait meme plus Ia peine de se 
reunir; il faut aussi voir de quelle maniere, attiourcl'hui, M. Al-Ayyoubi 
parle du" regime" (niziim) dans les conversations privecs, com me s'il ne 
se considerait pas lui-meme comme l'un de ses representants. 

Deux jours apres le communique du Front, 52 fonctionnaires et 
autres citoyens syriens etaient arreles pour corruption, contrebande 
et m1tres del its; et le president Assad prenait cles mesures pour s'assurer 
que les autorites douanieres soient les seules a avoir competence pour 
introduire et faire sorLir des marchandises du pays. Par ailleurs, Ia presse 
syrienne jetaiL de temps a autre de l'huile sur le feu. Ainsi l'officieux 
Al-Tiumtra critiquait-il violemment ( 17 octobre) lcs" dirigcants irrespon
sables ,. qui, plutol que de cherchcr les veri tables causes dt:s problcmes 
sociaux elles moyens de les n!gler, en rejettentla responsabilile sur l'ex
terieur. "Qu'cst-ce qu'lsrael, l'imperialisme americain et les accords de 
Camp David ont a voir avec Ia crisc du pain et du ){aZ, Ia corruption, le 
vol ~tl'exploitalion de Ia palrie eL des citoyens? "• demandait-il. 

A Ia suite de son fameux "communique "• lc Front cntrcprenait 
des consultations avec les rcprcsentants des dil'lcrents groupes sociaux 
en vue d'un elargissement de sa base eL de l'etablissement d'un nou
veau consensus pour l'etape a venir. Le 9 octobre, dans un amphithea
tre de l'universite de Damas eL durant sept heures, une commission a.rl 
hoc, nommee par le president eL dirigee par M. AI-Ayyoubi, s'enquerait 
aupres de quelques personnalitcs du monde de Ia prcsse et des lettres 
des dispositions de !'intelligentsia cnvcrs cette proposition. Dire que 
celle-d fut en definitive repoussee estun euphemisme, tant fut cinglante 
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58 De Ia tymnnie rmjourd'hui 
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Chapitre IV 

Caste, confession et societe en Syrie 
Ibn Khaldoun au chevet 

du « progressisme arabe )) ~ 

Par-deJa l'arch<~i'sme ou l'oulrance generalemenc releves de leurs 
convictions, il faul reconnaitre aux Freres musulmans le merile de 
nous proposer, dans Ia foison de leurs libellcs, nne nouvelle lexico
graphic politique d'une valeur heurisliC]Ue c<~rtaine pour conduire 
a une reflexio11 sur I'Etat. Celle-ci pourrail bien remettre Ia realite 
arabe orientale sur ses pieds, une realite decidement rebclle a toutes 
les theories dont on dispose, dcpui~ Ia " modernisation poliliquc " 
chere a Ia sociologic americaine jusqu'a Ia "voie non capitaliste de 
developpement " des ecoles de cadres marxistes. Cette " nouvelle " 
approche reprend un cadre d'analyse mis en place il y a quclque six 
cents ans par Ibn Khaldoun, quand il montre commenl, a un endroit 
historique donne, une communaute ('a.sabiyya), soudee par des liens 
du sang ou simplement une similitude de destin, usc <l'une pn!dica
tion (dfl 'rua) religieuse/politique - en islam, les deux sonL indissolu
blement lies - comme d'un tremplin pour acceder au pouvoir total 
(mullt)'. Transposee dans lc comexte syrien, tel C]U'apprchcnde par Ia 
pensee integrisle musulmane, Ia triade khaldounienne prt!sente done 
les alaouites, minorite confessionnelle regroupant 10% de Ia popu
lation, originaires des zones rurales et montagneuses dtt Nord-Ouest 

.;. l'remiere publicmion dans PmjJ!I!s lltMill'l'lrmiem,jllillct l!llll, sous le pse11dunymc 
de Gemrd Miclmud (N.D.E) . 

I. cr. G. L;~bicOI, Polililflle e/ n•ligimt rim. lim f\lwlt!VIm. F:sstli Sill' l'hMologiP. 1111/SI/llllmll', 

Alger, SNt:n, I ~ICiB . 
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C06315632

2.41 ri12012
0 '00 EDT

Syria: International pressure on President al-Asad continues to mount. At the "Friends of Si ria"
meeting in Istanbul yesterday, the group-which included 83 representatives from Arab and
Western countries-recognized the Syrian National Council (SNC) as "a legitimate
representative of all Syrians and the main opposition interlocutor with the international
community," according to a Western press repórt. Participants urged UN-Arab League Spec al
Envoy Annan to set a timeline for Damascus to implement his six-point peace plan, accordii g to
a separate Western press report.

• SNC leader Ghalioun yesterday announced the SNC would pay the salaries of men Lbers
of the Free Syrian Army from an account funded by Gulf Arab states, according to
Western press reporting.

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

• Yesterday at the meeting, Kuwait pledged a new donation of $1 million to aid Syri m
refugees, according to a Kuwaiti press report.

• The Maltese Foreign Ministry said yesterday that it was suspending the registratioi
certificate of a Maltese-flagged, Iranian-owned tanker that the Ministry leamed wa
carrying Syrian crude oil in breach of international sanctions, according to a Western (b) (3)
press report.F---7

Activists claimed that at least 50 people were killed in ongoing violence throughout Syria
yesterday, including 18 deaths in Homs because of continued shelling, according to a Weste n
press report. Activists also reported fighting in suburbs of Damascus and in Hama and Dar`,-
Provinces.

On Saturday, activists said that Ali Mahmoud Othman-a Syrian journalist who worked
alongside the Westernjoumalists who were kílled in Bab Amr in February-was detained ir
Aleppo last weekend is being subjected to torture, according to Western press reporting.

(b)(1)
(b)(3)

This report was prepared by the CIA Middle East Task Force. Commenis and queries are welcome anc
may be directed to the Task Force

Approved for Release: 2015/04120 C06315632

Approved for Release: 2015/04120 006315632

(b)(3)

(b)(3)
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as it had done before, the regime abandoned political liberalization and harassed 
and incarcerated opposition leaders. 11 

Forced to VIolence 

In light of the Assad family's history of using violence to counter dissen~ the 
government's response lo the Syrian Amb Spring should have come as no surprise. 
By the end of April 2011 (only a month after Syria's protests had begun), Bashar 
ai-Assad had run out of patience with the demonstrations. Although initially 
responding to protests with a combination of violent repression end reactionary 
promises of reform (lifting Syria's emergency lew, granting citizenship to Kurds
who had previously been considered uroreigners," and cutting taxes), when 
protesters responded with greater mobilization, mililani voices within the regime 
won out. Like his father had done in Holllll before him, Assad deployed the Syrian 
Armed Forces with orders to shoot to kill, first in Daraa, ''where the revolution was 
born, but soon to much oflhe rest ofthe country. As the brutal violence perpetrated 
against what the regime described as uarmed terrorists" but who were in actuality 
pe~~ceful demon~rlotor! grew, so too grew the size of anti-government protests. 
Hundreds of tllouSllnd! demonstmted across Damascus, Aleppo and Hama." 

The cn~ckdown continued. Syrian lanka laid siege to restive population centers 
including: Deraa, Baniyas, Horns, Talkalakh, Latakia, Rosten, Talbiseh and Hama. 
The securily forces deployed snipers on buildings close to demonstrations and used 
the notorious Shabiha Alawite pammilitary units to intimidate, torture and kill 
proLestcrs. Not all of Syria's soldiers were happy to kill unanmcd civilians in cold 
blond, lll)wever, and, despite government orders to execute any soldier refusing to 
fire on demonstrators," news of conscripts defecting from the army spresd. 

Then, on 29 July 2011, Air Force Colonel Riad ai-As'ad, along with several 
other officers, announced hi& defection e.nd the formation of the f'ree Syrian Army." 
In a video posted on Youtube, ai-Assad called on members of the government 
forces to "abandon their military units," and join him in the creation of"a national 
army thai can pro~! the revolution and all sections of the Syrian people with all 
their sects." The armed struggle for Syria had begun. 

18 Radwan Ziadeh, 11A Multiface1ed Response to Syria's Brutality," Project on 
Middle East Democnlcy Policy Brief, S May 2011. 

19 Cal Perry, "No Humanity Lefi in Syria," AI Jazeera, 24 April20Jl. hllp:/lblogs. 
aljozecra.comlbloslrnlddle·Cll•t/no-humenlly·l•ft·syrla. 

20 "Nundrod1 ofThoUI'IndoJoin anti-A5slld Proteslo," BBC, t July 2011. hup://www. 
bbc.co.uklnews/world-middlc·ea•t·l398870J. 

21 "Defected Security Agent Speaks Out," AI Jazeora, 8 June 201 l. htij>~/www. 
aljazeera.corn(.,.Ws/mlddle ... t/20!1/061201 I 68175624573155.html. 

22 "Syrian Anny Colonel Defects Fonns Free Syrian Army," AJharq ai·AwJal, I 
August201 l. hllp://www.asharq-e.com/ncws.asp7110Ction=l &i<Jo.26095. 

Revolution In Syria: The Struggle for Freedom In a Regional Battle 99 

The Oppooltlon 

Not all of the Syrian Opposition is armed, however. From the beginning of the 
uprising, various groups, councils and committees were formed to plan protests 
and support Syria's revolution, both inside and outside the country. 

Syrian National Council 

Formed in Istanbul, Turkey on 23 August 201 I, the Syrian National Council 
is "the biggest and most significant opposition grouping in exile, end the 
main point of reference for outside countries that support the opposition."" 
It consists of famous intellectuals and human rights activists from the days 
of the uoamascus Spring" and the "Damascus Declaration" but also includes 
representatives from other opposition groups and demographic minorities 
including: the Muslim Brotherhood, the National Bloc (a group of prominent 
Syrian dissidents that went into exile following the Ba'ath coup in 1963), Kurds, 
Assyrians, Local Coordinating Committees, and Independents." Although the 
Syrian National Council was formed to play a similar role as Libya's National 
Transitional Council, the SNC has found much less success then the organization 
that inspired it. This can be attributed to discord within lhe council itself, which 
has been plagued with infighting, particularly on the issues of how best to support 
the armed opposition, Kurdish minorily rights, and the over-representation of 
the Muslim Brotherhood and other lolamisl factions in the council. As of 3 July 
2012, it appeared however that the SNC had agreed on a common political 
platform-though it remains unclear what role, if any, the council will play in 
Syria's post-Assad future. 

Lo<al Coordinating Committees and Revolutionary Councils 

The Local Coordinating Commiltees and Revolutionary Councils make up 
Syria's internal grsssroots opposition. The local coordinating committees were 
created for the sake of planning, documenting, and publicizing demonstrations 
against the regime and had no connections to Syria's pre-revolt opposition." The 
more than 400 different local committees in Syria's towns and suburbs make up 

23 The Syrian National Council, The Camegle Mlddlt East Center. http://camegie
mcc.org/publicolionsl'lfo=48334. 

24 Elizabeth O'Bagy, "Syria's Political Opposition/' Middle East Security, Report 4, 
Institute for the Study of War, p. 11. 

25 Jooathan Spyer, "The Syrian Opposition Before BOd After the Outbreak or the 
201 I Uprioing," IJ/orla Crnter, 27 October 201 I. http://www.gloria-e<nler.org/20t 11101 
the·&ytian...opposition-before·end-after-the-oulbree.k-of-thc-201 J·uprisingl. 
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the "backbone of the Syrian revolution,""' but operate only on the most local 
of levels, so, some 50 Revolutionary Councils formed organically across the 
country to facilil<ltc communication and planning over larger geographic areas 
and urban centers. And, although the grassroots opposition has increasingly 
played a secondary role as the armed conflict has escalated, local councils arc still 
instrumental in coordinating the activity of civilian populations be it in anti-regime 
efforts, distributing humanihtrian aid, or providing medical and legal services." 
Most Syrians look to the representatives in these bodies ns legitimate leaders of 
the Syrian revolution, however, the stale security apparatus remains too strong and 
capable, and the danger for reprcscntutivcs and local leaders too great, for these 
councils to coalesce into some form of central authority. 

Free Syrian Army 

The Free Syrian At'llly (FSA), is nul an "army" per sc but rather the branding 
under which the majority of the armed opposition in Syria operates, consisting 
of a large number of loosely coordinated local militias, battalions, and brigades. 
The character of these groups varies by location. In some areas, the forces consist 
entirely of defectors from the army, in others local residents that have chosen to 
take up arms to defend their families ." The FSA's command hierarchy is much 
more horizontal than that of a traditional force. In fact, the leadership 's past 
relative isolation in Turkey has led to an almost irreparable loss of credibility 
on the ground. Individual militias form temporary alliances with neighboring 
groups to plan operations and coordinate defense of territory. Now, Riad ai-As'ad, 
commander of the I'Si\ has moved his headquarters into no11hern Syria for the 
sake of bolstering support, solidifying the command and control structure, and 
uniting the various disparate forces. As the bailie rages on, the success of this new 
attempt al organizntion is anything but guaranteed.'" 

And the World Watched 

Jntemational reaction to the burgeoning Syrian crisis was delayed and disappointing 
at best. Although the United Slates, the European Union and other nations were 
reasonably quick to condemn the violence, impose sanctions, and place travel 
bans and asset freezes on the most notorious persons in the Assad regime, the 

26 O'llagy, "Syria's Political Opposition," p. 22. 
27 Ibid. 
2H Jonathan Spyer. "Defying a Dictulor: Meet the Free Syrian Army," World A{/ilil"'• 

May/June 20 t 2, p. 46. 
29 "Syria's l'SA Splinlering into Factions," AI Jazeera, 12 October 2012. http://www. 

aljazeet'a.com/video/middlccasl/2012/1 0/201210 1115349594767.html. 

Revolution in .~yria: Tile Struggle /iJr Freedom in <J Regiouallluttle 101 

international community could otTer little else to support Syria's revolutionaries. 
i\t the United Nations, despite near continuoJJS debate, the Security Council 
repeatedly failed to pass resolutions criticizing Syrian violence. The Arab League 
took until August 20 I I to issue a single statement critical of the Assad regime, bttl 
subsequently imposed sanctions on Syria and suspended the country's membet•ship 
in the league in November. These actions did end the violence. However, and afler 
multiple tailed Arab Leaguc-brokered peace plans in November and December, 
the body decided to ask the UN to form a joint peacekeeping i(Jrcc to hall the 
violence.'" 

On 23 l'ebruary 2012 UN Secretary General Ran Ki-moon announced the 
appointment of former Secretary General Kofi Annan as UN-1\rub League envoy 
to Syria." For the next three months, much ofthe intcrnutional community's cll'o11s 
would be focused on Annan's six point peace plan, designed to negotiate a ceasefirc 
between the Syrian army and rebel forces. But the plan was doomed to fail, Russia 
and China had blocked any measures that would ensure consequences should the 
Assad regime fail to implement the plan, and in reality, the fighting hardly paused.l' 

Even before the collapse of the Annan ceasefire, however, it is clear that various 
international forces were implementing fundamentally incomputible toreign 
policies in Syria. Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey, Iran, Russia, China, the United 
States, the United Kingdom and l'rance were all sparring over the future of Syria. 

The NATO-led military intervention in Libya had left Russia teeling hard 
done by and particularly unwilling to cooperate with any other Western initiatives 
in the Middle East. After decades of Western wars and an Arab Spring, Russia 
found itself low on allies in the region. Syria, home to Russia's only naval base 
in the Middle East, would not be allowed to collaspe. Taking into consideration 
lucrative arms deals (Russia was repairing and upgrading altack helicopters on 
the Syrian Air Force's behalf even while functioning helicopters were bombing 
civilian population centers) and Syria's special status us Russia's last bastion of' 
influence in a rapidly changing Middle East shows that Russia's reactive obstinacy 
at the United Nations has been, for Russian leaders, a necessity. With one eye 
on a restive Chcchnya, Russia would support Bashar al-Assad's government at 
all costs. Although the full extent of its involvement remains unknown, reports 
suggest that the Russian government continues to supply the Assad regime with 
cash and military hardware, in addition to diplomatic support.JJ 

30 "European Union backs joint Arab-UN Peacekeeping Mission in Syria," AI
Arahiya, 13 February 2012. http://english.alarabiya,nel/atticles/20 12/02/13/19433H.hlml. 

31 "KofJ Annan appointed UN-Arab League envoy to Syria," Reuters, 23 February 2012. 
http://www.reutcrs.com/arliclc/20 12/02/24/us-un-syria-cnvoy-idUSTRE8l M25G20 120224. 

32 Rick Gladstone, "Resigning as Envoy to Syria, Annan Casts Wide Blame," New 
Ycn·k Tinw>, 2 August 2012. http://www.nytimcH.com/20 12/08/03/world/middleeaslfannan
rcsi gns-as-s yria-pcace-envoy.htm I ?pagewanted-a II. 

33 "Flight Records Say Russia Sent Syri" Tons of Cash," PmPuhlic11, 26 November 
20 12. hltp://w ww.propubl ica.org/artielc/fl ight-records-1 ist -russia-scndi ng-tons-ot:cash-to-syria. 
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SARG RESPONDS WITH VIOLENCE TO SECOND DAMASCUS DEMONSTRATION IN 
TWO DAYS 

1. (C) SUMMARY: One day after some 100 people protested in Damascus's popular old city market in response to calls for 
a "Day of Rage," demonstrators went back to the streets this time in support of prisoners of conscience. Today busloads 

. of government thugs forcefully dispersed a crowd of over 100 people, attacking, arresting and beating the peaceful 
demonstrators gathering near the Interior Ministry. Many of those arrested were known civil society and human rights 
activists. The violence the security forces used to break up the demonstration in the middle of the city's busy commercial 
district indicates the concern these gatherings are causing for the SARG. While the protests are small and have not yet 
shown signs of expanding beyond activists to the masses, the back-to-back demonstrations highlight activists' 
determination to continue voicing their opposition to the government. Our contacts also report rumors of small 
disturbances, not yet confirmed, in several Syrian cities on March 15 and 16. END SUMMARY. 

DEMONSTRATORS TAKE TO THE STREETS FOR A SECOND DAY 

2. (C) In an unusual sight for Damascus's busy commercial district, the normally placid lunch hour was interrupted by 
bus loads of government security forces breaking up a demonstration of at least 100 people attempting to raise awareness 
for political prisoners. The demonstration, which took place in the capital's central Marjaa Square adjacent to the 
Ministry of Interior and which included prominent human rights activists, took place one day after the SARG was surprised 
by a 100-person protest against corruption in Damascus' Old City in response to calls for a "day of rage" (ref A). 

3. (C) Our contacts had been planning the demonstration for two weeks (ref B), and poloffs witnessed participants 
gathering in front of the MOl at noon with signs and pictures of imprisoned loved ones. Plainclothes SARG security officers 
quickly surrounded the crowd. The protesters began chanting, "The one who hits his people is a traitor," and attempted to 
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move to the center of Marjaa Square. SARG security promptly blocked their path, and busloads of plainclothes officers 
appeared at the scene and began attacking the demonstrators. Men, women, children and the elderly attempted to brave 
the attacks from baton -wielding thugs but proved no match. 

DISTURBING SCENES 

4. (S/NF) Emboffs witnessed people being beaten, arrested, and loaded onto buses. One man lay on the ground in a 
defenseless position as two men began kicking him. Another elderly man attempted to hold aloft a picture of a loved one, 
~~cj_ltrml?ed_lr_o_m his hands and was dealt a swift blow to the head with a wooden baton. Human rights activist D [_____ :==J Mazen Darwish was one of the first arrested and thrown into a bus, where officers conti_11ued to 
hit him. One of the more disturbing images was a boy (who appeared to be 10 years old and is reportedly named L_j 
I I dragged onto a bus and beaten, as security officers pulled a curtain over the window so onlookers could not see. 
At one point, someone dropped leaflets from a building that read "Syria With Freedom." Security officers swarmed into 
the building, and approximately thirty minutes later brought out a young man whose face had been badly beaten, his eyes 
nearly swollen shut. told us he was 
beaten by security forces with batons. 

5. (C) Plainclothes officers attempted to encourage onlookers to shout pro-government slogans. While some onlookers 
joined, most ofthe men yelling "with our blood we sacrifice for you, Bashar 11 were clearly security officers. Most 
bystanders, unaccustomed to scenes of political demonstrations in the middle of Damascus and visibly surprised by the 
events, did not respond to the security officers' calls. Offices remained open during the scuffles. Men in suits walked into 
banks adjacent to the square, and well-heeled Damascenes ate lunch at the fashionable Boulevard complex attached to 
the Four Seasons a few blocks away. 

THOSE ARRESTED 

6. (S/NF) Our contacts told us significant numbers of arrests were made. 
L-----------~--~---~-----~ I I sent us a list of 27 names of arrested demonstrators. Among them were many prominent human rights contacts, 

including Mazen Darwish, Serine Khoury, and three members of the family of imprisoned dissident Kamal Labwani (ref C). 
A western diplomat told us that lawyer Catherine al-Talli, Kurdish activist Hervin Osso, and 81-year-old Damascus 
Declaration leader Riad ai-Turk were also among the arrested. Contacts reported that blogger Kamal Sheikho (ref D) -
released two days ago on bail -was arrested again today for participation in the demonstrations. Later in the day, 
contacts reported as many as 35 protestors were in jail. 

DEMONSTRATIONS YET TO REACH MAINSTREAM 

7. (C) Our contacts assessed that today's demonstration, while small, was significant because of the violence used by SARG 
security forces in plain view of significant numbers of onlookers. Nonetheless, the March 15 and 16 protests have.not yet 
shown signs of attracting mass support. Damascus remained largely calm on the planned "day of rage II on March 15. On 
the campus of Damascus University on March 16, a small group of students told us that student life continued as normal, 
though they reported a larger police presence on campus. Many young professionals and students changed their 
Facebook profile pictures to images of President Asad and First Lady Asma ai-Asad, and some criticized the demonstrators 
online. A young businessman close to the regime who was walking a block away from the March 16 demonstration 
insisted that "everything is normal. 11 

8. (C) However, despite the arguments of some that these small demonstrations are anomalies, rumors of uprisings and 
demonstrations in cities outside Damascus have spread via online networks. 
I I reported March 15 an unconfirmed protest in Aleppo's Saadallah ai-LJa-:b-r.,--i -sq_u_a-re-at-w----;-,hi,...c:-h-t,...he_p_o::-lic_e_a-=-11:-e-ge-d-::-ly--

opened fire causing injuries. He added that the army had surrounded the village of Nawa near the southern city of Daraa 
in response to protests. Similar, unconfirmed rumors are swirling on Internet sites in the wake of the demonstrations. 

9. (C) COMMENT: The March 15 and 16 demonstrations were small, and have yet to exhibit signs of attracting mass, 
mainstream support. However, the back-to-back demonstrations are noteworthy in establishing that activists are capable 
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of staging protests in high-profile areas of Syria's tightly-controlled capital. The public use ofviolence bythe SARG on 
March 16 was different from the response to other protests in the past two months, like the spontaneous demonstration 
against police mistreatment on February 17 in the Old City (ref E) and the February 22 solidarity protest outside the Libyan 
Embassy (ref F), where officials exercised restraint. In contrast, the security forces' heavy-handed response to today's 
protest seems meant to in.dicate a zero tolerance for public demonstrations in Syria. It remains to be seen if the Syrian 
people, knowing the likely reaction, will be willing to stand toe-to-toe with the SARG. Some clearly are. As one activist put 
it after the March 15 demonstration, "The wall of fear has fallen." 
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BLOODY FRIDAY SHATIERS SYRIA'S CALM 

1. (C) SUMMARY AND COMMENT: Following two small demonstrations on March 15 and 16 in the capital (refs A & B), 
thousands of demonstrators responded to calls for anti -government protests following Friday prayers on March 18 in at 
least four Syrian cities. In the southern town of Daraa, our contacts reported security forces used violence to end a large 
protest, killing at least 3 people and wounding more. In the capital, a small group of worshippers began chanting for 
freedom immediately following Friday prayers at the Umayyid Mosque, perhaps the most high profile and tightly 
controlled mosque in the coun~ry. Clashes were also reported between protestors and security forces in Horns, Banyas, 
and Deir ai-Zour, with unconfirmed reports of additional deaths and injuries. The SARG is planning large pro-government 
demonstrations in response to the recent unrest. 

2. (C) The March 18 demonstrations, the first time since regional unrest began that Syrian activists leveraged Friday 
prayers as a platform to get people on the streets, are noteworthy because: a) they occurred simultaneously in several 
cities; b) while we have not yet seen mass, widespread street protests in Syria, anti-government demonstrations on March 
18 included for the first time significant numbers of ordinary citizens not affiliated with Syria's small activist community; 
and c) the SARG used lethal force to put down the protests. Observers are watching to see how the events of March 18 
affect what has until now been a small anti-regime movement led by an opposition that many view as disconnected from 
the views of ordinary citizens. What is clear is that the March 18 violence has moved a country already on edge in the 
wake of the unrest affecting their neighbors (ref C) towards accepting that considerable discontent with the regime may 
translate into further protests. END SUMMARY AND COMMENT. 

A VIOLENT DAY IN THE SOUTH 
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3. (C) Following small demonstrations in Damascus on March 15 and March 16 that buoyed government opponents here 
(refs A & B), Internet activists called for protests after Friday prayers on March 18. Our contacts in the southern town of 
Daraa, a city of 75,000 near the border with Jordan with a reputation for independence, told us security services used 
violence to put down a large gathering of demonstrators following Friday prayers, killing several people and wounding 
others. Reports on the size of the demonstration varied between several hundred and several thousand. The protestors 
chanted for freedom and reportedly called presidential cousin Rami Makhlouf, a symbol of corruption here (ref D), a 
"thief" and a II criminal. II The police reacted swiftly calling in reinforcements. r·------·- -- -------- - - -·]in 

Daraa reported a number of military helicopters over the city following Friday prayers. Residents of the village of 
Muhajeh, north of Daraa, also told us they saw and heard helicopters. 

4. (C) Our contacts reported between 3 and 6 dead and many more injured. Young men in Muhajeh reported receiving 
text messages from "unknown numbers" encouraging residents to protest. Pol off arrived in Daraa about two hours after 
our contacts told us the SARG brought the demonstration under control. As the sun set on a Friday evening, a time when 
the streets generally become busy, there were few people about and most stores were shuttered. There was a heavy 
police presence, including plainclothes security men toting machinE\ guns. 

5. (C) In Muhajeh, about 20 minutes away, young men reported there had been significant problems in Daraa earlier in the 
day and that discontent with th~_g9_y_!'!rn~ot._was to blame. "You picked a bad day to come to Daraa, when the whole 
army was there," a young man I !declared. A young man J I angrily denounced the SARG and 
declared events in Daraa were "the beginning of the revolution." His list of grievances included lack of employment 
opportunities, concluding that "young people have no dreams in Syria except to leave the country." But he added that 
"this is not just about lack of jobs. This is about respect and so many other things." 

6. (C) On March 19, thousands of residents in Daraa participated in funerals for the dead with participants shouting anti
government slogans. Contacts observed riot police using tear gas to disperse crowds, and reported that mobile phone 
service had been cut and that the authorities had closed the main road to the city. Media reported that a committee 
would be formed to investigate the deaths in Daraa and meet with local leaders to discuss citizens' grievances. Among. the 
officials said to have been named to the panel are Usama Uday of the Ba'ath Party National Command, the Minister of 
local Administration, and Vice Foreign Minister Faisal ai-Miqdad, who hails from Daraa. 

PROTESTS IN DAMASCUS AND SEVERAL OTHER CITIES 

7. (C) Protests occurred following Friday prayers on March 18 in at least four other cities, including the capital. At 
approximately 12:45, a small crowd of people gathered in Damascus' famed Umayyid Mosque after the imam's sermon 
and began chanting "freedom" and "there is no God but God." Video of the incident quickly appeared on the Internet. At 
approximately 13:00 busloads of pro-Asad supporters flew down Damascus streets toward the Umayyid Mosque. An hour 
long pro-Asad demonstration then took place outside of the mosque and the adjacent market, apparently in reaction to 
the pro-democracy chants minutes earlier. Most of the participants carried pictures of the Syrian president and chanted 
"with our soul, with our blood, we sacrifice for you, Bashar." Establishing the presence of security agents in what was 
billed as a demonstration by ordinary citizens, a partici~ant stopped his chant mid-sentence and prevented poloff from 
sending an sms on his mobile phone. I j told us they witnessed one woman getting arrested for publicly 
criticizing overzealous security agents. 

8. (C) Contacts reported protests in at least three other cities across the country, including the central city of Homs, Deir ai
Zour in the east, and the coastal town of Banyas. Internet postings from activists and residents reported the security 
forces used violence in all three towns with unconfirmed reports of deaths in Homs. Human rights activist Mazen Darwish 

The recently arrested and released activist 
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81 
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.------------· -- -·-···------------
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THE GOVERNMENT RESPONDS 

9. (C) While high-level officials have thus far remained quiet, Syrian state television blamed the protests on "infiltrators" 
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for "causing chaos and riots." The government is reportedly organizing large pro-regime demonstrations across the 
country, with a large march planned for April 1. "You will see soon that the numbers of government supports far 

outnumber the opponents," a pro-regime young businessman told us on March 19. In a bid to cultivate public support, 
President Bashar ai-Asad issued Decree No. 35 on March 19 reducing the duration of mandatory military service by tf1ree 

months. The mandatory service law is unpopular among Syrian youth, particularly because the sons of the wealthy 
generally manage to avoid it (refs F, G, & H). 

10. (C) But there was a change in tone in the immediate aftermath of the March 18 violence even among some contacts 

who support the regime. While many young professionals in Damascus ' business community, who clamor for reform but 

insist they are against revolutionary change (ref D), switched their Facebook profile pictures to images of President Asad 
this week, their on-line comments were somber following the violence. "Oh God, guide us and reassure us. You are 
forgiving, most merciful," one young man from a prominent family wrote on his Face book page. r--- -· 

told us March 19 that he is "worried about my dear Syria. Violence is definitely not the way to do it." 

11. (C) COMMENT: March 18's images of blood have clearly moved Syrians regardless of their political affiliations. We are 

watching closely for signs that the demonstrations, which until March 18 had been dominated by a small community of 
Syrian activists, are attracting the type of mainstream, popular support that could translate into more widespread 

protests. The March 18 demonstrations exhibited some of those signs, including larger demonstrations consisting of 
ordinary citizens, protests occurring simultaneously in multiple regions, and a violent government reaction. The 

government's response in the coming days will be critical, and the regime may attempt to package a series of political and 

economic reforms to convince its people it is addressing their concerns (ref E). The SARG has made clear, however, that it 
will respond with violence to protests against its rule. 
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UNREST IN SYRIA: MARCH 23 UPDATE 

1. (U) Below is an update on civil unrest and the government and public response to events in Syria. See para 10 for 
suggested press guidance on the violent SARG response to protests in Dar a' a. 

UPDATE: 

Attack on Dara 'a Protesters: 
2. (SBU) Syrian security forces killed at least three (and perhaps up to six) people in the tense southern city of Daraa in the 
early morning hours of March 23 after five consecutive days of anti -government protests. Contacts in the south, Internet 
reports, and! --- reported that protestors had sought refuge in the Omari Mosque in central Daraa, 
which has been the epicenter of demonstrations since trouble began in the city following Friday prayers on March 18. 
Internet video corroborates ot.ir contacts' reports./ /provided us a list of three names of those killed. Funeral 
processions are expected to begin around noon today, offering, as usual, another potential flashpoint for demonstrations 
or clashes. We have reports of March 22 protests in other towns near Dara 'a as well, including Madaya, Sanamain, 
Jassem, and Sahnaya. 

Ambassador Questions Minister of Social Affairs on Violent Response 
3. (C) In a March 23 meeting, the Ambassador expressed surprise to Minister of Social Affairs Dr. Diala ai-Haj Aref 
at the violent SARG response to peaceful protests in Dara 'a, particularly after having sent an official delegation to 
negotiate with the protesters. The Minister questioned the peaceful nature ofthe demonstrations and insisted that 
foreigners were instigating the unrest and that the actions of the security service must have been justified. She urged the 
Ambassador not to rush to judgment until a SARG investigation was carried out. The Ambassador replied that he hoped 
there would indeed be an investigation and that it would be transparent, and he stressed that dialogue with the 
demonstrators should lead to a political solution. [Comment: Despite SARG claims of foreign instigation, we received a list 
of those arrested in connection with protests in Syria and from what we can tell, only Syrians have so far been detained. 
We suggest we use this as a talking point. See para 10. End comment.] 

Arrest of Prominent Activist Others Harassed: 
4. (C) The very small Sahnaya protest appears to be related to the afternoon arrest in the town of Louay Hussein, an 
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activist who was imprisoned 1984-1991, but who had remained quiet since his release up until recently. As small 
demonstrations have broken out in Syria, Hussein has posted words on encouragement to demonstrators on the Internet, 
putting up an online petition a few days ago demanding the right to peaceful protest. ~-- - - ----- ~ ~ ~ ~- -

5. (C) Police are also summoning activists and their family members for questioning. 
~------~--------------~ 

L------,--,--:-----,.-----~.,.-----,---------,---,-----,,---,---,-::---' to I d us on March 22 that he was ca II ed by security agents three 
times in the last 7 days and has been receiving "weird" emails from the security agents. Mazen Darwish, detained for 8 
hours after the March 16 demonstration, has been summoned or called by security services three times in the last two 
days. They called him to tell him not to attend the March 22 demonstration outside the palace of justice (which fizzled); 
nonetheless he attended. Later that evening he· was brought in for questioning, released about 8 hours later on the 

morning of the 23rd and was re-summoned only a few hours later. A Damascus University student reported a heavy 
undercover police presence on campus, and that some students had been questioned in the last week. 

Local Press Lies; International Press Pays More Attention 
6. (C) Though people continue to take to the streets in Dara 'a, the state-controlled Syrian press has reported calm in the 
city, and it attributed the violence of the night of March 22 to armed troublemakers who attacked a medical team of the 
security services. The state news agency Sana has published numerous reports of an "armed gang" stashing weapons and 
using kidnapped children as human shields. On the other hand, the international press has begun covering events here 
more intensively, despite reported intimidation of some journalists from the SARG and some affiliated with it. Reuters, 
Agence France Presse, the BBC, and other outlets have released coverage. CNN reported March 23 about the Dara'a 
attack and the Hussein arrest, adding that organizers are planning "mass protests" for Friday, March 25. 

Public Shock at Violence: 
7. {C) Damascenes who woke up to the news on March 23 reported being in a sense of shock over the continuing violence. 
At the Cham Center Mall, employees and shoppers gathered around televisions watching Arabic satellite television. "What 
is next? We really don't know," a cafe employee said. On their Facebook pages, many Syrians, including those who 
support the regime and posted pictures of President Asad on their pages after the demonstrations started, expressed 
grief. "God be with the martyrs," one young man wrote. Another young man wrote emboff, "We are worried. The news 
doesn't sound good." "God, please save this country," another wrote. who 
generally toes a pro-regime line, wrote on his Facebook status, "Oh God." Many Syrians, including c:==Jchanged their 
Facebook profile pictures to a black background with the words "salute the martyrs." 

Increasing Buzz 

8. (C) Meanwhile, whereas a few weeks ago most contacts told us calls for demonstrations would lead nowhere, Syrians 
increasingly report that the ongoing violence in Dara 'a and scattered, small demonstrations in numerous towns across the 
country are dominating conversation and people are starting to make contingency plans. 
c==Jtold us March 22 that well-heeled Syrians are buying dollars and moving monex oLut,----of"t"h_e_c_o-un"""""'t:-ry---,;"J'·u-st:-i:-n-c-a-se-. .,"-

1 \corroborated\ ~story on March 23, relating it was "impossible to get dollars and euros on the 
black market" and he was approached by other businessmen requesting exchanges amoc US $10-20,000. "What is 
so scary about this is how quickly it all happened and how violent it is. We are worried," concluded. A cab driver, 
when asked whether an Egypt -style uprising is possible here, told emboffs it was and "the yout in particular are working 
under the radar to create such an uprising. " A Damascus University told emboff he could not meet because he was "too 
busy" trying to organize student protests. 

Six Detainees Released on Bail 
9. (U) Post has learned that six women from among the 32 people reportedly arrested after the March 16 protest in front 
of the Interior Ministry have been released on bail: Wafaa Laham, Serine Khoury, Nisreen Hussein, Siba Hasan, Laila 
Labwani, and Rouba Labwani. 

U.S. Reaction 
10. (U) Post recommends that press guidance include the following: 
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--The U.S. calls on the Syrian government to refrain from violence in response to peaceful demonstrations and, likewise, 

on protesters to assemble and express themselves peacefully. 

-While the Syrian government has claimed protests are the result of foreign instigation, we note that all those detained 

by Syrian security forces have been Syrian citizens. 
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UNREST IN SYRIA: MARCH 23 UPDATE II 

1. (U) Below is an update on civil unrest and the government and public response to events in Syria. 

UPDATE: 

2. (SBU) Our contacts, on-line sources, and media report that Dara 'a remains a tense city following last night's killing of up 
to 6 people by Syrian security forces. Contacts and on-line reporting described continued marches this afternoon after 
funerals for some of the victims, with unconfirmed reports of additional deaths and injuries. --:---------:----::----:---:---:---' 
reported four additional deaths in Dara 'a this afternoon following the funerals. Small protests also reportedly took place in 
neighboring villages and towns. contacts report a strong security presence, checkpoints, and interruption to Internet and 
phone service. The town is close enough to the border that some residents can reportedly use Jordanian SIM cards to 
communicate. Some Dara 'a residents are calling for additional protests tomorrow and after Friday prayers. 

3. cd old conoffs that she and her family had been sheltering in their house and 
heard gunfire throughout the night in the center of town where they live. The woman reported that she was able to leave 
Dara'a because she is a woman as men are having their ID cards confiscated at checkpoints. 

Yarmouk/Hajar ai-Aswad Protests 

4. (C) A resident of Yarmouk, just south of Damascus, reported that residents of the area plan major demonstrations for 
this coming Friday. While most area residents are of Palestinian origin, the resident related that those who participated in 
the Yarmouk/Hajar al Aswad anti-government protests on March 20 were mainly Syrians originally from Dara'a and maintain 
familial and tribal bonds with the city. Based on conversations with neighbors, the resident believes fear of the government 
has evaporated among those who wish to protest and that more protests can be expected. Witnessing the March 20 
protests firsthand, the resident estimated the number of protestors in the thousands, with streets and alleyways packed 
with demonstrators. 

Damascus 
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5. (C) While last nighrs killings in Dara 'a are dominating conversations in the capital city and Damascenes continue to 
express shock about ongoing violence there, Damascus remained calm today. Internet videos of a small gathering of anti
government protestors shouting slogans in downtown Damascus appeared on the Internet, but the clip's date could not be 
immediately verified. Some activists are calling for a demonstration in front of the Palace of Justice on March 24 in support 
of prisoners of conscience, two days after a similar protest was thwarted by a massive security presence. Online activists 
are calling on Damascenes to protest following Friday prayers on March 25 and join what they hope will be nation -wide 
protests. 

Economic Effects 

6. (C) The manager of Hotel told conoffs that reservations from Western tourists are down for the months 
of March and April following news of unrest and violence. While we continue to hear reports of affluent Syrian families 
moving assets abroad just in case, Poloffs have received several requests for visa appointments from prominent 
Damascenes telling us they are concerned about the situation in Syria and want to keep travel options open. 

Orient TV 

7. (C) Credible sources reported journalists working in Syria for Orient TV, a Dubai-based station reporting on events in 
Syria that is frequently cited by our contacts as a source for independenl news have been systematically threatened. Many 
or all have quit, making it difficult for the station to report on events. A _ _ _ __ _!activist affiliated with the station told 
us they would continue to report. 

Human Rights Activists 

8. (SBU) Four women arrested on March 16 are scheduled to be released on bail today: Sirin Khoury, Wafa ai-Laham, 
Nisreen Hussein, Sabaa ai-Hasan, Leyla Labwani, and Ruba ai-Labwani. It is unclear if these women are charged with a 
crime. Activists Suheir Attasi and Hervin Osse I .. --· -- -··· ------- .... I Nahad Badaweesh and Dana Aljawabra remain in 

jail. There is an unconfirmed report that activist Mazen Darwish was arrested this evening following a summons reported 
earlier today (reftel). 

9. (C) According to activist Kamal Labwani has given up on "life," 
wrote a will and passed out his belongings to fellow. inmates. Labwani has been on hunger strike with fellow inmates for 
about 13 days now andc::=:Jays that he is worried about Labwani 's health. 
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UNREST IN SYRIA: MARCH 24 UNCLASS UPDATE 

1. (U) This is an unclassified update on civil unrest and related developments in Syria. Post will also send a classified 
update with more local reaction at close of business in Damascus. 

Dara'a: 

2. (SBU) The city appears to be in Jockdown. Internet sources and contacts tell us SARG forces continue to man 
checkpoints around Dar a 'a and that many residents are staying in their homes out of fear. Public processions for funerals, 
which have sparked numerous clashes between residents and security forces, have reportedly been banned "to try to avoid 
further trouble. We cannot confirm the numbers killed in Dara 'a on March 23, but most of the contacts we have talked to 
report 6 deaths in the morning raid of ai-Omri Mosque and an additional 6later during afternoon clashes with security 
officers. Contacts also report that residents of neighboring villages attempting to reach Dara 'a to participate in the 
protests have been blocked. 

Human Rights Activists: 

3. (SBU) There are credible reports of additional arrests throughout Syria, aimed primarily at thwarting protests after 
Friday prayers on March 25. Several high-profile activists, including Mazen Darwish and journalist Khaled Ekhteyar, are 
said to be among those who have been detained, reportedly for passing information to international media. In addition, 
the number of those arrested in Dara 'a and other villages in the south is believed to be in the hundreds. 

Pro-Government Efforts 

4. (SBU) Government supporters continue nightly caravans through Damascus neighborhoods honking their horns, waiving 
Syrian flags, and shouting pro-Asad slogans. In addition, Syrians who support the government have using Facebook and 

other Internet sites to argue that while the Syrian people want reforms and are concerned about corruption, the president 
himself is popular. 
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Calls for More Demonstrations 

5. {SBU) Regime opponents continue to call for demonstrations following Friday prayers in cities across the country on 
March 25. Contacts are reluctant to predict whether protests will succeed in taking place, given past security service 
efforts to prevent them {ref A). Nonetheless, many assess that demonstrations will continue in the coming weeks due to 
anger over the killings in Dara 'a, and they cite the series of protests after prayers on March 18 {ref B) as a precedent for 
successful Friday protest calls. · 
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UNREST IN SYRIA: MARCH 24 CLASSIFIED UPDATE 

1. (C) While following continuing events in Dara 'a and elsewhere, post is particularly focused on whether calls for post
prayer protest for tomorrow will result in more and larger demonstrations (para 5). Damascus and other major cities this 
evening are calm. We have no reports of large demonstrations today. Some of our local staff report less evening nightlife 
as families stay home to watch TV news and to save money should things get worse, but commercial establishments all are 
open and operating normally. We will monitor the Friday PM situation and report as we gather information. We are also 
watching to see if a rushed SARG announcement on its reform plans will result in any real change (para 3) or was merely a 
meager attempt to forestall protests. Details on all the day's events, as well as what we are hearing in terms of public 
buzz, follow. We assess that the SARG is increasing the size of both its carrots and sticks. After a vicious application of the 
stick with the repression in Deraa, and the widespread arrest campaign also underway, the SARG announcement tonight 
was more of a carrot. It is unclear if the carrots will be big enough to satisfy the Syrian public, and the more it uses its 
sticks, the bigger risk it takes that its actions will backfire, pushing more people into the streets. 

More Deaths in Dara'a 
2. (SBU) Our contacts in the activist community are reporting that 20,000 residents of Dara 'a took to the streets again this 
afternoon following funerals for those killed on March 23 despite a ban on public funeral processions. Syrian bloggers and 
Face book users began posting similar reports, with some writing that friends in the south had corroborated the accounts. 
International news agencies such as CNN and AFP are re orting the same. Hospital lists show 37 confirmed deaths from 
demonstrations in Dara 'a, though journalists from tell Western diplomats that the number could be in 
the hundreds. One journalist says she will use the word "massacre" to describe events 
there. 

Shaaban Announces Reform Plans 
3. (SBU) Earlier this afternoon, our contacts reported that the SARG would make a "major announcement" of reforms this 
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evening in an effort to head off calls for protests after Friday prayers on March 25. Presidential and Media Advisor 
Bouthaina Shabaan held a press conference at 6:30 p.m. Damascus time at the Peoples' Palace. (Note: This is the first 
government press conference focused on purely domestic issues we recall occurring in Syria. End note.) After expressing 
the president's and Syria's love for Dara 'a and the importance of the region to the rest of Syria, she announced a package 
of five economic and six political reforms~ l'he economic reforms she announced were: 1) Establishing a steering 
committee to study the reasons for problems in Dara 'a, to hold those who were negligent accountable and to respond to 
the legitimate demands of the citizens; 2) an immediate increase of salaries for state employees; 3) finding the funds to 
provide health insurance for public-sector workers; 4) increased job opportunities; and 5) an assessment of the 
performance of local and municipal administration. The political reforms she announced were: 1) anti -corruption 
legislation and a campaign; 2) studying the termination of the emergency law; 3) preparing a draft political party law and a 
project to strengthen political dialogue; 4) issuance of a new media law; 5) amending Decree 49 which makes Kurdish 
ownership of land in the northeast difficult; and 6) strengthening the authority of the judiciary and prevention of 
indiscriminate arrests. Details remain scarce, but an update from the official SANA news agency shortly after the press 
conference said that the basic salary raise for government workers would be 1500 Syrian pounds (USD 33) plus 30 percent 
of salary for those making less than 10,000 SYP (USD 217) per month and 20 percent for those earning more than 10,000 
monthly. 

4. (C) Initial reaction from our contacts to the speech varied depending on political orientation. Regime sympathizers with 
close ties to the government praised the effort. Prominent businessman and re ime su orter -said the 
announcement included "true reforms." Writer declared that "martial law 
will be lifted soon in Syria ... finally." Skeptics like criticized the announcement assessing 
that it included "no plans." "But the situation will force plans. If they do not do it, they will face change for sure," he 
added. criticized the speech calling it "words of 
hypocrisy and lies to pacify the people. 

Calls for Friday Protests 
5. {S/NF) Calls for protests after Friday prayers continue to circulate as organizers attempt to repeat and expand on last 
week's protests, which took place in at least four cities around the c6untry. Several contacts told us March 23 and 24 that 
in addition to stepping up arrests, the SARG is reportedly encouraging supporters to begin chanting pro-Asad slogans at 
the end of Friday prayers at mosques around the country. One contact told us the Syrians are particularly focused on 
avoiding a repeat of anti-government slogans at the high-profile Omayyid Mosque in Damascus. When asked about the 
prospects Syrians will join protests on Friday, said he was not certain 
but predicted that regardless of what happens on March 25 the potential for protests continues. "When you push a train 
stopped for many years, you push hard but with no response, until at a certain moment it will be very easy and fast. If the 
situation is not dealt cleverly and with wisdom, it will deteriorate suddenly in many places at the same time." 

6. (C) An RSO contact from the SARG stated there will be a visible and increased police and security presence in Damascus. 
Security officers will attend Friday prayers in major cities like Damascus and Aleppo to listen for imams' rhetoric potentially 
inciting protests, especially regarding Dara'a victims. 

Kurds Getting Involved? 
7. (SBU) A London -based human rights organization reported that Kurdish Yekiti party leaders have encouraged their 
supporters to join in demonstrations. We are.awaiting confirmation from our Yekiti contacts. If true, this is a noteworthy 
event as the Kurds -who have had a history of challenging the regime -have been largely quiet since protests began in 
Syria, with several saying they would not join the protests unless other Syrians joined first. 

Dead Soldier's Online Following 
8. (SBU) Reports about a soldier named Khaled (or Ashraf) ai-Masri, who was allegedly killed by his superior officer for 
refusing to comply with an order to attack the ai-Omari fv1osque, are spreading quickly on the Internet, with some Syrians 
calling him a hero. His funeral reportedly took place at 13:00 on March 24. Contacts wonder if he might become a symbol 
of the Dara'a revolt. 

Maher ai-Asad's Role 
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9. (S/NF) Prominent businessman told us March 23 that presidential cousin Brigadier 
General Atif Najib, head of the Political Security intelligence branch in Dara 'a was playing a leading role in trying to bring 
the city under control, but that Najib is "under the control" of Maher ai-Asad, the president's younger brother and 
commander of an elite army brigade. Rumors have spread among Syrians that Maher ai-Asad was responsible for the 
order to attack Dara'a's ai-Omari Mosque on Ma_r:ch 2~} 

1 Regardless of whether it is true, the rumor {j(Asacffamily direct involvement has the potential to exacerbate 
tensions. 

Aleppo 
10. {SBU) Credible contacts tell us that a small demonstration took place at the Attarine Market in Aleppo's old city. There 
were no reports of violence or clashes. We will continue to follow news from Aleppo. 

SARG Campaign of Arrests, One Release 

11. (S/NF)/ \ 

------~"There are young kids being beaten and 
tortured in Dara 'a. The kids are walking in the streets with their shirts off to show the others what was done to them," 
human rights activist asserted. Latest arrests: 

Mazen Darwish, human rights activist - Darwish gave remarks to several media outlets and .was a noticeable face 
at public demonstrations. 
Khaled Ekhteyar, journalist -contacts tell us Ekhteyar worked in tandem with Louay Hussein (arrested yesterday) 

to collect and disseminate information to foreign media networks. Ekhteyar also attended public demonstrations. 
Our contacts fear that! lis being targeted by SARG security forces and it is only a matter of 

time before she is arrested.· ~as left her home and is currently in a undisclosed location in Damascus. 

In one piece of good news, activist Louay Hussein, who was arrested yesterday in Sahnaya (ref A), was reportedly 
released from prison today. 

Confirmation of Threats against Journalists 
12. (C) Orient TV representatives confirmed to colleagues in Dubai, where it is based, that employees and reporters ofthe 
independent station were threatened by Syrian intelligence services (ref B). Those based outside Syria were reminded of 
their family ties still in the country. The sources also confirmed that Orient moved its operations to Dubai after Asad 
cousin and billionaire businessman Rami Makhlouf tried to buy a controlling share of the station and the management 
rebuffed his offer. 

Syrian Press Blames Foreign Instigation for Protests 
13. (SBU) The Syrian media -both state-owned and private -has ramped up its attacks on Arab satellite networks for their 
coverage of the Dara'a demonstrations, accusing it of supporting foreign instigators, especially the West. In an editorial, 
Muhammed Kanaysi, editor of a/-Baath, calls on the youth in Syria to beware of the Western attempts to convince them 
that criminal acts can be a means to achieve reform. "Such acts slow down reform, as the government is busy confronting 
chaos instead of responding to the youth needs," he says. The governor of Horns made the same argument to the 
Ambassador in a March 21 meeting (ref C), suggesting it is an official SARG talking point. 

Scrutiny at the Border 
14. (C) An LES Embassy employee just returned from Amman and used the Jaaber border crossing. Jordanian customs 
asked to search the embassy diplomatic plated vehicle. The employee refused and the Jordanian relented easily. The LES 
experienced the same issue on the Syrian side. The Syrian customs officer pulled the LES aside and indirectly asked 
whether there was something in the embassy vehicle to be concerned about. The LES responded negative. The Syrian 
officer took the LES' name and diplomatic plate number. Both Jordanian and Syrian officers indicated the increased border 
inspection was obviously due to the unrest in southern Syria. We have also heard rep·orts of heightened scrutiny at the 
border with Lebanon, including people being made to surrender computers and cameras for checks of the contents before 
being allowed into Syria. 
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Comment 
15. (C) We caution that Dara'a is in one far corner of Syria and has a peculiar mix of tribal and Palestinian communities. that 
make it unique. Nonetheless, Friday prayers on March 25 could again be the launching point for more demonstrations in 
many locales in Syria. As we look forward, much of the public reaction depends on the government's actions, and here the 
government's message is mixed -both iron fist and incentives ranging from firing controversial governors to subsidy 
hikes. The much hyped reform announcement from Shaaban turned out to be a list of things the government would 
"review" or find. solutions to, rather than a series of concrete actions to be undertaken on a certain timeline. Clearly the 
Asad regime felt pressured enough to rush the announcement before Friday prayers, but we are unsure if it will be enough 
to head off the demonstrations. If the protests do continue, many of our contacts warn that the iron fist the SARG is 
choosing to use could instead stir more demonstrations as more anti-government segments of the populations sense that 
there is, in fact, a real battle and that like people in some other Arab countries, maybe they could prevail. 

16. (C) We also sense that the Syrian government is going into a heavy defense and spin mode. The SARG is lashing out at 
foreign satellite networks for their "biased" coverage- yet another demonstration of how sensitive the Syrians are to 
negative foreign media coverage. Shaaban even told the BBC correspondents that Syrian television should be the only one 
considered authoritative on events in Syria. Foreign embassies have been told to stay out of Dara 'a and in one instance a 
diplomat (Canadian) too close to a demonstration in the Damascus area March 16 was roughed up and briefly detained. 
Two Amcits also were detained on March 19 at the Umayyad Mosque and the Syrian government will not yet officially 
confirm that it is holding them, much less release them. The government also asked a planned U.S. National Defense 
University group to postpone its visit because "the timing is not appropriate. " Most likely, the MFA doesn't want to have 
to answer pointed questions if it can avoid it. The government, looking at burned Baath Party and court buildings in Deraa, 
perceives that the violence is two-sided, a point the Minister of labor and Social Affairs emphasized to the Ambassador 
March 22. To the extent we want our messages, public and private, to be credible and influential with the Syrian 
government, we need to keep accenting (1) that we condemn violence generally and in particular killings; (2) that we 
deplore arrests that are not followed by prompt due process and (3) our support for peaceful political expression and (4) 
that the Syrian government has to abide by Vienna Convention norms about diplomats and foreign nationals it arrests. 
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Senior Reviewer 

Subject: SARG SCRAMBLING TO CHOKE INFORMATION ON PROTESTS 

1. (C) SUMMARY: Syria has never been known for freedom of the press or information, but diplomats, activists, and 
journalists agree that the Syrian government has stepped up its efforts to control all information flowing out of the 
country. Contacts say the SARG is concerned about information being leaked and has resorted to brute tactics like 
confiscation of cell phones and perhaps even cutting phone and Internet service. If the SARG were to shut down mass 
communication then the flow of information and coordination of protests could greatly hinder the ongoing 
demonstrations. END SUMMARY. 

ATTACK THE NETWORKS 

2. (C) In response to the recent wave of public demonstrations, the SARG has stepped up its. efforts to control the flow of 
information about ongoing unrest in Syria. The government's heightened efforts began on March 1!3, when the security 
services harassed and arresteq witnesses filming the crackdown by police on a protest in front of the Interior Ministry in 
Damascus (ref A). The police confiscated and broke cameras and phones. A Canadian diplomat attempting to film the 
attack on the peaceful demonstrators was briefly arrested by SARG security forces. After anti-government protests took 
place after Friday prayers on March 18 (ref B), western media attention increased and SARG pressure on journalists was 
ratcheted up. 

3. (S) Days after the March 18 demonstrations, the security services began jailing those working with and speaking to 
western media. On March 22, activist Louay Hussein was arrested at his home and his computer and phones were 
confiscated. On March 23, journalist Khaled Ekhteyar (ref C) disappeared for several days. 

~--=-::-:-:---__]According to many people believe that the SARG 
forced Ekhteyar to reveal his e-mail passwords. "It was a blow w en K a e was arrested, I lit 
was also odd that when he was released, his Facebook account was spamming pro-government propaganda," __ _!] 
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relayed. Human rights activist Mazen Darwish was arrested on March 23 after speaking with various media outlets. 
Ekhteyar and Hussein, Darwish was released in a matter of days but with a noticeable change in behavior. 

like 

I ______ . _ ~~gh unaffiliated with media 
outlets, were imprisoned for taking photos of demonstrations. Although the SARG initially relaxed Internet freedoms, now 

. it appears to be trying to stop photos and videos from being posted in the first place, especially if taken by westerners. 

GET RID OF THE JOURNALISTS 

4. {S) The same week, journalists from satellite TV channel Orient were threatened by security forces in response to their 
critical coverage of SARG violence against protestors (septel). On March 26 the Syrian government expelled Reuters 
journalist Khaled Oweis from Syria for filing "unprofessional and false" reports. Our contacts tell us this was another blow 
·to the protest movement as Oweis was in touch with many activists. \ 

c._ ____________ __, ·Oweis had been consistently breaking news of protests and crackdowns ahead of 
other journalists, especially in the southern city of Dara 'a. At least four other Reuters photographers and journalists have 
been arrested and detained over the last 15 days 

5. {S) According to =:J there are very few international journalists in Syria in the first place, and all are working under 
extremely difficult conditions to get accurate information. "If the phones and internet are cut, then the world would be 
left in the dark. This government is sniping its own people without provocation and if they cut communication, no one 
would know about it,"! r One by one journalists are leaving or being arrested or detained. BBC correspondent 
Una Sinjab was arrested on March 26 and interrogated by security forces for eight hours. Our contacts believe her arrest 
was a warning for her not to increase her coverage of violent events in Syria. A114Syria 

CJbeginning on March 20 the news website was victim to "massive denial of service .._a_tt_a....,ck_s_, ,c-, d-,-i-sr-u-pt-in-g-its-s-erv_ic_e_. _T..,.,he 

website operator, based in Canada, told! ~hat the attacks were "generated by individuals with lots of resources 
or from larger organizations who have greater resources to generate such an attack." I !believes the attacking_ 
source is the Syrian government. 

AL-JAZEERA 'S SLANT 

6. (S) Some Syrian activists claim that certain networks are not covering what is actually taking place in Syria. "We 
[activists] are mad at ai-Jazeera. They are barely covering the stories and being very weak against the government,"~ 

I I claimed. r·----- -- -- · -- -- - ----- --d--- -- ---------- --- · - · 1 

! J believes that the SARG has been 
reaching out to ai-Jazeera officials in hopes of lessening the negative coverage on Syria. "I am told that Khaled Meshaal 
was sent to Qatar to speak with ai-Jazeera and especially Qardawi. He told them that Syria is good to the Palestinians and 
ai-Jazeera must not publicly bash them,"l ~hispered. (Note: Regardless of whether a Meshaal trip to Doha is the 
reason, there has been a noticeable decrease in ai-Jazeera coverage of events in Syria, most notably the ceasing of their 
online blog in Syria. Embassy Damascus analyzed the Arabic-language channel coverage and found that on one morning 
only one of AI-Jazeera's 60 minutes of news was focused on Syria, whereas 12 of BBC Arabic's 30 minutes were devoted to 
Syrian unrest. End Note.) 

7. (C) Comment: So far, the Syrian security services have maintained a firm grip both on security and on information. If 
backed into a corner, however, the regime could attempt to shut down communication networks in Syria completely in a 
bid to thwart protests. As unrest continues, activists, diplomats, and journalists are increasingly worried about the 
possibility the SARG will decide to cut Internet and phone lines. When the country's leading mobile service provider, 
Syriatel, crashed on April 2 for two days after the company offered free calls to citizens to thank them for supporting 
President Asad, many Syrians immediately suspected an ulterior motive. If the SARG takes that dubious step, the world 
could be cut off from events inside Syria, making it even more difficult for activists and journalists to keep Syrians and the 
international community aware of developments here. 
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Subject: SYRIA UNREST: DECEMBER 14 UPDATE

1. (SBU) SUMMARY: On December 13, at least 35 civilians were killed by SARG forces as heavy clashes were reported
between SARG forces and defectors in Idlib province. Syrian state-controlled media report the deaths of seventeen
security force members as the SARG continued its operations against "terrorists" in many parts of the country. The SARG
announced local election results in Damascus and Sweida provinces and claimed that there was high voter turnout. The
Syrian military will conduct a coastal missile exercise on the Mediterranean coast December 19-21. The SARG has charged
U.S.-born Syrian blogger Razan Ghazzawi with trying to incite sectarian strife, and she could face up to 15 years in prison.
Mishan al-Jabouri, the owner of Syria-based TV station AI-Rai TV announced that the channel is now off the air because of
the improved ties between Syria and Iraq. The Greek Orthodox Patriarch Gregorios III Laham and other church figures in
Syria held a "Christmas and patriotism prayer" service where they reportedly expressed their objections to international
interference. Arab media report that the new draft Syrian constitution will require the president of Syria to be Muslim, set
the presidential term at 7 years, and eliminate the Baath Party monopoly on power. The Arab League (AL) confirmed its
Council meeting on Syria will take place in Cairo on December 17, but there is still no date set for a broader AL-sponsored
opposition conference. close to Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari told an Embassy Damascus employee that
Zebari might visit Syria on his way back from meetings in the U.S.' AFP reported that Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov accused the West of an "immoral" stance on Syria because it has not condemned violence from the opposition.
Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallim allegedly said a decision to stop the Kuwaiti Development Fund from working in
Syria was premature. Iran and Syria agreed on a number of MOUs and trade agreements in an effort. to show their
"economic viability" under sanctions. END SUMMARY.

On the Ground

CLASHES IN IDLIB BUT PROTESTS CONTINUE ELSEWHERE

2. (SBU) On December 13, at least 35 civilians were killed by SARG forces, according to activists, and at least 21 of the
deaths occurred in Idlib province. Activists reported heavy fighting in and around Idlib as SARG forces allegedly battled
defectors. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights claimed that army defectors killed 7 security force members in

136
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retaliation for an attack that killed 11 civilians in two villages in north western Idlib province. One of the civilians killed in
Idlib province yesterday was Mohammad Munir Dolar, who according to AFP is a Saudi-Turkish citizen. The Local
Coordination Committees (LCCs) claimed to have documented 376 "martyrs," including 34 children, killed by SARG forces
so far in December.

3. (SBU) Peaceful protestors continued to take to the streets in Dara'a, Idlib Aleppo, Hams, Daeel, Damascus, the
Damascus countryside, Hama, and elsewhere on December 13. Activists claim the size of the peaceful protests is no
longer decreasing, and contacts tell us that in many areas of the country the number of people willing to take to the
streets is increasing. A embassy contact working fo
visited Aleppo last week and noticed a marked difference in the attitude of the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) volunteers
and residents with whom she came in contact. Although the contact considers Aleppo a divided city in terms of having an
Islamic population and a liberal secular population, more discontent about the regime was voiced, especially about the
deterioration of the economy.

17 SARG "MARTYRS"

4. (U) Syrian state-controlled media reported that on December 13 seventeen army and security forces "martyrs" were
buried after they were killed by "terrorists" in Horns, Dara'a, Idlib, and the Damascus countryside. According to the local
media, SARG forces in the town of Hzano in idlib province clashed with "terrorists" and killed and injured several of them.
Also in idlib province in the city of Kfar Takharim SARG forces dismantled three explosive devices, according to the Syrian
Arab News Agency (SANA). There were also reports in the local media that "terrorists" stopped and burned a bus in Idlib
province, but no injuries were reported.

SUSPICIOUSLY QUICK ELECTION RESULTS

5. (SBU) On December 14, SANA reported that the judicial sub-committee for the Local Council Elections in Damascus
announced the results of the Provincial Council elections on Tuesday evening. The head of the sub-committee, Nazir
Kheiraliah, said, "The electoral process went according the committee's plan in an atmosphere of transparency marked by
honesty and democracy" and that there was "wide popular participation. " The vast majority of newly elected members of
the local councils in Damascus belonged to the Workers and Farmers Party that is closely aligned with the Baath Party.
SANA claimed that in the southern governorate of Sweida, an area with a high percentage of Druze, 80% of the population
voted. Syrians told us that usually it takes around ten days for the SARG to announce election results, and they were
puzzled as to why this time it took less than 24 hours. Some contacts assume the quick announcement of elections results
was an indicator that the ballots were not even counted and that the elections were ridged.

SARG SHOWS OF BRAVADO CONTINUE

6. (SBU) The Syrian military will conduct a coastal missile exercise off the Mediterranean coast December 19-21, the Syrian
Ministry of Defense told defense attach es in Damascus today. DAO will report more fully on the MOD Foreign Liaison
Office presentation of the exercise on the classified system (and we will forward to our distro there).

AMCIT BLOGGER CHARGED

7. (U) AP reported that Syrian authorities have charged Amcit Razan Ghazzawi with trying to incite sectarian strife,
according to activists. Ghazzawi was arrested December 4 at the Jordanian border while on her way for a conference on
press freedoms. On December 12, she was charged by Syrian authorities with trying to incite sectarian strife, spreading
false information, and weakening national sentiment, a charge often levelled against those who challenge the
Syrian regime, according to rights activists. The charges could carry a prison sentence of up to 15 years. The Syrian Center
for Media and Freedom of Expression in the Arab World, where Ghazzawi worked, said in a statement on December 13
that Ghazzawi denied all the charges.

AI-RAI STOPS BROADCASTING

B6
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8. (U) According to the AFP, Mishan al-Jabouri, the Iraqi Baathist owner of Syria -based TV station AI-Rai TV, said that the
channel has been taken off the air. Post noted that the channel went off air early last week but no official announcement
of its closure was made until yesterday. Long a pro-Iraqi insurgency television outlet known for instigating violence against
U.S. and Iraqi forces post-Saddam, AI-Rai TV switched its focus to Libya early this year (reftel) broadcasting the messages of
the late Libyan Leader Moammar Qadhafi. Jabouri said that he closed that station because of the U.S. withdrawal from
Iraq and improved Syrian-Iraqi relations. We suspect Qadhafi's death also had something to do with it.

CHRUCH CALLS FOR NO OUTSIDE INTERFERENCE

9. (SBU) According to SANA, the Greek Orthodox Patriarch Gregorios III Laham told parishioners at a "Christmas and
patriotism prayer" held on December 13 that the people's allegiance is to Syria, and he stressed "rejection of any form of
foreign interference from whatever party." The heads of a number of churches reportedly attended the prayer service,
however SANA did not publish their names. In the past two weeks multiple Church leaders have told poloff that they are
hoping for a peaceful solution to the ongoing crisis in Syria. One Christian figure in Damascus told poloff, "All we can do is
pray because we do not want to get involved in politics. " Many Christians are part of the opposition, but the majority of
Christians have remained silent and are perceived by most Syrians as Asad supporters.

. SARG "Reforms"

UPDATES ON THE NEW CONSTITUTION

10. (U) On December 13, the London-based newspaper AI-Quds al-Arabi published an article citing sources close to the
national committee tasked with drafting a new constitution saying the committee has agreed the religion of the Republic's
president must be Islam, but that this does not make Islam the state religion. The new draft also sets the minimum
eligibility age of the president at 40 years (it was lowered from 40 to 34 years in 2000 to enable the election of President
Bashar al-Asad), and sets the presidential term at seven years. The article also said that article 8 of the constitution, which
defines the Baath Party as the governing party of the state, will be removed from the new constitution.

Arab League Initiative

AL COUNCIL MEETING SCHEDULED FOR DECEMBER 17

11. (SBU) The Arab League (AL) Council meeting on Syria is confirmed to take place in Cairo on December 17. The
Ministerial Council on Syria, led by Qatar, will meet earlier in the day to formulate a joint position ahead of the full Council
meeting. Embassy Cairo contacts reported that there is a growing split among Gulf member states on the next steps, with
some leaning towards referring the situation to the UN, and others arguing the AL to delay calling for any UN action
because the UN Security Council is "not currently in a position to back up any threats." (Embassy Cairo will report more
septel following Saturday's meeting.)

12. (SBU) While Syrian opposition leaders have been meeting this week with each other and with Arab League officials,
there is still no date set for a broader League-sponsored opposition conference. Arab League officials are hoping to set a
date by the end of this week.

Abroad

IRAQI FM TO SWING By DAMASCUS?

13. (SBU) On December 14, close to Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari, told emboff that Zebari might visit Syria
on his way back from meetings in the U.S. Press reports have noted that an Iraqi delegation plans to visit Damascus to
urge the SARG to accept the AL peace plan, but there has been no confirmation that the Foreign Minister himself would
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LAVROV: WEST'SSTANCE "IMMORAL"

14. (U) AFP reported that Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov on December 13, after a meeting with the Algerian FM,
said that the West had an "immoral" stance on Syria because it has not condemned violence from the opposition. Lavrov
accused opposition groups of attempting to provoke a "humanitarian catastrophe" in order "to get a pretext to demand
external interference into this conflict." Lavrov also defended a plan by Russia and China which urges both the opposition
and the SARG to refrain from violence.

Economy

KUWAIT STOPS FINANCING IN SYRIA

15. (U) AI-Watan reported on December 14 that the Kuwaiti Development Fund would stop financing projects in Syria. In
response, the paper claimed Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallim sent a letter on December 12 to his Kuwaiti
counterpart calling the Kuwaiti decision "premature. " The paper quotes Kuwait's Deputy Foreign Minister as saying he
hoped Syria would respond to the efforts of the AL.

ANOTHER EMPTY IRAN-SYRIA DEAL

16. (U) In an effort for both countries to put a good face on their "economic viability" under sanctions, Iran and Syria have
agreed to a series of MOUs and trade agreements in recent years. To coincide with the semi-annual economic meeting
between the two countries, Iran's parliament passed a free trade agreement with Syria on December 13, to be
implemented over the next five years. Although Iran and Syria are presenting this as a major achievement and one that
will allow both to survive external pressure, in reality it is merely a restatement of many previous agreements that have
yet to be implemented. Syrian-Iranian trade is not a major factor for either state, and in 2010 Syrian-U.S. trade was triple
Syrian-Iranian trade, in spite of sanctions (although it has dropped sharply in 2011). This is playing to the camera and does
not constitute either a major change or a significant support to the Syrian economy.
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1. (SBU) SUMMARY: The Arab League (SL) Ministerial Committee on Syria announced that Al-sanctions will go into effect
on December 15 after the SARG failed to agree to let observers into the country, though media reports that the Syrian
foreign ministry belatedly agreed to sign the protocol on observers today. The UN Human Rights Council issued a
resolution condemning the "gross and systematic" human rights violations perpetrated by Syrian forces and demanded the
suspension ofsecurity forces suspected of violations and the release of prisoners of conscience. Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri
al-Maliki's media adviser Ali al-Moussawi said that Iraq is willing to serve as a mediator between the Syrian opposition and
Asad's regime in an effort to avoid further bloodshed. An amcit blogger was arrested when attempting to enter Jordan to
attend a workshop for advocates of press freedoms in the Arab world. Between December 2 and 4 at least 80 civilians
were killed by SARG forces. Clashes between defectors and SARG forces were reported in Syria over the weekend, but
peaceful protests continued as well, with demonstrations in across the country. State TV reported on military exercises
held over the weekend and meant to test "the capabilities and the readiness of missile systems to respond to any possible
aggression." Syrian state-controlled media reported on the deaths of SARG forces targeted by "terrorists " but indicated
that SARG authorities are in control of the situation. The current president of the Syrian National Council (SNC), Burhan
Ghalioun, appealed for support for a UN Security Council resolution against Syria but did not call for intervention. The
"National Committee," a group of leftist parties considered regime stooges by most of the Syrian opposition, held a
conference in Damascus where the participants voiced their support for President Bashar al-Asad's reforms and a national
dialogue conference. Asad issued a legislative degree permitting Syrians to vote with their ID cards in the upcoming local
elections scheduled for December 12. Following the announcement of EU sanctions last week, Dutch oil firm Shell
announced that it will cease operations in Syria as the Syrian economy deteriorates and the Syrian pound plunges against
the dollar. END SUMMARY.

International Action

ALTO IMPLEMENT SANCTIONS, WHILE SARG BELATEDLY AGREES TO PLAN

2. (SBU) The Arab League Ministerial Committee on Syria met in Doha on December 3 and 4 to discuss the
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recommendations of the technical committee for the implementation of sanctions against Syria. After Syria failed to agree
to allow monitors into Syria on December 4, the committee agreed to impose a travel ban and asset freeze on 19 Syrian
officials and to cut flights to and from Syria by 50% starting on December 15. Qatari Prime Minister Harried Bin Jassim
warned Syria that "internationalisation " is inevitable ifthe situation continues as it is. (The AL statement is attached.)
Media today report that a Syrian foreign ministry spokesman said Syria would sign onto the plan with "minor amendments
that won't affect the essence of the plan," a belated positive response to Arab League overtures. We note the regime has
repeatedly tried to buy time by responding positively to the AL while implementing none of the measures called for, and
we are particularly skeptical of terms like "minor amendments. "

HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL EMERGENCY CONDEMNS SARG

3. (U) On 2 December the UN Human Rights Council held an emergency meeting to vote on a resolution on the situation in
Syria. The resolution condemned the "gross and systematic" human rights violations perpetrated by Syrian forces and
demanded the suspension of security forces suspected of violations and the release of prisoners of conscience. The
resolution also recommended the appointment of a special investigator to report on the human rights abuses in Syria. The
resolution passed with a total of 37 members voting in favor, four against (including Russia and China) and six abstaining.
In response, Syria's permanent representative to the UN in Geneva said that the Commission report was biased and had
ignored documents provided bythe regime.

IRAQ TO PLAY THE MEDIATOR?

4. (U) Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki's media adviser Ali al-Moussawi said on December 4that Iraq is willing to serve as
a mediator between the Syrian opposition and Asad's regime in an effort to avoid further bloodshed, according to
Reuters. "We as a government ... seek a solution. If this clash continues forever it will be harmful for all, particularly to
the Syrian people and the Syrian state," he said. AI-Moussawi added, "He [Maliki) is clear he is ready for a dialogue with
all the parties." AI-Moussawi indicated that Iraq was in communication with the opposition. Opposition contacts
dismissed the Maliki initiative noting that he has consistently backed the Syrian regime and could not be a neutral party.

On the Ground

AMCIT BLOGGER ARRESTED

5. (SBU) US-born blogger and member ofthe Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression Razan Ghazzawi was
arrested December 4 when attempting to enter Jordan to attend a workshop for advocates of press freedoms in the Arab
world. The Embassy Consular Section has been in touch with her family and is sending in reports separately.

VIOLENT CLASHES, PEACEFUL PROTESTS CONTINUE

6. (U) Between December 2 and 4 at least 80 civilians were killed by SARG forces according to activists, at least 35 in
Homs. The Local Coordination Committees (LCCs) said that they documented a total of 848 deaths, including 59 children,
in November making it the most deadly month since the uprising began. Activists reported violent clashes between army
defectors and SARG forces in Homs, Idlib, Dara'a. Deir al-Zour and elsewhere. Despite the increasing violence, peaceful
protests continued in Homs, Hama, Idlib, Deir al-Zour, Dara'a, Damascus, the Damascus suburbs, and elsewhere between
December 2 and 4. Some larger protests, such as one in Idlib were reported but the majority remain small due to the
heavy security presence in all the major cities. Contacts tell us the arrest campaign targeting peaceful protestors is
unrelenting. Reports from activists indicate that over 200 people were arrested in Dara'a on December 4 as SARG forces
attempt to eliminate peaceful activism.

SARG MISSILES READY TO DEFEND AGAINST ATTACK

7. (U) According to AP, Syria's state-run media said Monday that Syrian military war games over the weekend included
missile tests and operations by air force and ground troops, "similar to a real battle." State television said the exercise was
meant to test "the capabilities and the readiness of missile systems to respond to any possible aggression." The drill
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showed Syrian missiles and troops were "ready to defend the nation and deter anyone who dares to endanger its security"
and that the missiles hit their test targets with precision, state TV said.

DEFECTORS AND DESERTERS

8. (SBU) Between December 2 and 4 activists reported numerous defections of soldiers and members of the security
forces. There are nonetheless no reports of major defections that would indicate sizable instability inside of the army.
Estimates from contacts place the number of defectors actively defending themselves against the SARG between two and
five thousand. The Free Syrian Army (FSA) says that the number of defectors in its ranks is much higher. A large number
of troops have also deserted and are not taking up arms against Asad's regime. There is also a large number ofyoung
Syrian men that have fled Syria to avoid mandatory military service.

MORE TERRORISTS, BUT THE SARG IN CONTROL

9. (U) Syrian state-controlled media reported the burials of 20 army and security force "martyrs" on December 3 and 4
after they were killed by "terrorists" in Horns, Damascus, and the Damascus suburbs. The media also claims that a
"terrorists" also killed a number of civilians, including five in Homs on December 4. The Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA)
said that on December 4 "terrorists" in Homs assassinated two professors from al-Baath University in separate attacks.
The local media indicated that SARG authorities have launched operations against "terrorists" in Idlib and Homs which led
to the deaths and arrests of a large number of "wanted men." SARG authorities reportedly also disarmed a number of
explosive devices in the two cities. On December 3 Syrian state-controlled television broadcast the confession of an
alleged terrorist who operated in the Damascus suburbs. During the confession the "terrorist" said that he fed al-Jazeera
false information. SARG state media indicates that attacks on SARG forces have increased but also maintains that SARG
authorities are in control of the situation.

Opposition Happenings

SNC CALLS FOR UNSC RESOLUTION

10. (U) The current president ofthe Syrian Nation Council (SNC), Burhan Ghalioun, appealed for a UN Security Council
resolution to protect Syrian civilians during a transitional democracy forum in Sofia, Bulgaria on December 3. He told a
journalist, "What we will seek from the Security Council, above all, are mechanisms for the protection of the innocent
civilians." He also urged the international community to put pressure on Russia to help pass a UNSC resolution achieving
% political solution of this crisis, avoiding civil war and military intervention." When specifically asked by the journalist
about the possibility of foreign intervention, Ghalioun replied, "If they are going to use force against international
observers or against humanitarian organizations bringing aid to the population, we have to defend them."

LEFTISTS WANT REFORMS AND DIALOGUE

11. (U) The "National Committee, " a group leftist parties considered regime stooges by many in the Syrian opposition, held
a conference in Damascus on December 3 to discuss how to end the crisis in Syria. The Secretary of the National
Committee for the Unity of Syrian Communists Qadri Jamil said at the conference that U.S.-and western-backed plots
were targeting Syria but that "the possibility of direct foreign intervention in Syria has receded, " according to SANA. He
also asserted that all the participants at the conference supported Asad's reform programs, rejected international
intervention, and called for the start of a "comprehensive national dialogue. "The participants agreed to change the name
of the "National Committee " to the "Popular Will Party." The grouping of opposition parties has little to no support on the
Syrian street and is considered by the Syrian opposition to be a tool of the regime.

SARG "Reforms"

GET READY TO VOTE

12. (U) President Bashar al-Asad on December 4 issued a legislative decree that will allow Syrians to vote in the upcoming
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local elections, scheduled for December 12, by using Syrian identity cards. Assistant Interior Minister for Civil Affairs
Hassan Jalali reportedly told SANA that "the decree is an opportunity for all citizens who meet the eligibility requirements
to practice their right to vote in elections using their identity cards." He also said that the number of IDs that have been
granted reached 15,495,359.

Economic Activity

SHELL CEASES OPERATIONS

13. (U) Royal Dutch Shell announced on December 2 that it will cease operations in Syria because of the new EU sanctions.
Asset freezes imposed by the EU on the state-owned Syria Trading Oil Company (Sytrol), which is responsible for the
country's entire export of oil, and the General Petroleum Corporation (GPC), a government -run oil firm, and AI-Furat
Petroleum Company pushed Shell to make the decision to cease operations. Sanctions continue to squeeze the regime's
purse strings, and regular Syrians tell us long lines at gasoline and fuel oil stations are having a real impact on normal
citizens.

SYRIAN POUND PLUMMETS

14. (U) The tanking Syrian economy is playing havoc with the Syrian pound exchange rate against the dollar. The central
bank dollar exchange rate is still around 48 SYP, however the semi-official exchange rate (as provided by Forex) has
increased from around 49 SYP last week to 54.16 SYP this week. Black market rates have also increased dramatically in the
same period from around 52-53 SYP last week to around 62 SYP this week.
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1. (SBU) SUMMARY: Syria has agreed to allow Arab League (AL) monitors into the country with the first monitors to arrive
in the next 48 hours. While Deputy Foreign Minister Faisal Miqdad was in Cairo today to sign the document, Foreign
Minister Walid al-Muallim gave a press conference in Damascus, explaining that Syria only agreed to the protocol once
amendments protecting Syria's sovereignty were included. Over the weekend activists say at least 78 civilians were killed
by SARG forces, including 8 children, as peaceful protesters took to the streets and SARG forces battled defectors. The size
of peaceful protests grew in some areas of the country as opponents of the government took to the streets calling for the
downfall of the regime and immediate action by the AL. Syrian state-controlled media claimed that atotal of fifteen army
soldiers were buried in the last two days as SARG forces carried out operations against "terrorists" throughout the country.
A prominent news anchor on Syrian TV resigned and fled to Turkey. Chinese and Jordanian delegations are currently

visiting Syria to observe events on the ground as the SARG attempts to keep up appearances. President Bashar al-Asad
met with the Iraqi National Security Advisor Faleh al-Fayyad and the Iraqi MP Izzat al-Shahbandar on December 17 to
discuss the Arab League's (AL) peace plan, specifically AL observers. Syria's Information Minister Adnan Mahmoud on
December 17 announced the Ministry's plan to turn the "national media in Syria from media of the state to a media of the
society." The Syrian National Council (SNC) reportedly came up with a four-point plan to move the opposition forward
after its meeting in Tunisia. Another opposition group, called the Syrian Tribes Coalition, based in Saudi Arabia, said over
the weekend that it supported the pressure put on Syria by the AL and that it will support Arab-Turkish intervention in
Syria. Syrian Minister of Electricity ]mad Khamis announced that because of the attacks on oil pipelines SARG. authorities
will start rationing power supplies to all the Syrian provinces. Turkey announced that it has changed its shipping routes to
avoid Syria, a move it estimates will cost the Syrian government $100 million in lost revenues. The low occupancy levels of
the Four Seasons in Damascus may cause it to close after the new year. END SUMMARY.

TWO MONTHS LATER, SYRIA SIGNS THE AL PROTOCOL

2. (U) The Arab League (AL) confirmed today that Syria signed the protocol to send Arab' monitors into Syria. Syrian Deputy
Foreign Minister Faisal Migdad arrived in Cairo on December 19 to sign on behalf of Syria's Foreign Minister Walid al-
Muallim. The AL expects to have an initial team of nine monitors, mostly high-level Arab League Secretariat officials, on
the ground within 48 hours. Muallim gave a press conference in Damascus as soon as the protocol was signed. He
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confirmed Syria's signature on the protocol and said he had agreed only after amendments were made to ensure Syria's
sovereignty. He relayed that the Russians had advised Syria to sign on to the initiative, and though Syria had had doubts
about Arab League intentions, ALSYG Nabil al-Arabi had proven himself trustworthy. The signing was the "beginning of
cooperation between us and the Arab League, " he declared, adding that the Arab observers would be able to see for
themselves that there are terrorists killing the people. He criticized the "internationalization " of the Syrian crisis and
asserted that any country imposing sanctions did not have the Syrian people's interests at heart. Replying a question on
whether the security solution will stop, he said it depends on the other party. If the terrorist acts stop, the security
solution will stop, he affirmed.

On the Ground

KILLING YOUNG GIRLS

3. (SBU) Between December 16 and 18 at least 78 civilians were killed by SARG forces, including 8 children. In the
Damascus neighborhood of Midan, activists said that one young girl was shot and killed and one injured byshabiha
(government thugs) during a peaceful protest on December 18. A large funeral procession for the young girl took place
today in the neighborhood. Clashes were reported between SARG forces and defectors in Idlib, Horns, Dara'a, the
Damascus suburbs and elsewhere, according to activists and opposition websites. The Syrian Observatory of Human Rights
claimed that defectors killed at least six Syrian soldiers in Horns on December 18. Over the weekend the Syrian Arab News
Agency (SANA) reported the presence of Libyan fighters working with the opposition in border areas near Idlib and quotes
media reporting which claimed that Qatar is sending weapons and supporting foreign fighters in Syria. The SARG arrest
and intimidation campaign continued and in the town of Kafar Sham near Dara'a where activists claimed that over 150
men were detained as SARG forces hunted for defectors.

PEACEFUL PROTESTS GO ON

4. (U) Peaceful protesters continued to take to the streets to demand the downfall of Asad's regime between December 16
and 18. Protests occurred in Homs, Dara'a, Idlib, Deir al-Zour, Hama, Damascus, the Damascus suburbs, Aleppo, Dael and
elsewhere according to activists. Larger anti-government protests, ofa few hundred people, occurred in Idlib and Hama.
In Aleppo lawyers staged a sit-in at the main courthouse in the city after the arrests of lawyers. Anti-government websites

claimed that the "general strike" continued in areas of Horns, Idlib, Dara'a, Hama and the Damascus suburbs. The size and
frequency of anti-government protests is not decreasing and in some cities opponents of the Asad regime have been able
to hold larger rallies. However, in Aleppo and Damascus, security forces have been able to keep the protesters confined to
the back alleys and side streets. The Local Coordination Committees (LCCs) have labeled this week the "Week of the
Revolution Stepping Up" as opponents of Asad call for an increase in civil disobedience to help accelerate the downfall of
Asad's regime.

ARRESTS AND KILLINGS OFTERRORISTS

5. (U) Syrian state-controlled media claimed that on December 17 and 18 a total of fifteen army, police, and security forces
"martyrs" were buried after being killed by "terrorists" in Horns, Hama, Dara'a, Idlib, and the Damascus countryside. On
December 17 and 18 clashes between "terrorists" and SARG forces in Horns were reported in the local media. The clashes
in Horns resulted in the deaths and the arrests of a number of "terrorists" local news sources claimed. In Idlib on
December 17 local media said that "terrorists" ̀ attempted to block a highway but were stopped by SARG forces who killed
and arrested a number of them. In Idlib a police officer and a soldier were killed by explosive devices placed along
roadways in two separate attacks on December 17, according to the Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA). There were also
reports in the local media of an explosive device detonated on a railway line outside of Homs. SANA also said that
"terrorists" in both Horns and Dara'a attacked civilians houses and private businesses on December 17 wounding and
killing civilians. In Dara'a, SARG authorities said that they raided "terrorist" hideouts and seized weapons and explosives,
according to SANA.

SYRIAN TV ANCHOR DEFECTS
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6. (U) AI-Quds al-Arabi reported that Hani al-Malazi, a prominent Syrian TV anchorman, has resigned "protesting the
repressive policy adopted by the Syrian regime and the lies of the TV." AI-Quds al-Arabi said that Malazi and his wife, who
was also a Syrian TV employee, fled to Turkey.

CHINESE AND JORDIAN DELEGATIONS

7. (U) SANA reported that a Chinese and Jordanian delegations are currently visiting Syria to observe events on the
ground. Both delegations reportedly told SANA that international media is spreading lies about the situation in Syria and
that external interference is causing the crisis in Syria. Amjad Obeidat, one of the Jordanian delegation members,
reportedly told SANA, "We have been following what is being broadcast about the events in Syria, we were aware of the
conspiracy. This was made evident to us once we arrived in Damascus. We didn't see any aspects of army or security
presence all the way from the Jordanian borders to the Syrian capital."

IRAQI PEACE PLAN?

8. (U) Syrian state-controlled media reported that President Bashar al-Asad met with the Iraqi National Security Advisor
Faleh al-Fayyad and the Iraqi MP Izzat al-Shahbandar on December 17 to discuss the Arab League's (AL) peace plan,
specifically AL observers. SANA claimed that Asad "expressed appreciation for the genuine efforts exerted by some Arab
countries, especially Iraq, to help Syria overcome the crisis, stressing that Syria has reacted positively to all proposals
offered to it since it is in Syria's interest that the world knows the truth about the situation amid twisting facts and
fabrications. " Fayadh reportedly described the talks as "positive" and also said that he met with opposition groups during
the visit to Damascus, according to AFP. On December 18 Iraqi officials met with the Arab League Secretary General Nabil
al-Arabi, who according to Fayadh "supported our (Iraqi) initiative alongside that of the Arab League in an effort to find a
solution between the Syrians." Fayadh told AFP that Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari will announce the details and
mechanisms of the Iraqi plan to the AL and the "Syrian parties" soon.

U.S. CITIZENS IN AND OUT OFJAIL

9. (P/11)1 I a prominent blogger in Syria, was released on bail the evening of December 18, and she is
now reunited with her family pending her judicial process,

SARG "Reforms"

MORE OPEN MEDIA

10. (U) Syrian's Information Minister Adnan Mahmoud on December 17 announced the Ministry's plan to turn the
"national media in Syria from media of the state to a media of the society." According to SANA, he said the "new approach
in media aims at furthering interaction with the citizens' issues and ensuring a balanced expression of the social, economic
and cultural movement in all the Syrian provinces. " It is unclear what practical effect the announcement will have on
Syria's notoriously repressive media environment.

Opposition

SNC MEETINGS WRAP UP

11. (U) The Syrian National Council (SNC) held closed-door meetings in Tunisia December 16-18 to discuss ways of
accelerating the downfall of Asad's regime. Prior to the meeting, the SNC made a Facebook call for suggestions on what
immediate action the SNC should undertake. This is the first time the SNC has called for recommendations from the public.
AI-Sharq al-Awsat quoted an anonymous SNC member who attended the meeting as saying that the SNC has come up with
a 4-point plan to move the opposition forward. The plan includes:

B7(F)
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1- Calling for a buffer zone to protect civilians
2- Requesting international monitors for documenting human rights violations in Syria

3- Settling on a plan for post-Asad Syria to be presented to the Arab League

4- Rejecting foreign military intervention while calling for protection for civilians only.

GENERAL SYRIAN TRIBES

12. (U) Al-Hayat quoted Faisal al-Sayyah, the Secretary General of the so-called Syrian Tribes Coalition, an opposition
group based in Saudi Arabia, as supporting the AL's move to put pressure the Syrian regime. Sayyah called on the AL to
support a UN resolution imposing a no-fly zone or a buffer zone on Syria. His deputy, Ismael al-Khaldi, told al-Hayat that his
coalition supports an Arab-Turkish military intervention in Syria. Khaldi also expressed his coalition's willingness to join
SNC. A delegation of the coalition will meet with AL officials soon, Khaldi said.

Economics

ALITALIA SUSPENDS FLIGHTS

13. (U) Italian colleagues confirm that Alitalia airlines will suspend all flights to and from Syria for five months beginning in
January. The Embassy does not generally book with Alitalia so we expect the move will not have a large impact on our
operations or security plannning.

POWER OUTAGES INCREASE

14. (U) State-owned Al-Watan and at-Thawra both reported that the Syrian Minister of Electricity Imad Khamis announced

that because of attacks on oil pipelines SARG authorities will start rationing power supplies to all the Syrian provinces. He
said that in Damascus there will be four hours of electrical cuts per day and seven hours in the Damascus suburbs. The
area around Tartous faces up to 12 hours of power cuts per day because the three power generation plants in that area
are almost not operable, a source told us. Syrians in Damascus tell us that the SARG's claim of 4-7-hour power cuts daily
are too low, saying cuts last much longer.

ALTERNATE ROUTES FOR TURKISH GOODS

15. (U) According to Reuters the Turkish Economy minister Zafer ~aglayan said on December 16 that Turkey had finalized
talks to begin exporting goods via Egypt in January and added that Syria will lose more than $100 million a year in
transport revenues once Turkey forgoes Syrian transit routes.

FOUR SEASONS TO CLOSE?

16. (SBU) The Damascus Four Seasons hotel, the most upscale hotel outside the old city, may be set to close down next
month due to low occupancy levels. An employee at the Damascus Four Seasons Hotel told A/RSO that the hotel will be
closing shortly after the new year. According to this source, hotel managers told employees that it was untenable for the
hotel to continue operating at its current 5% occupancy. Other contacts claim the SARG will not allow management to
close the hotel, a symbol of the government's narrative that "Everything is fine" in Damascus. Nonetheless, though there
have been rumors the Four Seasons would close for months, this is the first report coming directly from a hotel employee.
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FACEBOOK POSTS PUBLISHED BY THE U.S. EMBASSY IN DAMASCUS
** 

 

Exhibit Description 

15-A 
U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note from Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook (July 10, 
2011), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADnote%ADfr
om%ADambassador%ADrobert%ADford/10150237831306938 

15-B 
U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook (Sept. 6, 
2011), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/usembassydamascus/anotefromambassadorrobertfo
rd/10150286333121938 

15-C 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Ford on Recent Events in Syria, 
Facebook (Feb. 9, 2012), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADnote%ADfr
om%ADambassador%ADford%ADon%ADrecent%ADevents%ADin%ADsyria/101
50545674871938 

15-D 
U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Note From Ambassador Ford, Facebook (Feb. 10, 
2012), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADnote%ADfr
om%ADambassador%ADford/10150547572706938 

15-E 

U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message From Ambassador Ford on the Arrests of 
Human Rights Activists, Facebook (Feb. 17, 2012), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADmessage%A
Dfrom%ADambassador%ADford%ADon%ADthe%ADarrests%ADof%ADhuman%
ADrights%ADactivists/10150563608741938 

15-F 
U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message from Ambassador Robert Ford, Facebook 
(Mar. 5, 2012), https://www.facebook.com/notes/us-embassy-damascus/a-message-
from-ambassador-robert-ford/10150595589281938 

15-G 
U.S. Embassy Damascus, A Message From Ambassador Ford, Facebook (Apr. 6, 
2012), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/us%ADembassy%ADdamascus/a%ADmessage%A
Dfrom%ADambassador%ADford/10150655544736938 

 

                                                      
** For the convenience of the Court, Declarant provides an index of the Facebook posts contained 
in this exhibit that is hyperlinked to the cover page of each post listed. 
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A Message from Ambassador Ford on the Arrests of
Human Rights Activists

Syria's government says it wants a political dialogue with the opposition. So do its few remaining friends
among the international community. But if they want a real dialogue with the opposition, why does the
Syrian government arrest people like human rights activist Mazen Darwish, who are calling for their
basic human rights as espoused in Syria’s current constitution but not, in fact, respected by this Syrian
government?  

Despite the signature by Syrian Vice Foreign Minister on the Arab League Protocol last November that it
would stop its arrest campaign and release political prisoners, Mazen Darwish, blogger Razan
Ghazzawi, and twelve others were just arrested. The international community knows Darwish to be a
strong defender of finding political solutions, rather than using violence, to solve Syria's crisis.  Eleven
months ago today, Syrian police arrested Darwish during a peaceful protest in solidarity with prisoners of
conscience. This was one of the first protests of the revolution; it was a silent vigil that did not call for
regime change, for violence, for anything other than the rights of political prisoners. Regime forces
attacked the protesters. Darwish was beaten and arrested in a crowded Damascus square. Now we see
that almost one year later, the Asad regime is doing the same thing, to the same people. While this is a
testament to the resilience of the Syrian people, it is also a sober reminder that nothing has changed in
Syria.  

On the contrary, Mazen’s detention, like the detention of other advocates of non-violent solutions to
Syria's crisis—people like Yahia Shurbaji—makes the credibility of the Syrian government, and its
international friends, highly dubious when they all call for an honest dialogue. If the Syrian government
wants to be credible in calling for a dialogue, it should implement all the measures in the Arab League
protocol that it said it would respect, and its friends should urge the Syrian government to do so. If it
wants a real dialogue, it could show its credibility by respecting basic human rights.  

I would also add that this comes one day after Zeena Shala, a youth leader, was arrested in Damascus
for providing aid to vulnerable communities. Darwish is Alawi; Shala is Christian. It is clear that people of
all faiths and backgrounds oppose the regime and are working to help their fellow Syrians. The regime
will repress any opponent who demands the government respect human rights and allow peaceful
political change.

We hope that countries that claim that they support real dialogue will, in fact, support and respect the
Syrian people’s basic human rights, starting with freedom of expression and peaceful political assembly,
and that they will call on the regime to release people like Darwish, Shurbaji, Ghazzawi, and Shala—and
thousands of others—without delay.
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A note from Ambassador Robert Ford

This past weekend, as Eid al-Fitr was concluding, I read reports of peaceful protests yet again being met
with security force gunfire in places like Basra ash-Sham, Telbissa and Jassem.  International media
reports already speak of dozens of civilians killed.  This is yet another sad day to reflect on the courage
of the tens of thousands of courageous Syrians who march peacefully.  

Some of the people who write on this page complain that the U.S. is “helping terrorists” in Syria.  We
support the right of Syrians to protest peacefully.  Peaceful protesters are not “terrorists,” and after all
the evidence accumulated over the past six months, no one except the Syrian government and its
supporters believes that the peaceful protesters here are.  Also, the United States is not providing any
assistance to any armed group in Syria.  If the Syrian government has evidence, let’s see it.  I’ve asked
them and I’ve gotten nothing back from the officials.  The United Nations, which was finally allowed to
send an assessment team here, instead has directly assigned responsibility for the violence in Syria to
the Syrian government.  The Arab League has assigned responsibility for the violence to the Syrian
government.  The European Union and its member states have done so.  The governments of Canada,
Japan and Saudi Arabia have done so.  The Turkish government has done so.  Don’t like or trust the
United States – fine – look at what other organizations and countries are saying.

Some Syrian security service members have been killed.  Some want the United States to acknowledge
it; well, I’m the American ambassador, and I just did.  But the number of security service members killed
is far, far lower than the number of unarmed civilians killed.  No one in the international community
accepts the justification from the Syrian government that those security service members’ deaths justify
the daily killings, beatings, extrajudicial detentions, torture and harassment of unarmed civilian
protesters.  I entirely agree with the group of Muslim scholars in Aleppo who says that the Syrian
government, which has a clear preponderance of arms and force, bears the responsibility for the
violence.  And given the extent of the government’s brutality, neither the Syrian protest movement nor
the international community will believe that this Syrian leadership desires or is capable of the deep,
genuine and credible reforms that the Syrian people demand.  This isn’t about Western military
intervention.  This isn’t about oil (many governments have banned its import).  This isn’t about Israel or
the West wanting to dominate the Arab world (an old, discredited government line).  This is about basic
political freedoms from the United Nations’ Human Rights Charter – signed by Syria, don’t forget – which
calls for freedom of speech and freedom of peaceful assembly.  And the United States wholly supports
Syrians’ rights to exercise those freedoms.
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A Note from Ambassador Robert Ford

Outside the Embassy demonstrators complained about U.S. policy towards the Syrian government and
my trip to Hama.

As I have said before, we respect the right of all Syrians – and people in all countries - to express their
opinions freely and in a climate of mutual respect. We wish the Syrian government would do the same –
and stop beating and shooting peaceful demonstrators. I have not seen the police assault a “mnhebak”
demonstration yet. I am glad – I want all Syrians to enjoy the right to demonstrate peacefully. On July 9 a
“mnhebak” group threw rocks at our embassy, causing some damage. They resorted to violence, unlike
the people in Hama, who have stayed peaceful. Go look at the Ba’ath or police headquarters in Hama –
no damage that I saw.

Other protesters threw eggs and tomatoes at our embassy. If they cared about their fellow Syrians the
protesters would stop throwing this food at us and donate it to those Syrians who don’t have enough to
eat. And how ironic that the Syrian Government lets an anti-U.S. demonstration proceed freely while
their security thugs beat down olive branch-carrying peaceful protesters elsewhere.

The people in Hama have been demonstrating peacefully for weeks. Yes, there is a general strike, but
what caused it? The government security measures that killed protesters in Hama. In addition, the
government began arresting people at night and without any kind of judicial warrant. Assad had
promised in his last speech that there would be no more arrests without judicial process. Families in
Hama told me of repeated cases where this was not the reality. And I saw no signs of armed gangs
anywhere – not at any of the civilian street barricades we passed.

Hama and the Syrian crisis is not about the U.S. at all. This is a crisis the Syrian people are in the
process of solving. It is a crisis about dignity, human rights, and the rule of law. We regret the loss of life
of all Syrians killed, civilians and security members both, and hope that the Syrian people will be able to
find their way out of this crisis soon. Respect for basic human rights is a key element of the solution.

احتج المتظاهرون الذين احتشدوا خارج السفارة على سياسة الواليات المتحدة تجاه سوريا وعلى زيارتي لمدينة حماة.

كما قلت سابقا٬ً نحن نحترم حقوق كافة السوريين وحقوق الناس في كافة البلدان األخرى في التعبير عن آرائهم بحرية وفي مناخ من االحترام المتبادل.
تمنينا لو تصرفت الحكومة السورية بالمثل وتوقفت عن إطالق النار على المتظاهرين السلميين.

لم أشاهد حتى اآلن شرطياً واحداً يسيء إلي مظاهرات "منحبك". وهذا يسعدني٬ فأنا أرغب بأن يتمتع جميع السوريين بحق التظاهر السلمي.

في التاسع من تموز٬ قامت إحدى مظاهرات "منحبك" بإلقاء الحجارة على مبنى سفارتنا٬ متسببين ببعض األضرار. لقد لجئوا إلي العنف٬ بعكس أهالي
مدينة حماة٬ الذين ظلوا مسالمين. بإمكانكم الذهاب إلي مبنى حزب البعث أو إدارة الشرطة في حماة٬ حيث لم أر أي ضرر لحق بها.

وقام متظاهرون آخرون برمي البيض والبندورة على مبنى سفارتنا. لو أن هؤالء كانوا يهتمون فعال إلخوانهم من السوريين٬ لكانوا توقفوا عن رمي
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الطعام نحونا ولتبرعوا به للسورين الذي يفتقرون لما يقتاتون به. إنه لمن المفارقة أن الحكومة السورية تسمح للمظاهرات المناهضة للواليات المتحدة أن
تتحرك بحرية بينما يقوم أفراد أمنها السفاحون بضرب حاملي أغصان الزيتون المسالمين في مكان آخر.

لقد قام أهالي مدينة حماة بالتظاهر السلمي لعدة أسابيع. نعم هناك إضراب عام٬ ولكن ما سببه؟ إنها اإلجراءات األمنية الحكومية التي قتلت المتظاهرين
في حماة. وإلى جانب ذلك بدأت الحكومة باعتقال المواطنين ليالً دون أي نوع من مذكرات التوقيف. لقد الوعد الرئيس األسد في خطابه األخير بأنه لن
تكون هناك أية اعتقاالت دون إجراءات قضائية٬ لكن عائالت حموية أخبرتني عن حاالت متكررة لم تطبق فيها أي إجراءات قضائية٬ كما أنني لم أشاهد

أي عالمات على وجود أي عصابات مسلحة في أي مكان٬ وال على أي من الحواجز األهلية التي مررنا عبرها.

إن أزمة سوريا وحماة ليس لها أي عالقة بالواليات المتحدة بأية حال من األحوال. إنها أزمة يقوم الشعب السوري بحلها حاليا٬ وهي أزمة كرامة٬
وحقوق إنسان٬ وسيادة قانون. إننا نشعر بعميق األسف ألرواح السوريين الذي قتلوا٬ من المدنيين ومن أفراد األمن على حد سواء٬ ونأمل أن يجد

السوريون الطريق لخروجهم من هذه األزمة في أقرب وقت٬ ان احترام حقوق اإلنسان هو العنصر األساسي لحل األزمة.
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A Message from Ambassador Robert Ford:

The United States is trying as hard as it can to show the world it knows what is occurring in Syria.  On
February 28 I spoke to the Senate’s Foreign Relations Committee with the Assistant Secretary for Near
Eastern Affairs Jeffrey Feltman.  In our opening remarks before the committee we said that “the United
States and the broader international community are determined not to allow two members of the
Security Council to prevent the pursuit of a political solution to the crisis in Syria and the provision of
urgent assistance to the Syrian people.”  The majority of the world community stands with the Syrian
people.   The United Nations General Assembly made that clear when it adopted the February 16
resolution to fully support the Arab League’s transition plans by 137 votes for and only 12 votes against. 
On February 24, the Friends of the Syrian People conference showed the growing chorus of
condemnation from the international community is gaining strength and unity of purpose.

On February 9 here on Facebook, we began using declassified images that illustrate the
disproportionate nature of the Assad regime’s violence against the people and his willingness to attack
civilian targets.  Additionally, the Syrian government has put up multiple obstacles in front of reputable,
independent international aid organizations like the International Federation of Red Cross and Red
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Crescent Societies (IFRC) or UN aid organizations to provide emergency medical and humanitarian
assistance to Syrian civilians in Homs and other cities under attack.  I noted in our remarks to the Senate
on February 28 that, “Emergency assistance is desperately needed, but the regime is doing everything it
can to prevent aid from reaching those who need it most.  It is attacking aid workers, doctors, and
journalists reporting on the suffering.”  The first image above clearly shows the Syrian army’s equipment
ringing the city of Homs.  I want to be clear to those bloggers who said that this firing position is a normal
military base with the artillery deployed normally.  We know that these guns are aimed at Homs and that
they are firing at Homs.  Armed opposition groups do not have artillery. 

The second picture shows the results before and after the fighting in Homs.  We can see the damage. 

The third image is the same type of damage to a medical clinic in Homs.  The damage to all three of
these civilian buildings is constant with impact scars from the equipment show in the first picture.  These
pictures, combined with credible media reports about the savage government assault on Bab Amr and
some other Homs districts, prove the Syrian government’s indiscriminate use of heavy weaponry against
civilians.  And we will collect these images on www.HumanRights.gov for the world to see. 
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For the United States’ part, after discussions at the Friends of Syria conference we decided to provide
another  $10 million for more humanitarian aid to Syrians inside of Syria and in neighboring countries. 
This money will  support emergency health care and get clean water, food, blankets, heaters and
hygiene kits to the Syrians in need.  And we are prepared to provide more humanitarian aid in the days
ahead if the Syrians will allow international agencies access to provide the aid.

The United States and all the Friends of the Syrian People have long called for a strong UN Security
Council Resolution that would require the Asad regime to uphold the commitments it made to the Arab
League in November 2011, including immediately ending all violence against civilians, withdrawing the
regime’s forces from cities and other residential areas, allowing monitors and journalists free and
unfettered access, and releasing political prisoners.  Additionally, the Friends of Syria support the Arab
League plan calling for a peaceful, democratic transition to occur in Syria and for the Assad regime to
immediately allow international aid organizations inside of Syria to provide the required medical and
humanitarian assistance to the Syrian people.  Russia and China have had an opportunity to support
such a resolution and we hope that they yet will, in fact, join the rest of the international community in
voting for one.  The Friends of Syria, including the U.S., will continue to find ways to support the Syrian
people’s aspiration for dignity, respect for basic human rights and political transition.
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A note from Ambassador Ford on recent events in Syria

Satellite image taken February 6, 2012 

For best quality, go to the link below, click download, and choose ‘JPG’

First, like people around the world, my colleagues and friends are watching the video coming out of
Homs and some of the other Syrian cities in the last days with horror and revulsion.  I hear the
devastating stories about newborns in Homs dying in hospitals where electricity has been cut and when
we see disturbing photos offering  proof that the regime is using  mortars and  artillery against
residential neighborhoods, all of us become even more concerned about the tragic outcome for
Syrian civilians. The Arab League protocol, which received wide support from the international
community, called for the Syrian military to withdraw from residential areas, to stop firing at peaceful
protests and to release prisoners arrested due to the unrest.  The film coming out of Homs and
elsewhere in Syria shows the Syrian government's real response.  And we have never heard of the
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armed opposition firing artillery for example.  It is odd to me that anyone would try to equate the actions

of the Syrian army and armed opposition groups since the Syrian government consistently initiates the
attacks on civilian areas, and it is using its heaviest weapons.  

I also want to say a word about our suspending the work of the American Embassy in Damascus.  I can
say without exaggeration that February 6 was the most emotionally taxing day of my career as a Foreign
Service Officer. Due to the elevated security risks we confronted in Syria, the Government of the United
States had to suspend operations at our Embassy in Damascus, and I had to depart with my American
colleagues and say goodbye to our Syrian colleagues and friends who face a very uncertain future. 

I left Damascus with immense sadness and regret—I wish our departure had not been necessary, but
our Embassy, along with several other diplomatic missions in the area, was not sufficiently protected,
given the new security concerns in the capital. We and those other embassies requested extra
protection measures from the Syrian government, given the danger to both our citizens and the Syrian
citizens that worked with and near us. Our concerns were not addressed.

As the United States’ Ambassador to Syria—a position that the Secretary of State and President are
keeping me in —I will work with colleagues in Washington  to support a peaceful transition for the Syrian
people.  We and our international partners hope to see a transition that reaches out and includes all of
Syria's communities and that gives all Syrians hope for a better future.  My year in Syria tells me such a
transition is possible, but not when one side constantly initiates attacks against people taking shelter in
their homes.
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 For best quality, go to the link below, click download, and choose ‘JPG’

The violence is not equal.

Yesterday I put out a note about the situation in Syria as I've witnessed it from the ground and since
leaving the country.  A terrible and tragic development in Syria is the use of heavy weaponry by the
Assad regime against residential neighborhoods.  For those unfamiliar with military equipment, the
artillery used by the regime is designed for full scale warfare, and the regime is using it to pound civilian
apartment buildings and homes from a distance.  There is no evidence that the opposition -- even those
opposition members who have defected from the military -- has access or has employed such heavy
weapons.  Those who defect from the military are often lucky to leave with only the rifle in their hands,
fearful that those loyal to the regime will hunt them down for refusing to kill unarmed civilians.  It's also
important to note the opposition began as a peaceful movement and it is still mostly a peaceful protest
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movement that has been met by the regime with imprisonment, torture and killing.        

I mention this because some try to equate the violence perpetrated by the regime with the violence
perpetrated by the opposition -- it is unfair to do so when one side is using such heavy weaponry. 
Satellite photos have captured both the carnage and those causing it -- the artillery is clearly there, it is
clearly bombing entire neighborhoods, and it marks a new low for the Assad regime.  We are intent on
exposing the regime's brutal tactics for the world to see.

Ibrahim Serter @ Mike..You as soon hear"NATO"..USA".."bombing" turning hysterically funny...I told you
,We just need a spark to Bomb Al Assad Army....UN High Commissioners says that Syrian regime troops
and Militia Shabeha are using Schools as detention Centres and r...See More
Michael Vitez @Ibrahim....... the West first attempted to set up a base at Idleb, now they tried Homs.
Both failed. What will they try next? This war is helping to improve the Syrian Army's skills and abilities
day by day. They'll need it for al Qaeda. Many mor...See More
قمة في الطائفية و الحقد االعمى ... هؤالء االطباء و الممرضات يحلفون يمين بمعالجة الجرحة == و لكن طائفيتهم تمنعهم هاااااااام وَمسرب:::حسبنا
هللا ونعم الوكيل ان...
youtube.com
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Haifashion Barhoumi Hello guys. Sorry to put an end to your enthusiastic comments but the pictures
turned out to be proofs of terrorist attacks against civilians. Check "High-tech Trickery Homs" for more
details. And I'm keeping lots of copies of the article in case it disappears.  

Den Roda Vargen, watch less video games and read more books.
Les Visible What a total pack of lies. These are the terrorists; Israel, US and England. These are the
mass murderers. these are the people who did 9/11
http://theinfounderground.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5367 and 7/7 and The Madrid Train Station
bombing while Is...See More

Eamon Shea Indeed, Les Visible. The Money Master Mafia, a.k.a. the Anglo-American-ZioNazi crime
syndicate, a.k.a. the US, England, and Israel, are THE terrorists, par excellence. We all know that Kool-
aid is for children, not adults. The Kewl-aid the MSM serve...See More
Anonthy Singh I completely agree with Les Visible and Eamon, Syria is being tormented like anyone else
who doesn't cower to the Zionists. Anyone here who supports armed action against the innocent people
of Syria will suffer the same pain one day, you can mark my words.
Ali Mahmood the biggest liar in the the world is Robert Ford ...... dirty man with dirty Agenda and you are
sooo known for the syrian people .... they laugh at you ....... all you wrote in this article are lies ..... so
stop it liar
Maram O Rama So what? an army is always going to have bigger weapons than an insurgency. What's
your point, people with bigger weapons are the ones in the wrong? You americans have the biggest
weapons of all what does that say? What about the people who equate palestinian violence with israeli
violence? hmmm....? quiet are we? I thought so.
Larry Dorsey One of the worst parts of this is that we the United States of America have the most
powerful military in the world and we are doing anything to stop this mass genocide! I will be the first one
to say President Barack Obama is a coward for hiding behin...See More
Larry Dorsey Bashar Al- assad is slaughtering his people now and will be doing so after the dead line
and the United States will do nothing about it! Never in my life have I been so disgusted with a sitting
president who allow this and unlike any other situation he...See More
Larry Dorsey I admire the Ambassador for exposing the Assad the Murderous Tyrant and his lies and his
gumption to insult the intelligence of the world but this is not a political or diplomatic situation this is a
matter of life and death we are not talking about do...See More
Larry Dorsey Let me also say that I can't understand why Russia is on the UN Security Council or that
they are even allowed to vote seeing as how they are supplying and continue to supply the murder
weapons and that their troops are fighting along side Assads military while they kill, mam ferociously
execute and slaughter the Syrian people!
Larry Dorsey I say to all those Middle eastern countries that want to intervene Saudi Arabia, The United
Arab Emerates and Turkey,these are your Muslim brothers and sisters protect them now you dont need
the permission or help of the United States or any other country to do whats right band together go in
and save and protect the Syrian people now!
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Larry Dorsey Will the President of these United States please stand up? President Obama you can say
what you will about George W. Bush Jr. but he would'nt have ever allowed these massacres to happen
and he certainly would'nt have allowed Russia to openly threaten u...See More
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A Message from Ambassador Ford

On April 5, the United Nations Security Council unanimously issued a Presidential Statement supporting
the Joint Special Envoy of the United Nations and League of Arab States Kofi Annan’s six-point
proposal.  This proposal call for an immediate end to all violence and human rights violations, securing
humanitarian access and facilitating a Syrian-led political transition leading to a democratic, plural
political system, in which citizens are equal regardless of their affiliations, ethnicities or beliefs, including
through commencing a comprehensive political dialogue between the Syrian government and the whole
spectrum of the Syrian opposition. It also calls upon the Syrian government to remove its troops,
including the Shabiha, and heavy weapons from their locations around cities no later than April 10,
2012. The Asad regime committed itself to this proposal on March 25, 2012.  

The United States and the Friends of Syria are closely monitoring whether these required actions are
occurring or not.  We have seen media reports from the Asad regime that it has started to remove
soldiers and equipment away from Syrian cities and civilian areas.  We are providing some images to
illustrate our conclusions at this point.  
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We know from our satellites that there are some locales where the Syrian government did remove some
forces, such as Da’el (graphics 1 and 2) in Daraa province and Taftanaz in Idlib, following several days
of assaults against the towns. 

Graphic 1

Graphic 2
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Graphic 3

Taftanaz, Syria 
4 - 5 April , 2012 
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In the case of Taftanaz (graphic 3), the Syrian government simply moved some armored vehicles out of
Taftanaz to the nearby town of Zirdana (graphic 4). 

Graphic 4
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Graphic 5

Artillery Remained 
Horns, Syria - 05 April 2012 

• 
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In some other places, such as Homs (graphic 5) and Zabadani (graphic 6), the Syrian government kept
artillery units near residential areas where they could again fire upon them.  

Graphic 6
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Graphic 7

ldlib , Syria 
4 - 5 April , 2012 
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According to media reports and Syrian activists, on April 5 and April 6 Syrian forces used artillery against
residential areas in Zabadani and Homs and Aazaz in Idlib (graphics 7 and 8), and there were arrest
sweeps in other locations, including suburbs of Damascus.  And we understand there has been a big
increase in the numbers of Syrians seeking refuge in Turkey because of military operations in their
neighborhoods.  This is not the reduction in offensive Syrian government security operations that all
agree must be the first step for the Annan initiative to succeed.  

International journalists are unable to legally enter the country to independently verify such reports.  If
the Asad regime is keeping its promises based on the Annan proposal, it should allow international
journalists to freely enter the country to verify.  In their absence, U.S. and other governments have other
means, including the satellites that took these images, of verifying the regime's compliance or lack
thereof.  The regime and the Syrian people should know that we are watching.  The regime cannot hide
the truth.  We strongly urge the Asad regime to allow the UN compliance team, an effective and
independent means of verification, to have full and unfettered access throughout Syria to investigate the
regime’s compliance.

Graphic 8
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